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Abstract

The growing global energy demand combined with limited resources of fossil energy (especially crude oil), climate change and other environmental issues, the energy system has faced significant challenges. There is significant pressure to diversify the energy sources towards more sustainable choices and to increase energy efficiency. Shifting gradually from the use of fossil fuels to use of renewable energy sources is a long way to go, and to make it economically feasible requires a significant amount of will, effort and innovation.

This thesis deals with two parts of the energy system: the electrical energy system and the energy system of road transportation. A “smart” electrical energy system of the future includes the flexibility of electricity demand, i.e. demand response (DR), enabled by different types of incentives and offering many potential advantages. A road transportation system of the future can include significant amount of electric vehicles (full electric vehicles – full EVs and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles – PHEVs) as part of the vehicle fleet. These vehicles could also participate in the operation of an electrical power system. This thesis discusses electric vehicles and demand response in smart grid context.

The most important results and findings of the thesis are the following. In Finland, PHEVs could offer a significant proportion or even most of the benefits of EVs even with a quite modest charging infrastructure, and simultaneously the most severe obstacles of full EVs could be avoided or at least mitigated. In this thesis, a flexible methodology for modeling PHEV charging load using National Travel Survey data has been developed. Statistical PHEV charging load models, taking into account modeled statistical distributions of the loads, have been used by two different real DNOs in their network information systems to assess the impacts of EVs on distribution network planning in urban networks. It seems that high amounts of EVs fit well into Finnish distribution networks, but in certain cases demand response of electric vehicles would be reasonable. Electric vehicles, some DR actions and other changes in electricity use can increase peak powers in distribution networks. New distribution tariffs have been developed and simulated in a real distribution network with the purpose of encouraging small electricity customers towards peak load restriction. It seems that these kinds of tariffs would be efficient in restricting the increase of peak powers of spot price based DR, although it seems to be hard to decrease the present peak powers very much in the distribution networks. Different general DR and smart charging concepts have been sketched, and a practical local customer-site peak load control management algorithm of an EV charging station group has been developed as a tool to realize demand response of a group of electric vehicles.
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1 Introduction

1.1 The motivation of the thesis
The world uses a lot of energy today, and it seems that the energy need is growing in the future (EIA 2013). Most of the countries in the world try to achieve economic growth which has historically been closely related to increase of energy consumption. Regardless of the change in the expected global trends like energy efficiency and digitalization, the global economic growth does not necessarily disengage from the growth of energy use very rapidly. Today’s developed societies are also extremely dependent on reliable and cost-efficient energy supply and the dependency seems to be increasing for example due to digitalization. Different types of environmental issues, especially climate change, have also set demanding requirements for the energy systems. Also energy and fuel supply and especially oil supply include many types of uncertainties which may cause serious problems in the future especially combined with the challenges of climate change (Partanen et al. 2013; Partanen et al. 2015; Höök & Tang 2013; Sorrell et al. 2009). The aim of this thesis has been to make a small contribution towards enabling a smoother transition to a more sustainable and adequate energy system. The thesis deals with two parts of the energy system: the electrical energy system and the energy system of transportation.

1.1.1 Electrical energy system
Today’s electrical energy sector and industry are in the middle of changes (Bollen 2011). Climate change and other environmental issues, the opening of the electricity markets and their pursuit of more efficient operation, increased reliability requirements and ageing of network assets have set and will further set new requirements for power systems. An often quoted, emphasized and even hyped concept is the so called “smart grid”. There are different definitions for smart grid. The European Regulators Group for Electricity and Gas (ERGEG) defines smart grid as follows (ERGEG 2010): “Smart Grid is an electricity network that can cost efficiently integrate the behavior and actions of all users connected to it – generators, consumers and those that do both – in order to ensure economically efficient, sustainable power system with low losses and high levels of quality and security of supply and safety”. This definition describes in a way an “ideal” electricity grid or the ultimate goal to which development should be targeted. Another example of smart grid definition is stated by Bollen (Bollen 2011): “smart grids are the set of technology, regulation and market rules that are required to address the challenges to which the electricity network is exposed in a cost-effective way”. ERGEG’s definition emphasizes the main targets of the power system and Bollen’s definition emphasizes the forthcoming challenges of the electricity network. Neither of the definitions is bound to any specific methods, tools or technologies to achieve the goal(s) of the definition. However in the “smart grid” related activities, ICT (Information and Communication Technology) aspects are very often present.
Especially the rapidly developing ICT sector but also other technological developments bring new possibilities for electrical energy systems. In the future there will be more communication possibilities, more measurements, more computation capacity, better modeling and more controllable resources available than previously. To improve the cost-efficiency of the system or to introduce improvements or new useful services worth money, the new assets and systems mentioned above can be used. New technologies can be used to develop the system to a “smarter” direction. The “smartness” of the grid is not in the use of new technologies, but in the advantages obtained by using the new technologies. In other words, the smartness is in the achieved cost-effectiveness of the system and/or in the improved operation and/or the new functionalities worth the additional money spent.

A general property of a smart grid is flexibility; the grid adapts to every situation in the best possible way taking into account the available resources (cf. the definitions of a smart grid mentioned above). In a power system, production and consumption of electricity must be kept in a balance all the time (Bollen 2011; Kothari & Nagrath 2004). In a traditional paradigm, electricity demand varies according to consumers’ needs and the production units regulate their production in order to keep the balance (Bollen 2011). Thus, the production operates as the responsive resource. Another possibility is that also some of the consumption would respond to keep the balance between production and consumption (Bollen 2011). Today for example in Finland only some large industrial electricity consumers participate to the power balance management, but there is a growing debate and interest in also having smaller consumers involved. Not only from power balance management but also from a more general point-of-view, electricity consumption today is quite a passive “resource” and participates in the operation of the electricity system only very little. In addition to management of power balance, controllable consumption could also be used for a tool of electricity trade and operation of distribution grids. In order to do this, the consumer has to make some kind of a contract with some party of the electricity sector to achieve some benefit of the actions. In this thesis, all of the consumption flexibility and responsiveness described above is called demand response (DR). DR is often considered as a built-in part of future’s smarter grids.

### 1.1.2 Energy system of transportation

Today’s societies and especially the transportation system are highly dependent on oil (Partanen et al. 2013; Partanen et al. 2015). Almost every function in today’s society is related in a way or another to oil or oil based transportation. The amount of petroleum in the ground decreases continuously and the global petroleum consumption has been increasing from 21 Mbdp (million barrels per day) to 88 Mbdp between 1960–2012 (Davis et al. 2014), and as living standards in many highly populated developing countries such as China are increasing, the demand for petroleum and energy in general will increase over the course of the coming years (EIA 2013). Most of the petroleum is used as fuels of transportation. Easily drillable and thus “cheap” oil might be running out faster than many people expect (Murray & King 2012; Sorrell et al. 2009). Thus, reducing oil dependency is a significant global challenge of the coming years and
decades. However, it is not an easy thing to do. In principle, there are many ways to reduce oil consumption and oil dependency, such as energy efficiency improvement of conventional vehicles, replacing oil based heat and electricity production by other types of production, new fuels of transportation and new materials replacing other oil based products in general. Also, as global urbanization trend is expected to continue (United Nations 2014), the need for public transport is also probably increasing which tends to decrease the demand for personal passenger car transportation. On the other hand, due to the expected global economic growth of the future, more people will have more possibilities to buy personal cars in the future. This thesis concentrates on the transportation sector and especially road transportation and its electrification.

One possibility to reduce oil dependency, primary energy consumption and emissions of road transportation is to use electric vehicles (EVs). EVs are road vehicles which include an electric power train and an on-board electricity storage which can be charged from an energy source outside the vehicle. There are mainly two types of electric vehicles: full electric vehicles and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). In a full EV, there is only an electric power train. In a PHEV, in addition to the electric power train, there is also another power source, typically internal combustion engine using gasoline or diesel. From the energy system point-of-view, the most important aspect of EVs is that the use of liquid fuel is replaced by the use of electricity produced in electric power plants. Although it is quite clear that there will be many types of vehicles on the roads in the future, and these vehicles will use many types of fuels, electric vehicles (EVs) could contribute significantly to the solution palette of a more sustainable road transportation system. During the last few years almost all car manufacturers have launched some kind of EVs to the market, and innovation and research in this area has accelerated.

If scenarios with large penetration levels of EVs are considered, many questions like “Should EVs be taken into account in electricity distribution network planning?” or “Could the electrical energy system benefit from EVs?” arise. One branch of smart grid related research and innovation has been to “integrate” EVs to the electrical energy system in a way that the full advantage of EVs could be realized. This means that electric vehicles could be used as resources for DR by controlling their charging in different ways, and this is sometimes called “smart charging”. EVs could also be used as electricity storage for the needs of the electrical energy system. The research in these areas has been very extensive and plentiful during the past few years.

1.2 The scope and objectives of the thesis

As mentioned in the previous section, this thesis deals with the energy system of transportation and the electrical energy system. Special attention is focused on two things: electric vehicles and demand response. Figure 1.1 illustrates the research areas of the thesis. Thematically, the “electric vehicles” theme belongs to the “energy system of transportation” theme but partly also to the “electrical energy systems” and further to “demand response” themes. Also, there are lots of demand response related research questions which do not involve EVs.
The first research plan created with this thesis in mind included almost solely related topics such as EV charging load modeling, impacts of EVs to the electricity distribution network design and “smart charging”. Later it was noticed more clearly that many research questions, concepts and thoughts related to smart charging also applied to other types of controllable loads besides EVs. Thus, the research area was then expanded to cover more general demand response related issues.

The objective of the thesis has been to analyze the possibilities of EVs and DR to contribute to the future’s more sustainable society and to analyze and solve some of the possible obstacles which are in the way of integrating EVs and DR in the energy system in a smart way. The contributions of the thesis, which are discussed in Chapter 6, include some practical findings which help in this task.

In this thesis, the scope of the studies is concentrated on the following research topics, which form a cohesive entity.

1. Possibilities of PHEVs and full EVs as contributions to a “sustainable” transportation system (using the methodology of Publication 3).
2. Charging load modeling of EVs in electricity grids (Publication 3).
3. Impacts of EVs on the electricity distribution network design (Publication 4).
4. EVs as a resource of DR by “smart charging”, (Publications 5–7).
5. Methods and incentives for DR, (Publications 1–2).

The main research method of this thesis has been simulation. Simulation is a powerful research method, and taking into account the area of research of this thesis, simulation is often the only practical choice. The research material and data of the thesis consists mainly of the National Travel Survey of Finland, electricity network models and electricity consumption data produced by automatic metering infrastructure (AMI) meters of different companies.

Electrical energy systems and transportation systems in different countries and areas differ from each other in some ways. However, the research questions and methodology are generic and globally applicable, but assumptions and point-of-view are often Finnish and/or Nordic.
1.3 The structure of the thesis

Considering the number of publications and the amount of research effort, the electric vehicle theme is the primary theme of the thesis and should therefore be presented first. However, the EV related research was also related to demand response, and for the coherence of the presentation, the DR related parts of the research are presented first.

In Chapter 2, the concept of demand response is defined and discussed in general. In Chapter 3, different types of DR applications, related actors, relevant incentives and impacts of DR on distribution networks are presented. In Chapter 4, different types of EVs and drivers, barriers and possibilities for electrification of road transportation are presented. In Chapter 5, EVs in smart grids in different roles are discussed and presented. Charging load modeling methodology and impacts of EV charging in the electricity grids are discussed. Also “smart charging” and the EV as a resource of DR and EVs as electricity storages for the needs of the electricity system and electricity market are discussed. In Chapter 6, conclusions are made: the main contributions of the thesis and future work proposals are presented.

1.4 Author’s contributions in publications

The author of the thesis has conducted the research of the publications 1–7 and has also written the publications with the following exceptions.

P. Järventausta and S. Repo have been the supervisors of the thesis (P. Järventausta has been the primary supervisor), and their roles in the publications have been general discussion, guidance and commenting. A. Mutanen has produced the load flow calculation algorithm applied in Publication 2. He has also been commenting on Publications 2–4 especially related to AMI measurement and network data and distribution network load flow methodology and calculations. K. Vuorilehto and K. Jalkanen produced the lithium-ion charging curves for Publication 3 and also commented on issues related to lithium-ion batteries in the publication. K. Vuorilehto has also commented on issues related to lithium-ion batteries in Publication 6. C. Evens was in charge of writing the standardization related parts of Publication 5. A. Tammi and A. Unkuri made the network calculations and analysis in their M.Sc. theses, related to Publication 4, when working in two different distribution network companies. R. Ryymin, J. Helin, M. Pekkinen have been commenting on Publication 4 representing the distribution network companies’ points-of-view in the studies. J. Markkula has been a commentator of Publications 2 and 6. A. Kulmala has been a commentator of Publication 6. K. Lummi has been a commentator of Publication 2 especially in distribution tariff related issues. A. Supponen was involved in the design and implementation the optimization algorithms applied in Publication 2 and he has also been a commentator of the same publication. M. Mononen has been a commentator of Publication 2.
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Considering the number of publications and the amount of research effort, the electric vehicle theme is the primary theme of the thesis and should therefore be presented first. However, the EV related research was also related to demand response, and for the coherence of the presentation, the DR related parts of the research are presented first.

In Chapter 2, the concept of demand response is defined and discussed in general. In Chapter 3, different types of DR applications, related actors, relevant incentives and impacts of DR on distribution networks are presented. In Chapter 4, different types of EVs and drivers, barriers and possibilities for electrification of road transportation are presented. In Chapter 5, EVs in smart grids in different roles are discussed and presented. Charging load modeling methodology and impacts of EV charging in the electricity grids are discussed. Also “smart charging” and the EV as a resource of DR and EVs as electricity storages for the needs of the electricity system and electricity market are discussed. In Chapter 6, conclusions are made: the main contributions of the thesis and future work proposals are presented.

1.4 Author’s contributions in publications

The author of the thesis has conducted the research of the publications 1–7 and has also written the publications with the following exceptions.

P. Järventausta and S. Repo have been the supervisors of the thesis (P. Järventausta has been the primary supervisor), and their roles in the publications have been general discussion, guidance and commenting. A. Mutanen has produced the load flow calculation algorithm applied in Publication 2. He has also been commenting on Publications 2–4 especially related to AMI measurement and network data and distribution network load flow methodology and calculations. K. Vuorilehto and K. Jalkanen produced the lithium-ion charging curves for Publication 3 and also commented on issues related to lithium-ion batteries in the publication. K. Vuorilehto has also commented on issues related to lithium-ion batteries in Publication 6. C. Evens was in charge of writing the standardization related parts of Publication 5. A. Tammi and A. Unkuri made the network calculations and analysis in their M.Sc. theses, related to Publication 4, when working in two different distribution network companies. R. Ryymin, J. Helin, M. Pekkinen have been commenting on Publication 4 representing the distribution network companies’ points-of-view in the studies. J. Markkula has been a commentator of Publications 2 and 6. A. Kulmala has been a commentator of Publication 6. K. Lummi has been a commentator of Publication 2 especially in distribution tariff related issues. A. Supponen was involved in the design and implementation the optimization algorithms applied in Publication 2 and he has also been a commentator of the same publication. M. Mononen has been a commentator of Publication 2.
2 Introduction to demand response

As described in the introduction chapter, demand response (DR) is often considered as an important part of future’s smart grids. DR is quite a broad concept, and generally different types of “demand flexibility”, excluding energy saving and other actions which change the amount of electricity consumption, is typically considered to be “demand response”. A commonly referred core definition for DR is presented in (DOE 2006): “Changes in electric usage by end-use customers from their normal consumption patterns in response to changes in the price of electricity over time, or to incentive payments designed to induce lower electricity use at times of high wholesale market prices or when system reliability is jeopardized.” Some complementing description and classification of different types of DR is made e.g. in (DOE 2006; Albadi & El-Saadany 2008; Bartholomew et al. 2009; Palensky & Dietrich 2011). The aforementioned definition does not, however, include all “demand flexibility” which could be logically thought to be “demand response”. For example, the participation of load in power system reserve markets does not directly fit into the definition. In the opinion of the author of this thesis, it would be useful to take all the “demand flexibility” into account in a holistic sense. In this thesis, the following quite broad but compactly presented definition is proposed. Demand response means that electricity consumers change their electricity consumption in accordance with some input(s) coming from some actor(s) so that the actor(s) and the consumers benefit from the action (Publication 2). In other words, demand for electricity responds to some input(s) in a way that benefits all parties involved (Publication 2).

DR can increase the total economical “efficiency” of the electrical energy system. DR can increase the utilization rate of assets and resources and thus the financial benefits of them. DR can also increase the efficiency of the electricity market and lower the price of electricity in short and long terms. DR might also improve the planning and usage of the electricity distribution networks and even increase their reliability. However, the incentives for DR in the future might be smaller as the incentives of DR seen today, because for example in the wholesale market DR decreases the price fluctuations of the spot market which again decreases the incentives for DR from customer point-of-view. On the other hand, there are several issues which increase the incentives for DR in the future on the wholesale market and power system level. Renewable and intermittent energy production is increasing significantly in the following years. Nuclear power plants are also built at the moment and more will probably be built in the future. Nuclear power plants, at least in Finland, and intermittent renewable production do not participate in the balancing of production and consumption in the power system. Also, as at least part of the intermittent production will be connected to the grid with power electronic converters, it decreases the amount of electromechanical inertia of the system, making the management of the power balance more difficult. All these factors increase the potential of DR.
A very fundamental precondition for success of DR is customer acceptance. People have to be ready to let the system control their electric loads. In Finland there is a long history and experience of controlling people’s electric heating loads and also today many people use time-of-use tariffs (time-of-day or seasonal tariffs) and some of their loads are controlled in accordance. However, it is uncertain how well people would accept new types of DR. Time-of-use tariffs govern the use of the loads exactly in a predefined way and consumers know pre-hand how their loads are controlled. In possible DR of the future there might not be any pre-hand knowledge of the control actions for example during the next day. Today’s DR acceptance depends on many things such as the type and amount of DR, the types of controlled loads, financial incentives etc. From the psychological point-of-view, people have to trust the DR system and related companies, and the transparency of the companies’ operation can promote the issue.

The real world activity and market readiness in the area of DR varies by country and region. In (SEDC 2014), an extensive review of 15 European countries from the points-of-view of regulatory requirements and market practices is made concerning four criteria: consumer access, program requirements, measurements & verification and finance & risk. When the assessment was made for 2014, the following results were obtained: in six countries the status of DR is “commercially active and established in a range of markets”, in four countries the status of DR is “integration into a range of markets is taking place or selected markets are open” and the rest of the countries have plenty of work to be done (SEDC 2014). The US is also an interesting area, and there is non-negligible DR activity. In the US, roughly 5.4 million and 3.7 million customers have enrolled in so called “incentive-based DR programs” and “time-based DR programs” in 2012, respectively (FERC 2014). According to (SEDC 2014), in the US “29 GW of load is registered in some form of Demand Response program”. During the recent years, many types of new activities around DR are going on in different parts of the US (FERC 2014). According to (SEDC 2014) “In 2013 in the USA, businesses and homeowners earned over $2.2 billion in revenues from demand response, over and above avoided investment in grid infrastructure and power plants”.

2.1 Different market actors of DR

Around the concept of DR, there are many parties and actors involved. Possible actors are for example

- Electricity consumers including ones with small scale electricity production
- Electricity retailers/balance responsible parties
- Distribution network operators (DNO)
- Transmission system operators (TSO)
- Aggregator/service provider/DR operator.

In addition to these actors, the regulator involved in DR is indirectly a sort of a DR actor. In some cases DR might also affect the electricity generator companies although they are not directly DR market actors. An example of this could be in a situation where intermittent electricity production capacity produces with a power greatly exceeding the
total consumption (over-production situation). If there was an efficient DR market which could temporarily increase the load of the power system, the producers would not necessarily have to cut the intermittent production. Overall, DR can help the integration of intermittent and inflexible production to a power system. All of the DR actors have different goals and needs for DR which makes the whole DR sector somewhat complicated and also forms a significant threat to success of the whole DR concept. The advantage of one actor might be a disadvantage to another. This implies that the whole DR process should be carefully investigated as a whole and the results of the investigations should be taken into account by governments and regulators. In the following sections, different DR related aspects from different actors’ points-of-view are discussed in more detail.

2.2 DR resources and their control

The DR resources are owned by electricity consumers, which can be divided for example into three types: small, medium and large. Today in Finland the large electricity consumers such as big industrial facilities already participate to DR to some extent. However, the participation of medium-size and especially small consumers is mostly restricted to the use of two-time tariff based DR. Especially for medium-size consumers, the implementation costs of DR might be moderate in many cases compared to the expected financial benefits. For small consumers it is estimated that there is roughly about 1800 MW (roughly 12% of the peak load in Finland) of loads currently connected to control relays of AMI (automatic metering infrastructure) meters in households (Honkapuro et al. 2014) in Finland. However, some of the loads can be controlled by so-called time-based control relays and others by so-called load reduction control relays (Honkapuro et al. 2014). In some cases one relay is used for both, and the real possibilities of DNOs to control the loads are often quite limited and depend on the DNO (Honkapuro et al. 2014).

Not all the loads are usable for DR purposes unless there is an electricity storage device available. Especially resistive electric heating and electric storage water heaters are the most interesting DR resources of today’s small electricity consumers. But also different heat pumps might have some potential. All these appliances are interesting DR resources because they typically consume quite significant amounts of electricity, their nominal powers can be quite high and it is often not very critical when the load consumes the electricity, i.e. the consumption of the load can be shifted in time. In addition to shiftable loads, there are some loads which can be curtailed for a while like air conditioning and lighting. In addition to the conventional loads, electric vehicles are a new type of DR resource which might become a non-negligible one in the future. In the future, it might be reasonable to control some loads (e.g. washing machines and dryers) which do not consume large amounts of energy on an annual scale, but take high electric power. This might be the case for example if peak power based distribution tariffs were applied and the peak power of one hour can influence the customer costs by a non-negligible amount. This topic is discussed more in Section 3.2.1. Electricity consumption and also the controllability of electric loads depend on many things.
Especially the consumption of heating loads depends strongly on the outdoor temperature which means that during warm weather there is only very little heating load for DR purposes. Technically there are many ways to control electric loads, but the possibilities depend on the nature of the load. Fig. 2.1 presents four different control methods.

Fig. 2.1a presents the most trivial way to control an electric load: controlling a controllable switch connected in serial with the load. This can be applied to any type of load and it is simple and robust, but it has certain drawbacks which can be avoided by using more sophisticated control methods illustrated in Fig. 2.1b-2.1d.

Fig. 2.1b presents a general “softly” controllable load: using a special electrical appliance and related communication, a load can be switched “off” and “on” “softly” which means that the process of the load is not interfered with too much. An example of this can be for example a “smart” washing machine which can be stopped in a soft manner so that when the washing machine is switched back on after an off-switching, the washing process continues from an appropriate state to finalize the laundering. This does not necessarily happen in a case where a conventional washing machine is stopped by just cutting the power supply from the device. Also, by using soft control the device can be switched “on” compared to the use of controllable switch which returns the power supply for the appliance but does not necessarily continue the laundering process from the state it was before cutting the power supply.

Fig. 2.1c presents in a way a special case of Fig. 2.1b: controlling a thermostat controlled device by controlling the setting value of the thermostat. A thermostat

Fig. 2.1d presents a way a special case of Fig. 2.1b: controlling a thermostat controlled device by controlling the setting value of the thermostat. A thermostat
controlled load keeps the temperature $T$ of an object (a room of a house, interior of a freezer etc.) within certain limits near a setting value $T_{\text{set}}$ in accordance of the tolerance of the thermostat: $T \in [T_{\text{set}} - T_{\text{toler}}, T_{\text{set}} + T_{\text{toler}}]$, where $T_{\text{toler}}$ is the tolerance of the temperature below and above of the setting value. A working cycle of a thermostat controlled load is, by turns, “on” for a while and then “off” for some time. By changing the setting value of the thermostat, a load can be forced to switch “on” or “off” practically at almost any time. With this kind of operation, a wider scale of control actions can be made compared to control of only a switch. One can for example first “store energy” to the load by setting high/low enough setting value during “low electricity price”, and during “high electricity price” the load can be switched off. Also, the adjustment of the setting value of a thermostat always guarantees that the temperature of the object does not become too high or too low (assuming that the setting value is not deviated too much from the original value) during control operation as the thermostat is always working as only the setting value is changed.

Fig. 2.1d presents a load control method which can be applied to loads which are fed by a certain type of power electronics, and the method is also a special case of Fig. 2.1b. In this control method, the load can be not only switched “on” or “off” but the power and/or the current taken by the load can be adjusted within some limits. A practical example of this kind of a load is the charging of electric vehicles. In some standardized charging modes (cf. standard IEC 61851-1), which are also de facto standards around the world, the charging currents of electric vehicles can be adjusted within certain limits by the charging station. EV charging and its controllability are discussed in more detail in section 5.3.

### 2.3 DR infrastructure

In addition to the load or resource itself, the infrastructure needed to control and verify the operation of the resources is a very important part of DR. In practice there are many options for the DR control and communication infrastructure for small electricity consumers. At the moment AMI meters or “smart” electricity consumption meters have been installed to most of the customers in Finland in accordance with the Finnish electricity market decree 66/2009. The meters today have some capability to control the loads of the small customers. There are typically one or two relays in the meter (Honkapuro et al. 2014) which can be used to control for example electric heating loads in one way or another. Typically there is at least one relay to realize the day-night tariff or seasonal tariff related load control. It is however under debate what kind of load control operations would be possible with the current meter fleet (Honkapuro et al. 2014; Koponen et al. 2014). Also the information systems of the DNOs form some bottlenecks for DR.

One branch of discussion has focused on whether or not a smart meter would operate efficiently as the “brain” which would control the loads and carry out appropriate communication with relevant DR actors. In practice every electricity consumer has an AMI meter and thus using these in DR would lead to a very wide DR infrastructure. Also, as new generation of AMI meters will be installed in the coming years it could be
very cost efficient to implement sophisticated DR functionalities in the new generation of meters. However, this scenario includes some risks at least in the present regulative and operational environment of the DNOs. The meters are owned by DNOs whose core task is to operate the distribution network. Offering a flexible and open platform for DR purposes for different parties and designing and installing the local load control systems at people’s homes is not the DNOs responsibility and the motivation and competence of DNOs to operate as a “DR operator” is questionable.

Another significant branch of discussion is the ability of different types of home automation (HA) systems, building automation (BA) systems or home energy management systems (HEMS) to manage the DR actions in the customer-end. HA/BA/HEMSs would be produced by companies in an open and competitive market. However, without standardized procedures and standardized and open interfaces the HA systems of different HA producers are easily very diverse and realization of large scale DR might become too complex. For example in Finland, some electricity retailers today sell spot price based electricity contracts with a load control device which can shift some of the load to cheap spot price based hours.

A very relevant question is how DR could be economically attractive enough for the customer, taking into account the customer site investments stemming from the DR related equipment and systems. A possible solution for this would be to use the DR resources in an efficient manner. This means that the benefits of DR should be “fished” from many types of DR market. Also, if the customer site DR control was conducted using HA/BA based systems, the investment cost for DR would not have to be very large. A HA/BA system could offer many functionalities such as

- Increased comfort and energy efficiency (control of room temperatures, lighting and air conditioning)
- Increased safety and security (integrated fire detectors, security alarms, water leakage alarm and prevention)
- System monitoring and supervision (monitoring of energy consumption, local energy production and water consumption)
- Back-up power systems (back-up power for full load, partial load or “light” load)
- Demand response services.

As the HA/BA system would anyway be purchased for many different purposes and needs, the DR functionalities required to the system would not necessarily bring about large additional costs.
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3 Demand response in smart grids

There are different types of demand response domains. One way to classify them is to do it in accordance with the actor offering the incentive for the electricity consumers to participate in DR. Using this classification, different types of DR domains are discussed in this chapter.

3.1 TSO driven DR

Two essential tasks of a TSO, especially in Nordic Countries, are to ensure the reliability of the power system and to promote the operation of the electricity market. Implementing DR to the electricity system potentially helps TSO in both of these major tasks. From TSO’s interests, DR can be applied in different types of reserve markets and the wholesale electricity market. In the following reserve markets are discussed in more detail especially from the Finnish market point-of-view, where Fingrid Inc. operates as the TSO. Wholesale electricity market related DR is discussed more in Section 3.3.

3.1.1 Reserve markets

Power system reserves are used to ensure the reliability of the whole power system. The Finnish TSO Fingrid uses mostly reserves owned by other parties in a market-based manner, but it has also some reserves of its own. Reserves in general can be divided into two main types: automatically and manually activated. Automatically activated reserves are typically frequency controlled. In a conventional AC power system, change in fundamental frequency of the voltage works as an indicator of the balance between power production and consumption (Kothari & Nagrath 2004). The frequency decreases if the total power production in energy conversion processes of power plants is less than total energy consumption in the system. And vice versa: in the case of power surplus the frequency rises. Frequency is used to adjust production of power plants in order to maintain the balance between power production and consumption.

There are two types of frequency reserves: frequency containment and frequency restoration reserves. The frequency containment reserves are used to stabilize the frequency change and to keep the frequency within certain bounds, but after the operation of these reserves there will always be deviation from the nominal 50 Hz. The restoration reserves are used to restore frequency back to 50 Hz or at least near to it and thus free the activated containment reserves. In the North-European system there are three types of frequency controlled reserves: Frequency Containment Reserve for Normal operation (FCR-N), Frequency Containment Reserve for Disturbances (FCR-D) and Automatic Frequency Restoration reserves (FRR-A) (Fingrid Oyj 2015).

FCR-N operates within frequency \( f \) interval \( 50.1 \text{ Hz} \geq f \geq 49.9 \text{ Hz} \), which is considered a “normal state” frequency range. The target of the TSO is to keep the frequency within this normal operation interval. FCR-N must continuously regulate its power in accordance with its droop so that the dead band is within interval of \([49.95 \text{ Hz}, 50.05 \text{ Hz}]\).
50.05 Hz] (Fingrid Oyj 2014b). FCR-N has to activate fully within 3 minutes after a 0.1 Hz frequency change (Fingrid Oyj 2014b). In the future the requirements for dead band might be tightened.

If the frequency decreases below 49.9 Hz, the FCR-D begins to activate. FCR-D is divided into three types: on-line power plants which adjust their output power in accordance with frequency, relay connected loads and off-line reserve power generators (Fingrid Oyj 2014b). On-line power plants operate within the interval 49.5 Hz ≤ f < 49.9 Hz so that the reserves start to activate when frequency decreases below 49.9 Hz and activates totally at 49.5 Hz (Fingrid Oyj 2014b). After a step-like frequency drop of 0.5 Hz 50% of the capacity must be activated in 5 s and all the capacity in must be activated in 30 s (Fingrid Oyj 2014b). Relay connected load, which are in practice large industrial loads, should disconnect immediately when frequency has been ≤ 49.7 Hz for 30 s or when frequency has been ≤ 49.5 Hz for 5 s (Fingrid Oyj 2014b). The off-line reserve power generator capacity must be totally activated when frequency has been ≤ 49.7 Hz for 30 s (Fingrid Oyj 2014b).

FRR-A is operated in accordance with frequency deviation in the North-European synchronous area, but is centrally coordinated by Statnett in Norway (Fingrid Oyj 2014a). The purpose of FRR-A is to restore the frequency close to 50 Hz, and Fingrid sends reserve activation signal to the reserve owners every 10 s (Fingrid Oyj 2014a). FRR-A must operate in accordance with the operation time requirement curves presented in (Fingrid Oyj 2014a).

There are two different types of manual frequency restoration reserves in the Nordic system. The first reserve is the balancing power market (BPM). Capacity owners can make bids to BPM and Fingrid activates the capacity of the bids if necessary. Another manual reserve type is the so-called manual frequency restoration reserve (FRR-M). These reserves contain some gas turbine power plants owned by Fingrid, and Fingrid has also made some contracts with capacity owners for some power plants and large industrial loads. Both of the manually activated reserves (BPM and FRR-M) can be fully activated in 15 minutes.

In principle, a large number of small loads could participate in to different reserve markets. As explained above, different reserves have different response time requirements. Depending on the response time requirements of a reserve type, it might be challenging to construct a system which could control a large number of loads spread out over a large geographical area. However, in many reserve types the required reaction times are many minutes and with modern communication technologies it is possible to spread the required information rapidly enough to a large number of individual places. However, frequency controlled reserves offer a possibility to make the control decisions locally near the physical load. This type of control offers interesting possibilities and is discussed more in the following section.

Participation of “small” electricity consumers to reserve markets should include reasonable financial incentives for the consumers, and the magnitude of the profit potential should be made clear before the possibly required investment would be made.
by the consumer. The assessment of the incentives is quite complicated and depends on many things such as the possibilities of the electricity consumers to control their loads, reserve market prices and the market mechanisms in general. The market mechanism is related to the fact that controlling loads might pose a financial imbalance for the electricity retailer (this is discussed more in Section 3.3) which forms a financial risk. There might be many market actors in the load control and market participation chain, such as the owners of the controllable resources, electricity retailers/balance responsible parties, and possible aggregator/service provider/DR operator. Thus, a thorough analysis and different scenarios would be required to find the realistic benefit potential of the end-users that finally make the decision whether to participate to the reserve market(s) or not. An analysis with certain assumptions in this area is made for electricity consumers with electric heating in the Finnish environment in (Järventausta et al. 2015) and in (Valtonen et al. 2015). The studies show that the incentives are not very inviting at the moment and depend on the reserve market type.

3.1.2 Frequency controlled load based on local frequency measurement

Controlling the loads in accordance with local frequency measurements would make very fast control possible as the control decisions would be made locally. Research in this area has been made during the past few years, see for example (Short et al. 2007; Zhao Xu et al. 2011; Aunedi et al. 2013; Vedady Moghadam et al. 2014). In Publication 1, (Rautiainen et al. 2009) and (Järventausta et al. 2010) some work in this area has also been made and presented. In Publication 1 and (Järventausta et al. 2010) the use of electric space heating loads to be used as FCR-D has been studied and presented in more detail, and in (Järventausta et al. 2010) and (Rautiainen et al. 2009) also frequency dependent charging of electric vehicles is discussed.

In Publication 1, 580 000 individual frequency controlled space heating loads, operating as FCR-D reserve, are modeled to a two-area power system model in PSCAD software. There are different types of resistive electric space heating systems such as direct (radiators), partly storage (underfloor heating cables) and storage heating. In Publication 1, the operation of the loads is modeled using a first-order thermodynamic modeling assuming that the heating energy would be stored mostly to the walls and to the floor. Therefore the rough model fits mainly to direct heating and/or partly storage heating. In Publication 1, frequency disturbances are posed to the power system and behavior of the frequency dependent heating loads and their impacts on the power system are investigated.

Perhaps the simplest way control the loads would be to use a controllable switch (cf. Section 2.2 and Figure 2.1a) which would cut the power supply of the heaters when the frequency decreases below a certain limit. This could be made easily for example in the switchgear of a detached house or building using a frequency relay based controller or similar type of device such as next generation AMI meters. After the frequency would recover, the power supply of loads would be switched back on. At least in principle, in...
addition to the absolute value of the frequency, the load could be controlled also in accordance with the rate of change of frequency (df/dt).

The operation of the loads after the “frequency disturbance” is also worth further investigation. A group of thermal loads have a so-called “cold-load pick-up” phenomenon (Publication 1), which means that if thermal loads are switched off for some time and then switched back on, the total power of the load group can be higher than before the off-switching. This should be taken into account if a large amount of thermal loads were to be used as DR resources such as power system reserves. It is not desirable that after an off-switching of a large number of thermal loads, the cold-load pick-up would pose a new frequency decline and would require the use of power system reserves. Therefore the recovery of loads should also be planned carefully (Publication 1). The behavior of a thermal load after a short off-switching depends on the type of the thermostat. If the thermostat is a mechanical one (e.g. bimetal or gas-filled bellows), the load would immediately turn back on after the power supply is recovered. If the thermostat is a “modern” electronic one, the operation of the load depends on how it is constructed. It might turn on immediately or it might wait until the temperature decreases (in case of heating load) below the limit $T_{\text{set}} - T_{\text{toler tower}}$ (cf. section 2.2). If the thermostat waits until the temperature decreases, it delays the cold-load pick-up and might even decrease the amplitude of the cold-load pick-up as can be noticed in the results of Publication 1.

In Publication 1, a load control method of controlling the setting value of the thermostats in accordance with grid frequency is described. The method is especially relevant to HA/BA/HEM systems, and it brings the additional benefits explained in Section 2.2. Additionally, controlling the setting value of the thermostat brings a natural possibility to gradually decrease the load during a decrease of grid frequency if all the loads are not wanted to be switched off simultaneously. This can be done so that the load whose temperature is the highest is switched off first, and when frequency decreases further, the “colder” loads are switched off in decreasing order of the temperatures (Short et al. 2007).

Control based on local frequency measurement does not need communication in the control of the loads. However, if for some reason the parameters of the controllers would have to be changed, some kind of communication between TSO and the local load controllers would be necessary. Communication might also be necessary for verifiability purposes. From this point-of-view, the frequency dependent load based on local frequency measurement would be at its best in the context of home automation systems. In a home automation system where for example room temperatures could be centrally controlled, it would be easy to build the frequency dependent load control in the central controller and it would be easy to construct a possibility for TSO to redefine parameters of the controller and verify the control actions.

It is a question of its own how this kind of frequency dependent load control would be implemented in practice to the customers’ premises especially in case of small domestic customers. The necessary equipment would be easy to implement to new houses and addition to the absolute value of the frequency, the load could be controlled also in accordance with the rate of change of frequency (df/dt).

The operation of the loads after the “frequency disturbance” is also worth further investigation. A group of thermal loads have a so-called “cold-load pick-up” phenomenon (Publication 1), which means that if thermal loads are switched off for some time and then switched back on, the total power of the load group can be higher than before the off-switching. This should be taken into account if a large amount of thermal loads were to be used as DR resources such as power system reserves. It is not desirable that after an off-switching of a large number of thermal loads, the cold-load pick-up would pose a new frequency decline and would require the use of power system reserves. Therefore the recovery of loads should also be planned carefully (Publication 1). The behavior of a thermal load after a short off-switching depends on the type of the thermostat. If the thermostat is a mechanical one (e.g. bimetal or gas-filled bellows), the load would immediately turn back on after the power supply is recovered. If the thermostat is a “modern” electronic one, the operation of the load depends on how it is constructed. It might turn on immediately or it might wait until the temperature decreases (in case of heating load) below the limit $T_{\text{set}} - T_{\text{toler tower}}$ (cf. section 2.2). If the thermostat waits until the temperature decreases, it delays the cold-load pick-up and might even decrease the amplitude of the cold-load pick-up as can be noticed in the results of Publication 1.

In Publication 1, a load control method of controlling the setting value of the thermostats in accordance with grid frequency is described. The method is especially relevant to HA/BA/HEM systems, and it brings the additional benefits explained in Section 2.2. Additionally, controlling the setting value of the thermostat brings a natural possibility to gradually decrease the load during a decrease of grid frequency if all the loads are not wanted to be switched off simultaneously. This can be done so that the load whose temperature is the highest is switched off first, and when frequency decreases further, the “colder” loads are switched off in decreasing order of the temperatures (Short et al. 2007).

Control based on local frequency measurement does not need communication in the control of the loads. However, if for some reason the parameters of the controllers would have to be changed, some kind of communication between TSO and the local load controllers would be necessary. Communication might also be necessary for verifiability purposes. From this point-of-view, the frequency dependent load based on local frequency measurement would be at its best in the context of home automation systems. In a home automation system where for example room temperatures could be centrally controlled, it would be easy to build the frequency dependent load control in the central controller and it would be easy to construct a possibility for TSO to redefine parameters of the controller and verify the control actions.

It is a question of its own how this kind of frequency dependent load control would be implemented in practice to the customers’ premises especially in case of small domestic customers. The necessary equipment would be easy to implement to new houses and
3.2 DNO driven DR

Distribution network operators (DNOs) are responsible for planning, building, maintaining and operating the local distribution networks which are further connected to the national transmission grid. In general, the holistic societal target is to minimize the electricity infrastructure costs within certain boundary conditions such as the level of service of DNOs. DR could be applied also in the operation of distribution networks and thus be taken into account in distribution network planning.

In general, the aim of the network planning tasks can be presented as the following minimization task:

$$\min \sum_{t=1}^{T} (C_{\text{inv}}(t) + C_{\text{loss}}(t) + C_{\text{out}}(t) + C_{\text{maint}}(t)),$$

where $C_{\text{inv}}$, $C_{\text{loss}}$, $C_{\text{out}}$ and $C_{\text{maint}}$ represent the present values of investment, loss, outage and maintenance costs, respectively, of the years ($1, 2, \ldots, T$) of the planning horizon (Lakervi & Partanen 2008). Of course, different technical and electrical safety related boundary conditions have to be fulfilled. In principle, applying DNO driven DR could decrease at least the three first cost components of (3.1). Lowering the investment costs implies e.g. to an increase in the utilization rates of network and/or reducing the need for back-up connections. In this case, the utilization rate of a network component, such as a line or a distribution transformer, means the average load level divided by the load carrying capacity of the component. A low utilization rate can correlate with oversizing of network components which also means overinvestments. To achieve a high utilization rate, load duration curves in the network should be as flat as possible and the maximum real loading levels of the network components should be near to their technical maximum load levels.

Flattening the load profile would also decrease losses because they are directly proportional to the square of the loading currents (Lakervi & Partanen 2008). However, possibilities of DR to decrease losses might not be very high. For example, in the network calculations of Publication 2, the differences of total annual loss energies between different simulation cases are roughly about 1%.
Another possible application of DR from the DNO’s point-of-view is the increase in reliability of the distribution network which could decrease the outage costs in (2.1). In a regulation model of the distribution network business in Finland, the real reliability of the network affects the allowed profit level of a DNO. To increase reliability, DR could be used for example in unusual network configurations during disturbances to cut the peak power in order to enable the use of a back-up connection which would normally have insufficient transfer capacity.

In principle, there are many ways in which DNOs could apply DR and encourage network customers to participate to DNO driven DR. In this thesis, the incentives for the network customers are divided into two types: distribution tariffs and “ancillary service” contracts. In the following sections these themes are discussed in more detail.

### 3.2.1 Distribution tariffs as DR incentives

As stated above, encouraging DR for flattening load profiles of network components is reasonable from the economic point-of-view. There are also some phenomena in the future which might increase peak powers in the networks. One example of this is the possibly increasing use of electrical energy contracts with hourly varying, typically Nord Pool Spot based, price of electricity. Because the hourly prices are the same for all the customers, this might create simultaneous usage of electricity during cheap hours among the customers which might further cause peaks in the network (Publication 2). A DNO could offer some kind of incentives, financial incentives in practice, for the customers to reduce the peaks of the network. Distribution tariffs of a DNO form the main financial relationship between the network customers and the DNO, and one way a DNO could offer financial incentives for small electricity users to decrease the load peaks is to offer distribution tariffs which would include a power or peak power related cost component.

At the moment for small electricity customers (main fuse size of 3×63 A or lower), Finnish DNOs typically have three types of distribution tariffs which all are widely used: general tariff, time-of-day tariff and seasonal tariff. In these tariff structures there is typically a constant basic charge, e.g. in €/month, and a charge component based on electricity consumption (in €/kWh) which can depend on the time when the electricity is consumed. In the general tariff the price of electricity distribution is the same during the whole “contract period”, but in time-of-day and seasonal tariffs the distribution charge depends on time. For time-of-day tariff the charge is lower during nights than during daytime, and in seasonal tariffs the charge is higher during winter workdays than other times. None of these tariff types set direct incentives to decrease the peak loads. However, in some cases time-of-day or seasonal tariffs can indirectly decrease the peak loads of the customer and/or the network compared to the situation that these tariffs would not be available, but this depends on customer types and their load profiles in the network.

A way to create new distribution tariffs for small network customers is to include some kind of a power based component to the tariff. This would encourage customers to decrease their peak powers and/or flatten their load profiles, and Publication 2
contributes this discussion. In addition to power based cost components, also different kinds of direct load control possibilities of DNOs could be included in the network service contract so that if the consumer were to let the DNO to control its loads, the consumer would have a reduction for example in their basic charge. These kinds of tariffs were in use in Finland before the opening of the electricity market in the 1990’s. At that time “the electricity retailer” and “the DNO” of a network customer were the same utility company.

Distribution tariffs can be “static” or “dynamic”. In this thesis, dynamic tariff is defined so that the distribution pricing of a network customer within a “contract period” changes in an unpredictable manner from the consumers’ point-of-view (Publication 2). For example, a DNO could send more or less real-time distribution tariff signal for the customer and the pricing could depend on the current state of the network. Today DNOs update their pricing annually which forms the practical “contract period” mentioned above. Static distribution tariff means that the network customer knows pre-hand exactly how the distribution service is priced for the whole “contract period”. Static distribution tariffs can include different types of price components such as time-of-use components, peak power related components etc., but the customer has a perfect knowledge of the pricing pre-hand. In this thesis and in Publication 2 static distribution tariffs are under investigation.

In general, distribution fees must be reasonable and they should be based, as much as possible, on the cost matching or cost causation principle. However, the pricing level should be the same for the same kind of customers which means that distribution pricing cannot be dependent on the customer’s location in the network. Distribution tariffs should also encourage customers towards energy efficiency.

Over the past few years, research has been conducted concerning distribution pricing in a deregulated electricity market, see for example (Eurelectric 2013; Rodríguez Ortega et al. 2008). There has also been some research work about distribution tariffs encouraging peak load reduction especially in the Finnish electricity market environment, see for example (Similä et al. 2011; Partanen et al. 2012). Related to this area of research, Publication 2 presents different types of distribution tariffs which include a peak power or power based component, and the possible effects of some of these tariffs are simulated with a model of a real distribution network and real consumption data.

Publication 2 presents some theoretical possibilities for distribution tariffs, and three examples are simulated. The simulated tariffs are called PT1, PT2 and PT3 (PT implies to “power tariff”). These tariffs include a constant basic charge and a varying part which includes both energy and power related components. PT1 is a quite similar tariff structure to those DNOs offer today for large network customers. In addition to constant basic charge and a charge for the consumed energy (in €/kWh) there is a “power charge” (€/kW), which is paid monthly in accordance with the peak power of the month. PT2 includes a basic charge and an energy charge (€/kWh) for the whole month which is a function of the monthly peak power. PT3 includes a basic charge and an energy charge (€/kWh) separately for every hour depending on the average power of the hour.
The main idea of the simulations of Publication 2 is the following. The behavior of the network customers who have some kind of an electric heating system is simulated. In the simulations, customers have different kinds of distribution tariffs and/or have a spot price based energy contract. It is also assumed that customers would have a sophisticated load control system (home automation or home energy management based system) which would control loads, especially heating loads, in order to minimize their electricity related costs. Three different network customer related cost minimizations are made: distribution cost minimization, energy cost minimization and total cost minimization. In this way the incentives of the tariffs and the possible interest of conflicts between a DNO and electricity retailer could be exposed. The cost minimizations are made separately for every type of tariff. For PT1 and PT2, two different load control approaches are simulated: low risk (LR) and high risk (HR). The difference between these two is explained in Publication 2, but the differences in the results corresponding to these approaches are very small in the simulations. After the cost minimization behaviors of the customers have been simulated, the resulted new electricity consumption patterns of the customers are fed to a load flow calculation program which calculates the load flow of the network in different simulation scenarios. In this way the effects of customers’ load control actions in the distribution networks can be investigated.

The operation of the customers’ load control system has to be modeled, and there are many types of load control modeling methods and principles. One branch of modeling is to look at a single network customer, model his/her loads accurately and simulate the control of each load separately. In this method, a good understanding and accuracy of load control possibilities of a customer are obtained. However, the drawback of this approach is that it is very hard in practice to obtain DR models for a very large amount, say thousands, of real customers. Another load control modeling possibility is to make some assumptions and carefully define a generally applicable “hypothetical” load control model, which of course includes more uncertainty compared to detailed modeling, but could be applied to a large amount of customers.

As the simulations of Publication 2 include a large amount of real AMI data, the “hypothetical” DR modeling methodology is applied. The load control system model of the simulations is simple, crude and heuristic, but the model obeys a few fundamental principles which can be thought to be quite general in practical DR load control systems:

1. The amount of used energy of the network customer is the same in all control cases. The purpose of a DR load control system is not to save energy, although in practice small differences in total electricity consumption might occur in real DR load control systems. Also, during high energy price hours some customers might also save energy and not only shift their consumption to cheaper hours.
2. Part of the electricity consumption can be shifted back or forth within a certain time frame. The possibility to shift the loads depends very much on the nature of the load. Loads including significant energy storage elements, such as water heaters and storage electricity heaters, can be shifted within longer time frames compared to look at a single network customer, model his/her loads accurately and simulate the control of each load separately. In this method, a good understanding and accuracy of load control possibilities of a customer are obtained. However, the drawback of this approach is that it is very hard in practice to obtain DR models for a very large amount, say thousands, of real customers. Another load control modeling possibility is to make some assumptions and carefully define a generally applicable “hypothetical” load control model, which of course includes more uncertainty compared to detailed modeling, but could be applied to a large amount of customers.

As the simulations of Publication 2 include a large amount of real AMI data, the “hypothetical” DR modeling methodology is applied. The load control system model of the simulations is simple, crude and heuristic, but the model obeys a few fundamental principles which can be thought to be quite general in practical DR load control systems:

1. The amount of used energy of the network customer is the same in all control cases. The purpose of a DR load control system is not to save energy, although in practice small differences in total electricity consumption might occur in real DR load control systems. Also, during high energy price hours some customers might also save energy and not only shift their consumption to cheaper hours.
2. Part of the electricity consumption can be shifted back or forth within a certain time frame. The possibility to shift the loads depends very much on the nature of the load. Loads including significant energy storage elements, such as water heaters and storage electricity heaters, can be shifted within longer time frames compared.
to for example direct electric heating. If a network customer would have appropriate electricity storage at their premises, it would expand the time frame regardless of the nature of the electricity consumption. In the simulations of Publication 2, simply a time frame of fixed length is applied for each customer, but in the sensitivity study of the simulations, the lengths of the time frames vary between 4 and 24 hours.

3. The more a network customer consumes electricity during a certain hour, the more probably he/she has some load which can be controlled without too high loss of comfort. However, it is not assumed that all the electric heating energy can be shifted and controlled. The amount of controllable load is also varied in the sensitivity study of the simulations in Publication 2 so that the average controllable load energies during the whole year are about 3800 kWh, 2100 kWh and 1100 kWh which are about 28%, 16% and 8% of the average total consumption of the customers, respectively. Taking into account that in a detached house with electric heating the amount of electricity consumption of space heating and water heating can be for example 75% of the whole electricity consumption (Adato Energia Oy 2013), the amounts of controllable load energy in the simulations can be treated quite moderate.

As an overall statement, the load control model represents a very sophisticated system. Fig. 3.1 presents the average peak power of the customers over the whole year in different simulation cases. It can be seen that the largest peak powers are in the case where only the energy fee (“E” in Fig. 3.1) is minimized. This result is more or less as expected. The average peak power rose about 1.7 kW which is about 19% compared to the original load profiles. When only distribution fees PT1, PT2 and PT3 are minimized, the average peak powers decrease about 3.5 kW which is about 39% of the original load profile’s case and the decrease is quite large. In Fig. 3.1, also in the cases where both energy and distribution fees with high risk and low risk approaches (i.e. EPT1LR, EPT1HR, EPT2LR, EPT2HR and EPT3) are minimized, the peak powers are smaller than in the “original” case. From the customer specific peak power point-of-view, there is no difference between low and high risk options.

As an overall statement, the load control model represents a very sophisticated system. Fig. 3.1 presents the average peak power of the customers over the whole year in different simulation cases. It can be seen that the largest peak powers are in the case where only the energy fee (“E” in Fig. 3.1) is minimized. This result is more or less as expected. The average peak power rose about 1.7 kW which is about 19% compared to the original load profiles. When only distribution fees PT1, PT2 and PT3 are minimized, the average peak powers decrease about 3.5 kW which is about 39% of the original load profile’s case and the decrease is quite large. In Fig. 3.1, also in the cases where both energy and distribution fees with high risk and low risk approaches (i.e. EPT1LR, EPT1HR, EPT2LR, EPT2HR and EPT3) are minimized, the peak powers are smaller than in the “original” case. From the customer specific peak power point-of-view, there is no difference between low and high risk options.
Figure 3.2 illustrates the histograms of the peak powers of the distribution transformers, in percentages of the transformers’ ratings, in different simulation cases. In the figure, the orange vertical dash lines represent the average values in different cases and the red vertical line represents the value of 100%. When the energy fee only is minimized, it raises the peak powers of the transformers the most, by about 13% on average (orange dash line in the figure). It can be seen that in cases where customers are encouraged to decrease the peak powers with power based distribution tariffs the average decreases in peak powers were about 3% percent at the highest. It should be, however, remembered that only about 20% of the customers (consuming about 23% of all consumed electrical energy in the network) of the network participated in DR, and considering this the 3% is not as small as it might first appear. Power based tariffs could also help to prevent the increase of the peak loads caused by customers’ reactions to spot price based energy contracts. As only part of the customers utilized DR, some transformers have proportionally more DR customers than others. It should also be remembered that the load carrying capacity of a distribution transformer located outside is a function of outdoor temperature. These results do not take the outdoor temperatures into account.
Load levels of the medium voltage (MV) feeders in the network are also studied. The proportions of the customers participating in DR in different feeders vary and are presented in Table 3.1. The peak powers can be seen in Table 3.2. The results are mostly the same as with the distribution transformers. If only the energy fee is minimized, peak powers rise quite significantly. On the other hand, with distribution fee minimization, a peak power decrease of a few percent at the maximum can be obtained.

However, interesting phenomena can be seen. For example, the peak power of feeder 9 is increased in case “PT3” compared to the case “Original”. It turns out that although the electric heater customers decrease their peak powers and shift their consumption to non-peak times of their own consumption profile, the load is shifted to the peak time of the non-DR customers in the network. Another interesting thing is that the peak power of feeder 6 in case “E&PT3” is lower than in “PT3”. High spot prices often correlate with the peak load times of the distribution network under investigation, and therefore in case “E&PT3” would decrease the peak load more than in case “PT3”. These phenomena are important to understand when designing new distribution tariffs.

Load levels of the medium voltage (MV) feeders in the network are also studied. The proportions of the customers participating in DR in different feeders vary and are presented in Table 3.1. The peak powers can be seen in Table 3.2. The results are mostly the same as with the distribution transformers. If only the energy fee is minimized, peak powers rise quite significantly. On the other hand, with distribution fee minimization, a peak power decrease of a few percent at the maximum can be obtained.

However, interesting phenomena can be seen. For example, the peak power of feeder 9 is increased in case “PT3” compared to the case “Original”. It turns out that although the electric heater customers decrease their peak powers and shift their consumption to non-peak times of their own consumption profile, the load is shifted to the peak time of the non-DR customers in the network. Another interesting thing is that the peak power of feeder 6 in case “E&PT3” is lower than in “PT3”. High spot prices often correlate with the peak load times of the distribution network under investigation, and therefore in case “E&PT3” would decrease the peak load more than in case “PT3”. These phenomena are important to understand when designing new distribution tariffs.
Table 3.1. Proportion of DR customers in different MV feeders.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feeder</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Proportion (%)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.2. Peak powers (in MW) of the nine medium voltage feeders in different simulation cases.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT1LR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT1HR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT2LR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT2HR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The main conclusions of the simulation results of Publication 2 are the following. Power based distribution tariffs would encourage the customers to reduce their peak powers which could lead to a reduction of peak powers in the components of the electricity networks. With the load control principle of the simulations, peak powers of distribution transformers and MV feeders could be decreased to some extent, but in a case where only a small proportion of the customers flatten their consumption profiles, they might shift part of their consumption to the peak time caused by other customers of the network, and this might increase the real peak powers of the network components. Also, in this kind of situation, the impact of positive correlation of spot prices and peaks in the distribution network might cause spot price based DR to decrease the peak loads. When DR is implemented to only minimize the spot price based electricity fees of the consumers, it can increase the network load levels depending on the network, customers etc. In this sense, it seems that DR driven by electricity retailers and other non-DNO actors might be more of a threat than an opportunity to the distribution networks. Power based tariffs could be useful in the sense that they could mitigate the increase of the peak loads caused e.g. by spot price based control. All of this implies that in order to have a reasonable system from a holistic point-of-view, new distribution tariffs should be carefully designed. This means that the operation of the customers’ load control systems and behavior of the potential users of the “power based tariffs” should be
carefully analyzed with interaction with the customers before launching the tariffs, and the effects of the new tariffs on the customers’ behavior should be monitored.

The practical implementation of “power based tariffs” is very essential. In order to mitigate the peak loads in the network caused by spot price or other “non-DNO driven” load control, power based tariffs could be implemented for example by launching new tariffs with progressive power charge component. In this way moderate increases of peak powers could bring no notable additional costs, but if the peak power increased significantly, it would also significantly increase the costs too. On the other hand, if the DNO wants to decrease the peak loads of the customers from the present state in order to decrease the investment needs of the future, things get more complicated. In order to decrease the peak loads in the network and further the network construction and renovation costs, a DNO should be very sure that the customers would really use electricity in a way that would decrease the peak loads so that the DNO could install smaller transformers or lines with smaller cross-section. DNO could offer power based tariffs so that if the customers did nothing, their average annual distribution costs would be roughly the same and if the customers decreased their peak loads, they would have lower annual distribution costs. But if this was the case in an existing network without significant renovation needs in the near future, this would lead to a situation where the costs of the DNO would be roughly the same but income would be lower than before. As a DNO needs certain economical turnover to be able to operate and maintain the network, this would not be reasonable. To solve this problem, a DNO could set the prices so that if customers did nothing, their distribution costs would increase, and if they lowered their peak loads, they would have for example roughly the same distribution service costs as before the new tariff. It is, however, also a matter of the regulator how the income could be secured in these situations. Overall, the practical implementation of new tariffs is a complex issue and should be carefully designed.

3.2.2 DNO driven “ancillary service” DR

DNO could make contracts with network customers which would enable the use of the customers’ resources, mostly controllable loads, in certain situations for the purposes of the network management. Customers could offer, directly or through an aggregator, these “ancillary services” of their loads to DNOs and get some economic benefit from the DNO or the aggregator. The difference between distribution tariff based DR, which was discussed in the previous section, and ancillary service DR is that “ancillary” DR includes direct load control commands and not only monetary incentive. In the following section, an example of a DNO driven ancillary service case DR is presented.

Example case study: supporting back-up connections with DR

By applying DR in some network area in a case of insufficient transfer capacity, DNO could enable the use of some back-up connection to replace the normal state feeding lines to ensure the power supply for the network area. This simplified case study deals with the use of DR in network configurations under faulty network state. The case study deals with a part of a real Finnish DNO’s network. The part under investigation is in a rural area which includes one primary substation whose peak load is about 15 MW. In order to mitigate the peak loads in the network caused by spot price or other “non-DNO driven” load control, power based tariffs could be implemented for example by launching new tariffs with progressive power charge component. In this way moderate increases of peak powers could bring no notable additional costs, but if the peak power increased significantly, it would also significantly increase the costs too. On the other hand, if the DNO wants to decrease the peak loads of the customers from the present state in order to decrease the investment needs of the future, things get more complicated. In order to decrease the peak loads in the network and further the network construction and renovation costs, a DNO should be very sure that the customers would really use electricity in a way that would decrease the peak loads so that the DNO could install smaller transformers or lines with smaller cross-section. DNO could offer power based tariffs so that if the customers did nothing, their average annual distribution costs would be roughly the same and if the customers decreased their peak loads, they would have lower annual distribution costs. But if this was the case in an existing network without significant renovation needs in the near future, this would lead to a situation where the costs of the DNO would be roughly the same but income would be lower than before. As a DNO needs certain economical turnover to be able to operate and maintain the network, this would not be reasonable. To solve this problem, a DNO could set the prices so that if customers did nothing, their distribution costs would increase, and if they lowered their peak loads, they would have for example roughly the same distribution service costs as before the new tariff. It is, however, also a matter of the regulator how the income could be secured in these situations. Overall, the practical implementation of new tariffs is a complex issue and should be carefully designed.

3.2.2 DNO driven “ancillary service” DR

DNO could make contracts with network customers which would enable the use of the customers’ resources, mostly controllable loads, in certain situations for the purposes of the network management. Customers could offer, directly or through an aggregator, these “ancillary services” of their loads to DNOs and get some economic benefit from the DNO or the aggregator. The difference between distribution tariff based DR, which was discussed in the previous section, and ancillary service DR is that “ancillary” DR includes direct load control commands and not only monetary incentive. In the following section, an example of a DNO driven ancillary service case DR is presented.

Example case study: supporting back-up connections with DR

By applying DR in some network area in a case of insufficient transfer capacity, DNO could enable the use of some back-up connection to replace the normal state feeding lines to ensure the power supply for the network area. This simplified case study deals with the use of DR in network configurations under faulty network state. The case study deals with a part of a real Finnish DNO’s network. The part under investigation is in a rural area which includes one primary substation whose peak load is about 15 MW. In
case of a fault in the primary substation, 12.5 MW of the load can be replaced by different back-up connections leaving a deficit of about 2.5 MW.

There are different possibilities to enable electricity delivery for the network customers. The first one is to construct a new light primary substation to the area which, according to the DNO, costs about 1.35 M€. Of course, in addition to helping with this problem, a new light primary substation would also bring other benefits such as an increase in reliability by new protection zones etc. The second candidate for a solution would be to enforce the back-up connection so that the whole peak load could be fed. This would cost, according to the DNO, about 0.7–0.8 M€, and it would bring no other benefits. The third possible solution would be to use DR. There are 4733 network customers in the area of the primary substation. To cover the deficit of 2.5 MW, the required average power decrease would be about 0.53 kW/customer. As the problem is during peak load during cold weather in winter, it is highly probable that customers have lot of heating loads which could be switched off for some time.

Technically there would be many ways to decrease the consumption by 2.5 MW. One way would be to alternate the loads of different customers so that for example the first half of the customers, which is about 2367 customers, would decrease their loads by 1.1 kW on average for 2 h, and after the 2 h the other half of the customers would make the same average decrease. Of course, cold-load pick-up phenomenon should also be taken into account in the load control process. In principle, the load control could be made using AMI infrastructure, at least in the next AMI meter generation. This would require that the AMI has some load to control and control commands could be sent to the meters. Also, AMI meters should be able to operate during an outage. Another way to do the load decrease is that every customer would decrease their loads by at least 0.53 kW. For example some customers with electric heating could alternate their heaters so that heating circuits would be switched off one at a time. Regardless of which method is chosen to decrease the load, customers would potentially suffer a loss of comfort in one way or another. However, depending on the duration of the disturbance, the loss might be minuscule or at least not very dramatic. In many cases customers would not even recognize that their loads are controlled.

The customers should be rewarded for “helping” the DNO. If we assume that the DR would be used only to manage primary substation fault, the impact of DR would be pretty much the same as when the back-up connections would be enforced. In a way, it can be thought that the economic value of DR would be 0.7–0.8 M€, which would directly be about 150–170 €/customer. On the other hand, the cost of the outage in form of the outage costs of the network business regulation model and other more or less direct costs caused by the outage could be a better measure to quantify the value of the DR investment. However, it is a question of its own how the customers should be rewarded taking into account that the probability of a “long lasting” primary substation fault is quite small.
3.3 Electricity retailer driven DR

The core operation of an electricity retailer is to sell electricity to its customers and make profit. A retailer might also have production of its own. In the Nordic/North-European market, retailer’s production is typically sold to the wholesale market, and the electricity for the retailer’s customers is typically bought from the wholesale market. A retailer can buy electricity bilaterally from some producer or wholesaler or it can buy the electricity from the North-European power exchange operated by Nord Pool Spot. In 2013, 84% of the consumed electricity in the Nordic/Baltic market was bought from the Nord Pool Spot’s power exchange (Nord Pool Spot 2014). A retailer can operate in two different market places in the power exchange: Elspot or Elbas. Elspot market is a day-ahead market and Elbas an intraday market. In order to buy or sell electricity in these market places the retailer (or a producer) has to make binding bids for the markets, and a bid includes volume and price combinations for a certain hour/hours. In addition to physical electricity trade, different financial derivative products are used to hedge the volume and the price of the electricity procurement or production. Financial derivative products can be traded in Nasdaq OMX Commodities Europe or in the over the counter market.

A retailer has to estimate the consumption of its customers for every hour in order to purchase the right amount of energy. If the consumption estimate is too low compared to the realized consumption, the retailer must buy the difference from the balance market, and if the consumption estimate is too high, the retailer has to sell the surplus energy to the balance market. In both of the cases, the retailer may suffer a monetary loss compared to the situation where the consumption estimate would match the real consumption. These monetary losses can eventually be quite high.

If the retailer had price sensitive customers with electricity retail prices directly bound to Elspot prices and if the retailer could forecast how consumers react to different prices, the retailer could take this into account in its bids: with low prices the volumes would be larger and with high prices the volumes would be lower. This would help the retailer to manage its own balance and if this kind of electricity demand price responsiveness would be applied broadly, it could lower the general price level in power exchange.

If the retailer had price sensitive customers and could not forecast the behavior of the customers, the price sensitiveness might still help in the procurement, but this depends on the situation. Depending on the signs of the imbalances in different hours and the demand balance power prices compared to spot prices in corresponding hours, the load control of the customers might cause financial benefit or harm to the retailer. Nevertheless, an imbalance always includes a risk of financial losses, and minimization of the imbalance is risk management.

If a retailer can estimate a probable forthcoming imbalance, the retailer could try to compensate it. One option is to trade in the intraday market Elbas (Valtonen et al. 2012). Another possibility is to apply some DR measures to minimize the deviation. The retailer could, if relevant methods and systems were available, estimate the real
consumption of its customers close to the trade hour and then try to decrease the deviation by customer load control. Estimations can be carried out before or during the trading hour under investigation. This would set some reaction time requirements for the DR system, and the requirements would be dependent on the moment when the short-term consumption estimations are carried out (see Publication 5).

The potential benefits of DR in the electricity trade in the long run depend on many things such as consumption and customer behavior estimation capability of the retailer and the way and level of hedging of the procurement. However, none of the factors mentioned above are of any importance, unless the end customers have an incentive to alter their behavior during high or low prices. Therefore spot based retail pricing plays a vital role in retailer driven DR. The electricity retailer profit optimization is mostly out of the scope of this thesis, but DR is identified as one of the retailers’ future tools whose importance will increase.

3.4 Consumer driven DR

For an individual electricity consumer there might also be some load control possibilities which benefits only the consumer itself. So, reflecting the definition of DR presented in Section 2, there would be no external party offering an input in a way it would benefit the external party, but only the consumer would benefit. In this sense, the “consumer driven” load control does not fit perfectly to the definition of DR.

An example of consumer driven load control could be “production following load”. A consumer who owns electricity production capacity such as a solar power plant at his/her premises could use load control to consume the electricity in real time in accordance with the production. A consumer could for example adjust the charging power of an electric vehicle and control other loads such as water heater in accordance with the production of a solar panel. Financially this would be reasonable when the price of the electricity bought by the consumer would be higher than the price by which he/she could sell the produced solar energy to a third party. In this way a consumer could use the indispatchable production to minimize his/her electricity costs.

3.5 The need for an aggregator or a DR operator

Currently in Finland there are two “DR markets” where small electricity consumers can directly participate and to which many small consumers participate already today:

- electricity retailer driven spot price or other “time-of-use” contract based DR and
- DNOs’ two-time distribution tariff based DR.

Due to the natural structure of the retail market the consumption of a retailer typically consists of the consumption of a large number of individual customers whose total consumption is aggregated for each hour in the balance settlement process. The retailer can buy electricity for the consumption from for example in the Nord Pool spot market in which the smallest offer for one hour is 0.1 MWh. DNOs’ and/or retailers’ time-of-use product based DR means that consumers shift part of their electricity consumption to certain time intervals (cf. Section 3.2), and as this is done in mass, a significant consumption of its customers close to the trade hour and then try to decrease the deviation by customer load control. Estimations can be carried out before or during the trading hour under investigation. This would set some reaction time requirements for the DR system, and the requirements would be dependent on the moment when the short-term consumption estimations are carried out (see Publication 5).

The potential benefits of DR in the electricity trade in the long run depend on many things such as consumption and customer behavior estimation capability of the retailer and the way and level of hedging of the procurement. However, none of the factors mentioned above are of any importance, unless the end customers have an incentive to alter their behavior during high or low prices. Therefore spot based retail pricing plays a vital role in retailer driven DR. The electricity retailer profit optimization is mostly out of the scope of this thesis, but DR is identified as one of the retailers’ future tools whose importance will increase.

3.4 Consumer driven DR

For an individual electricity consumer there might also be some load control possibilities which benefits only the consumer itself. So, reflecting the definition of DR presented in Section 2, there would be no external party offering an input in a way it would benefit the external party, but only the consumer would benefit. In this sense, the “consumer driven” load control does not fit perfectly to the definition of DR.

An example of consumer driven load control could be “production following load”. A consumer who owns electricity production capacity such as a solar power plant at his/her premises could use load control to consume the electricity in real time in accordance with the production. A consumer could for example adjust the charging power of an electric vehicle and control other loads such as water heater in accordance with the production of a solar panel. Financially this would be reasonable when the price of the electricity bought by the consumer would be higher than the price by which he/she could sell the produced solar energy to a third party. In this way a consumer could use the indispatchable production to minimize his/her electricity costs.

3.5 The need for an aggregator or a DR operator

Currently in Finland there are two “DR markets” where small electricity consumers can directly participate and to which many small consumers participate already today:

- electricity retailer driven spot price or other “time-of-use” contract based DR and
- DNOs’ two-time distribution tariff based DR.

Due to the natural structure of the retail market the consumption of a retailer typically consists of the consumption of a large number of individual customers whose total consumption is aggregated for each hour in the balance settlement process. The retailer can buy electricity for the consumption from for example in the Nord Pool spot market in which the smallest offer for one hour is 0.1 MWh. DNOs’ and/or retailers’ time-of-use product based DR means that consumers shift part of their electricity consumption to certain time intervals (cf. Section 3.2), and as this is done in mass, a significant
amount of consumption in the network is shifted to times of lower consumption levels. In both of these “DR cases” individual consumer can participate in the “DR markets” because the necessary infrastructure to verify the real DR actions has been installed, i.e. electricity consumption meters, and also “DR suitable” electricity contracts and distribution tariff products are available.

Considering for example reserve markets of the TSO, it is not possible today for a small consumer to directly participate for these DR markets. Finnish TSO Fingrid sets two main requirements for the reserves which can be considered quite generic and fundamental (and thus relevant for all kinds of DR): controllability and verifiability. Controllability means that the load must be controllable, and verifiability means that it must be possible to verify whether the load is really controlled in an appropriate manner. In order to fulfill these requirements, some infrastructure is needed. The requirements for reaction times of reserve markets are of the order of seconds to some minutes (cf. Section 3.1.1) which are much shorter compared to the reaction time of spot price based DR. If there was infrastructure to control and verify the DR actions, there would also be appropriate contracts and products for the service. Also, as mentioned above, there are currently minimum capacity requirements in different reserve markets. The minimum requirements vary between 0.1 MW and 10 MW (Fingrid Oyj 2015). If small customers were enabled to participate in these markets, the minimum requirements would have to be changed or the requirements would have to be applied for an aggregated group of loads. It is clear that to have some impact on the power system, the load has to be large enough. To get commercial reserves, Fingrid itself makes contracts with the large DR resource owners and also supervises the control test etc. Doing this for thousands of small customers would be very hard in practice, and the cost for the control and verification system and supervision of the control test would be very high per single small customer.

For these reasons it would be beneficial to have a DR infrastructure, adequate control test of the customer site and related contracts made in cooperation with some other party such as home automation manufacturers or DNOs installing next generation AMI meters to the customers. In this way the business model for collecting large number of small resources could be reasonable. The entity collecting and managing resources for DR is sometimes called aggregator, service provider, DR operator or virtual power plant. There are different thoughts about the role and tasks of the aggregator. In some cases the aggregator is thought to be an electricity retailer with the electricity market related responsibilities of a retailer. However, this is perhaps too narrow a point-of-view. As was discussed in previous sections, there are many possible DR applications which do not involve a retailer as a DR actor. In another concept the aggregator is seen only as a “technical service provider”, as in Publications 5 and 6, providing the infrastructure mostly for controllability and verifiability purposes. In this case the aggregator would have a large number of small consumers as customers and the aggregator could offer DR services for retailers for the operation in the wholesale electricity market, reserve markets of TSO and possibly “ancillary service markets” of DNOs. In this concept, the aggregator could invite different DR contracts offering
parties like retailers, TSO and DNOs to bid their services to the consumers collected by the aggregator, and the consumer could select the DR market which they would participate in. This resembles to some extent the current paradigm of consumers asking retailers for bids for electricity contracts and then selecting the cheapest one, for example. However, in this concept the possible imbalance of the retailer/balance responsible party caused by non-retailer driven DR should be taken into account.

3.6 Conflicts of interest and a holistic point-of-view

As different parties in the market have different needs and goals, it is quite obvious that there is a risk of having a conflict between the interests of different parties. For example, when DR is implemented to minimize the spot price based electricity fees of the consumers, it can increase the network load levels. Another example could be that there is a disturbance in the transmission grid and TSO needs to use frequency containment reserve for disturbances, the largely applied disconnection of loads may lead to a significant financial imbalance of the retailer. Thus, a clear possibility of conflict of interest can be seen between electricity retailers, TSO and DNOs. To find a solution to this, a holistic analysis of the impacts of DR should be made and rational compromises would have to be found to increase the holistic societal benefits of DR.
4 Introduction to electric vehicles

4.1 Definition of electric vehicle

In this thesis, electric vehicle (EV) is defined to be a road vehicle which includes an electric power train and an on-board electricity storage which can be charged from an energy source outside the vehicle. From the energy system point-of-view, the most important aspect of EVs is that the use of liquid fuel is replaced by the use of electricity produced in electric power plants, and this is beneficial for many reasons which will be discussed more in Section 4.2. The EV related terminology in the literature and media is quite diverse. In some cases, but not in this thesis, autonomous hybrid electric vehicles (autonomous HEVs) which include an electric power train but whose electricity storage cannot be charged outside the vehicle are also considered as “EVs”. In this thesis, electric vehicles are divided into two types: full electric vehicles (full EV) and plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs). In some cases plug-in vehicle (as in Publications 4–6) or plug-in electric vehicle are used as synonyms of electric vehicle. Sometimes battery electric vehicle (BEV) is used as a synonym for full EV, and extended range electric vehicle (EREV) or range extended electric vehicle (REEV) are used as synonyms of a PHEV. In some cases PHEV is considered a different type of vehicle than REEV or EREV.

In a full EV, there is only an electric power train. Electrical energy is taken from the battery pack and used in electric motor(s) to produce mechanical energy. Then the mechanical energy is transferred through the transaxle to the driving wheels and converted to the kinetic energy of the car. Compared to conventional internal combustion engine (ICE) based cars, the practical driving ranges of today’s full EVs are typically quite small. A practical range is typically around 100 km with full battery depending on the driving conditions although premium class car Tesla Model S is a clear exception with a practical range of around 400–500 km. ICE based passenger cars have a range of at least a few hundred km and up to around 1000 km.

In a PHEV, in addition to the electricity storage, there is also another power source, typically ICE which uses gasoline or diesel. The main idea of a PHEV is that the vehicle always uses electrical energy stored in the battery pack when possible but when electricity cannot be used, the vehicle uses liquid fuel. In a PHEV there are two different fundamental driving modes: charge depleting (CD) and charge sustaining (CS) modes (Kromer & Heywood 2007; Mi et al. 2011) which are illustrated in Fig. 4.1. CD mode means that when the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery pack is above a certain limit, instead of using liquid fuel the vehicle uses always electricity when possible. There are two different types of CD modes: all-electric or blended. In all-electric CD mode the IC engine is not used at all during CD operation which means that only the electric power train is used. All-electric mode requires that the battery pack and the power train must be capable to deliver all the power the car needs for driving (Mi et al. 2011). This requires large enough electric machine(s) and high enough power delivering
capability of the battery pack. In blended CD mode, the IC engine is used in some situations but so that electricity from the battery pack is always used when possible. Typically in a PHEV with blended mode, the IC engine is used when the velocity of the vehicle is high enough or if the vehicle is accelerated rapidly. In the CS mode PHEV works as an autonomous hybrid: the battery is used as an energy buffer.
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**Fig. 4.1. Illustrative presentation of the driving modes of a PHEV.** Redrawn based on figure 7 in *(Kromer & Heywood 2007).*

The history of EVs is interesting. EVs, and particularly full EVs, had their “golden days” in the beginning of the twentieth century *(Burton 2013).* For example in 1900 nearly 40% of the cars sold in the US were EVs and portion of gasoline cars was only about 22% *(Burton 2013).* There were many reasons for the success of EVs during those days, but as the key technologies related to ICE cars developed, the popularity of EVs started to decrease rapidly. However, because of today’s road transportation related challenges presented in the next section, EVs might become quite popular again during the next decades.

### 4.2 Drivers for EVs

Road transportation is a very important part of today’s society where the free movement of goods and people are of major importance. Road transportation is also a significant consumer of energy *(Davis et al. 2014)* and the consumption is almost purely based on petroleum. Almost every human activity in modern western way of living is connected to oil based transportation or oil in general in one way or another. For example food production is highly oil intensive and historically the oil price and food prices have had a strong positive correlation *(Partanen et al. 2013; Partanen et al. 2015).*

The amount of petroleum in the ground continuously decreases, and the demand of petroleum increases. It is quite clear that the increasing oil thirst of mankind will lead to some kind of challenges in the future. A sudden collapse of the modern oil based societies is not however probable *(Partanen et al. 2013; Partanen et al. 2015).* A more probable case is that increasing oil demand combined with increasing uncertainties in production decreases the economic growth and causes trouble for the economics in
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general (Partanen et al. 2013; Partanen et al. 2015). Because all of this, a decrease in the oil dependency of the world is a crucial task for the coming years and decades. The problems with petroleum are not related so much to energy but to fuel. Electric vehicles could be used to decrease petroleum use. The use of electricity in EVs would directly decrease the use of petroleum assuming that the electricity used by EVs is not produced using petroleum. However, a decrease of petroleum consumption by massive EV use could decrease the price of petroleum which would again increase the demand elsewhere. These issues should be taken into careful consideration when discussing oil dependency.

Another fundamental challenge related to the energy systems is the climate change. Climate change has been in active public discussion during the past few years. The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) has stated that in order to keep the average temperature increase below 2°C, mankind has to reduce greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by 40–70% from the emission level of 2010 by the year 2050 and reach roughly zero or even negative emission level by 2100 (IPCC 2014). However, the trend of annual global GHG emissions have been increasing during the last few years and not decreasing (IPCC 2014). The present international policies imply that the global emissions will continue increasing over the course of a few years. In this sense, mankind is in front of an enormous challenge, and significant amount of will and new practical policies are needed in order to set the global GHG emission toward a lowering trend.

EVs could contribute to greenhouse gas emission decrease, but this requires that the electricity used by EVs is de facto produced using clean energy sources. When an electric load is connected to a network and the load starts consuming electricity, the additional power drawn from the network has to be produced more or less in real time. Thus, in some power plant(s) the power output has to be increased to fulfill the need of the electric load. When calculating the CO₂ emissions of EVs, one must take this into account. If EVs are charged using for example hydroelectric power, the additional CO₂ emission is roughly 0 g/km. An opposite example would be that the additional energy would be produced using condensing power plant using coal. Specific CO₂ emissions of coal based electricity is in the order of 850 g/kWh (Biomeri Oy 2009), and if average specific electricity consumption of an EV was 0.2 kWh/km, the specific CO₂ emissions of an EV, when driving using electricity only, would be about 170 g/km which corresponds to the CO₂ emission of the use of roughly 6.5 l/100 km gasoline in an ICE. In Europe, the target of EU is that by 2021 average CO₂ emissions of new passenger cars would be 95 g/km (European Comission). In Finland the average CO₂ emissions of the new cars in 2013 was 132.4 g/km (Finnish Information Centre of Automobile Sector).

Life cycle emissions constitute a question of their own, and things get more complicated when they are taken into account. In (Hawkins et al. 2013; Bauer et al. 2015) comparative environmental life cycle assessments of conventional and electric vehicles are made. The results depend on many things, but as a rough overview the manufacturing of EVs produce GHG emissions easily at least some dozens of percent
more than conventional ICE based cars, but still EVs have the potential to reduce GHG gases over the course of the vehicles’ lifetime due to potential use of low GHG electricity during the use of the car.

One important driver for EVs is related to air quality, which is significant problem for example in China today. There is a need to reduce the air quality related tail pipe emissions of cars especially in large cities, and EVs could make a contribution to this (Choi et al. 2013). Another local environmental benefit of EVs is the reduced traffic noise in cities where the driving speeds are low and thus the noise component of tires is small (Holtsmark & Skonhoft 2014).

A more sustainable transportation system of the future, which might include a significant amount of EVs, will probably have many types of vehicles which use many types of fuels and energy sources. Although petroleum is definitely the main energy source of road transportation today and will maintain a significant role for a long time, there are also other alternatives whose role will increase in the future (IEA 2013; Kay et al. 2013). Figure 4.2 presents some of the variety of energy sources, fuel production and distribution methods and different ways to end use the energy in road transportation. In addition to petroleum there are different types of energy sources such as biomass, waste, industrial by-products, biogas, coal, natural gas and also some sources of electricity such as solar, wind, nuclear and hydroelectric power. Using these energy sources, different types liquid and gaseous fuels and also electricity can be produced and end used in different types of vehicles, and all of the energy sources are already used today in road transportation at least to a small extent. None of the individual energy sources have convincingly proved to be able to tackle all the challenges which the energy system of road transportation has faced. For example in (Kay et al. 2013), a review of forecasts and scenarios of proportions of different types of vehicles, fuels and energy sources in road transportation is presented, but long-term forecasts and realization of long-term scenarios include significant uncertainties. It is important to emphasize that the improvement of energy efficiency of conventional ICE cars also includes significant potential to reduce petroleum and energy consumption and emissions (Nylund et al. 2008; IEA 2009; IEA 2013; Kay et al. 2013).

There are different ways for society to promote “sustainable” passenger cars. Some ways are for example different types of tax incentives including taxation of fuels, direct subvention of purchasing and/or leasing of cars and/or car related equipment, allowance of cars to use bus lanes and free parking. All of these incentives are in use or have been used with different types of combinations for EVs in different countries (Mock & Yang 2014; Figenbaum & Kolbenstvedt 2014). In Finland there is a car related taxation paradigm which favors cars with low CO₂ emissions (Tull 2015; Tafri 2015) and also temporary subvention for the leasing of EVs and charging stations (Sähköinen liikenne 2015). Also, taxation of liquid fuels vs. taxation of electricity favors the use of electricity in transportation in Finland.

In addition to environmental and energy system related drivers for road electrification, there can be other reasons why some people would like to drive EVs, especially if they
were affordable enough. The fact that EVs are quiet, at least in low driving speeds, and do not release smoke etc., can have surprisingly important role in some people’s buying decisions even though these people would not experience the noise and smoke of ICE cars as problems. Different emotion and social status related issues can also be important.

Fig. 4.2. Different types of energy sources and ways to produce, distribute and end use the fuels and energy sources of road transportation. The figure is reprinted by courtesy of Dr. Juhani Laurikko, VTT.

4.3 Barriers for EVs

There are some barriers to the large scale commercialization of EVs. The barriers are somewhat different for full EVs and PHEVs. In this section, the barriers common to both of the vehicle types are discussed, and a more detailed comparison of PHEVs and full EVs is made in Section 4.4. Globally there are two common and fundamental barriers for EVs: high prices of EVs and lack of sufficient charging infrastructure. These two issues are not completely separate and independent from each other but have interconnections with each other.

A significant component of the high price of EVs is high battery prices (Luo et al. 2014; Nykvist & Nilsson 2015). In addition to expensive batteries, there are probably also some other price increasing factors, but the battery price level is a very important one. It is hard to know the exact prices or costs of the batteries for EV manufacturers, but the prices are of the order of some hundreds of €/kWh (Nykvist & Nilsson 2015). At the time of writing this thesis, commercial EVs have battery capacities between 4 and 85
kWh (the extremes are Toyota Plug-in Prius and Tesla Model S, respectively) which imply the battery pack to easily be a significant price component of the car.

In practice, almost all commercial EVs have lithium-ion (Li-ion) batteries. There are different types of lithium-ion batteries regarding the battery chemistry and design. In a lithium-ion battery there are three main components: negative electrode, positive electrode and electrolyte. Almost all Li-ion batteries have graphite (LiC\textsubscript{6}) or other carbon based negative electrodes, but some special designs use lithium-titanate (Li\textsubscript{4}Ti\textsubscript{5}O\textsubscript{12} – LTO) (Vuorilehto 2013). Graphite or other carbon based material is cheaper and produces higher voltage and thus higher specific energy (Wh/kg) than LTO. On the other hand, LTO is safer and has significantly longer lifetime, and it enables the use of very high charging and discharging currents. In positive electrodes there are more choices. Typical commercial positive electrode chemistries are cobalt oxide (LiCoO\textsubscript{2} – LCO), nickel-cobalt-aluminium oxide (Ni\textsubscript{0.8}Co\textsubscript{0.2}Al\textsubscript{0.0}O\textsubscript{2} – NCA), nickel-cobalt-manganese oxide (Ni\textsubscript{1/3}Co\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{1/3}O\textsubscript{2} or Ni\textsubscript{0.8}Co\textsubscript{0.2}Mn\textsubscript{0.0}O\textsubscript{2} – NCM), manganese oxide (Mn\textsubscript{0.2}O\textsubscript{1.8} – LMO) and iron phosphate (FePO\textsubscript{4} – LFP) (Vuorilehto 2013; Yoshio et al. 2009). All of these options excluding LCO are used in commercial EVs, although LFP is used only in Fisker Karma PHEV which is not under production at the time of writing this thesis. LCO is quite expensive due to its large proportion of cobalt. NCA gives very good specific energy and moderate lifetime, but is challenging material from the safety point-of-view. NCM is safer than NCA but gives lower specific energy. Further, LMO is safer than NCM but gives shorter lifetime. LFP is a very safe option and gives long lifetime but it gives modest specific energy. Almost all lithium-ion batteries have a LiPF\textsubscript{6} based liquid electrolyte and differences in electrolytes between different batteries are quite small.

Even a modest penetration level of EVs requires significant increase in battery production. In 2013, roughly 65 million cars were produced globally (OICA 2014). If for example 5% of the new cars corresponding with the production volume of 2013 were EVs with an average nominal battery capacity of for example 30 kWh, this would mean an additional battery need of about 98 GWh/a. Worldwide lithium-ion battery sales in 2013 was roughly 38 GWh/a (Pillot 2014) which means that in order to produce the batteries for the aforementioned EVs the production has to be increased by 260%. This means that a large amount of EVs require a massive increase in battery production.

It is uncertain how much the production of lithium-ion batteries can be increased worldwide with a reasonable price level taking into account that the prices should decrease in order to compete with conventional cars. When large amounts of batteries are manufactured, the economics of scale and general development might push the prices down (Nykivist & Nilsson 2015), but limited raw material reserves might become a challenge. It seems that lithium is not an issue (Gruber et al. 2011; Bryner et al. 2013), but some other raw materials such as cobalt can be more problematic (Bryner et al. 2013). In some commercial EVs, cobalt is used in lithium-ion battery cells with NCM and NCA type positive electrodes. Availability of cobalt also depends on the recycling practices. Typically for example cobalt and nickel are recycled today (Dewulf et al. 2010). Alternative commercial EV battery solutions for cobalt based positive electrodes
are LMO and LFP. Both LMO and LFP have no foreseeable serious problems with raw material availability in the case of large volume production. Almost all commercial lithium-ion battery cells have graphite negative electrode, and from the raw material perspective, graphite can be produced in large volumes in the future. Also, there are plenty of materials available for the production of electrolytes.

Lack of sufficient charging infrastructure is another significant barrier for EVs and especially full EVs. Generally it can be said that there is a very extensive coverage of electricity grids in the developed countries, and this forms a strong foundation for EV charging infrastructure development: at least in principle charging stations can be built in many places. EVs are at their best in city areas and in many large cities around the world it is quite hard to construct EV charging stations in parking places. However, in Nordic countries like Finland there are a significant amount of sockets for preheating ICE cars during winter and these sockets can be used to some extent for EV charging. In Europe, the EU directive 2014/94/EU on the deployment of alternative fuels infrastructure obligates the EU member states to build sufficient amounts of public charging stations to each country: “Member States should ensure that recharging points accessible to the public are built up with adequate coverage, in order to enable electric vehicles to circulate at least in urban/suburban agglomerations and other densely populated areas, and, where appropriate, within networks determined by the Member States. The number of such recharging points should be established taking into account the number of electric vehicles estimated to be registered by the end of 2020 in each Member State. As an indication, the appropriate average number of recharging points should be equivalent to at least one recharging point per 10 cars, also taking into consideration the type of cars, charging technology and available private recharging points.” In many ways this is a significant step in Europe in promoting electric road transportation. Charging and charging infrastructure issues are discussed more in Section 4.5.

Considering EVs, it should be mentioned that electric buses are a significant potential application for EVs. This is because typically buses are driven in a certain driving route, and therefore the battery pack and its charging can be tailored to fulfill the needs of the bus (Lajunen 2014; Offer et al. 2010), and uncertainty of the sufficiency of the electrical range would then be very small. Although some of the studies of this thesis can be also applied to electric buses, their specific characteristics are outside of the scope of this thesis.

4.4 PHEVs vs. full EVs

Within the EV community, there is a continuous debate on whether to prefer full EVs or PHEVs. Both types of EVs have certain strengths and weaknesses from the technology and consumer preference points-of-view.

Full EVs have typically larger batteries and thus longer “electric ranges” than PHEVs. This implies that full EVs better enable driving purely on electricity than PHEVs, but this requires that the range of a full EV combined with charging opportunities is sufficient for the car user. For many potential car buyers, a short range might still be a...
major barrier to purchasing a full EV (Dong et al. 2014; Steinhilber et al. 2013; Neubauer & Wood 2014) although the Tesla Model S has demonstrated that it is possible to construct a commercial high range full EV at least in a premium car class. The short range or “range anxiety” barrier is probably even more significant for example in the Nordic regions as during winter the practical range can decrease very significantly due to increased specific electricity consumption (Laurikko et al. 2013). Also, the absence of extensive charging infrastructure can be a cause for concern especially for many potential full EV buyers (Neubauer & Wood 2014). Consumer preferences and marketing points-of-view are also important. For potential EV buyers, the operating principle and the main idea of full EV are easier to understand compared to a PHEV because the structure of a full EV is simpler. The idea that “this car runs only with electricity” can be a significant positive factor in full EV buying decision.

The main idea of PHEVs is to combine the positive factors of full EVs and conventional ICE cars: electric driving and long range. With a relevant PHEV it is possible to drive quite significant proportion of the mileage using electricity produced by electric power plants and still the driving range of the car is of the same scale than in ICE cars and refueling the car is still as fast as with ICE cars. For many potential EV buyers, PHEVs could be a practical compromise to tackle both the range anxiety and the lack of sufficient charging infrastructure in a sufficient manner. PHEV’s have typically smaller batteries than full EVs, and concerning high prices of batteries and the uncertainty of realistic possibilities of large scale battery manufacturing with reasonable price levels (cf. Section 4.3), PHEVs could be a good compromise in this sense as well. Also, if an EV had a very large battery pack, the calendar lifetime of the battery and/or the lifetime of the whole car would probably be much longer than the time required to “consume” the cyclic lifetime of the battery pack (Publication 6). Thus, most of the large battery investment would not be used at all. In this sense, PHEV battery investment could be used more efficiently and would improve the cost efficiency of the car. This argument, however, requires that there is no significant battery after-car-life market and that the EV’s battery pack would not be used significantly as energy storage for the power system’s needs (Publications 5 and 6).

When the feasibility of PHEVs is investigated, a question arises: how large a proportion of the driven mileage of PHEVs could be driven using electrical energy? This means roughly the same as how a large proportion of the advantages of large range full EVs could be obtained by PHEVs. Figure 4.3 enlightens the question by presenting cumulative proportions of numbers of trips and total mileage (km) with different lengths of trips. The figure is based on all car trips of the National Travel Survey 2010–2011 of Finland. It can be seen that about 51% of all kilometers driven are driven as trips with a length of less than or equal to 50 km. This implies that with PHEVs even with quite modest “electrical ranges”, quite high average “electrical mileages” could perhaps be achieved.

In recent years, research investigating this question has been conducted. To investigate the topic, it would be ideal if long lasting measurements of a large number of different types of real PHEVs charging in a large number of different types of charging spots and
driven by different types of people would be carried out. There are some measurement
data of real PHEVs, see for example (Ligterink et al. 2013), which offer valuable data.
However, using today’s real measurements to assess the possibilities of PHEVs is
limited in many ways. One limitation is that the number of PHEVs in the world is not
very high yet, and as reported in (Ligterink et al. 2013), today’s PHEV users do not
necessarily represent “the average” potential PHEV user but only a very narrow
segment of the users. For example, in (Ligterink et al. 2013) three quarter of the
measured vehicles were owned by companies and only one quarter by private owners.
Many companies’ employees drove up to over 40 000 km/a which is roughly
150 km/work day, and this mileage is hard to cover by today’s charging infrastructure
and the charging possibilities of today’s PHEVs. Also, today’s PHEVs and charging
infrastructure will probably be not similar to the ones which are really available in the
future markets.

Fig. 4.3. Cumulative shares of number of trips and mileage as a function of lengths of
the trips.

For previous reasons, it is useful to apply simulation tools for carrying out the
investigations with different parameters. Different simulation studies have been made,
see for example Publication 3 and (Zhang et al. 2011; Dong & Lin 2012; Kelly et al.
2012; Peterson & Michalek 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Traut et al. 2012; Dong et al.
2014). In Publication 3, some preliminary results are shown, but in the following a
slightly more sophisticated study applying the PHEV charging modeling methodology
of Publication 3 is conducted to investigate on average how large a proportion of the
mileage of PHEVs could be driven using electricity.

In order to describe some sort of an “average proportion of electric mileage” of PHEVs,
has to be concluded how to define this kind of a quantity. One way to do this is to first
simulate a set of PHEVs and then calculate the proportions of the “electrical mileages”
of the individual vehicles and then calculate the average value of the proportions. The
second way to do this is first to sum up the electrical mileages of all cars and divide it
by the sum of the total mileages (including electric and liquid fuel based mileages) of
the cars. Table 4.1 illustrates the difference between these two ways. In the table total

Table 4.1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lengths of the trips (km)</th>
<th>Number of trips</th>
<th>Mileage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>≤ 2</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 5</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 10</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 20</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 50</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 100</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 200</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>140</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 300</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>160</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>≤ 500</td>
<td>180</td>
<td>180</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For previous reasons, it is useful to apply simulation tools for carrying out the
investigations with different parameters. Different simulation studies have been made,
see for example Publication 3 and (Zhang et al. 2011; Dong & Lin 2012; Kelly et al.
2012; Peterson & Michalek 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Traut et al. 2012; Dong et al.
2014). In Publication 3, some preliminary results are shown, but in the following a
slightly more sophisticated study applying the PHEV charging modeling methodology
of Publication 3 is conducted to investigate on average how large a proportion of the
mileage of PHEVs could be driven using electricity.

In order to describe some sort of an “average proportion of electric mileage” of PHEVs,
it has to be concluded how to define this kind of a quantity. One way to do this is to first
simulate a set of PHEVs and then calculate the proportions of the “electrical mileages”
of the individual vehicles and then calculate the average value of the proportions. The
second way to do this is first to sum up the electrical mileages of all cars and divide it
by the sum of the total mileages (including electric and liquid fuel based mileages) of
the cars. Table 4.1 illustrates the difference between these two ways. In the table total
mileages and electrical mileages of five PHEVs during a day are presented. One can see that there is a difference between two different quantities. In the following example the “proportion of the sum of the total mileages” approach is used to present the results.

Table 4.1. Illustrative example of two different methods to define “average electrical mileage”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total mileages of a single day of the cars (km)</th>
<th>Electrical mileages of a single day of the cars (km)</th>
<th>Proportional electrical mileages of the cars</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>77</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>26%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>100%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>80</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>55%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>65%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sum: 253</td>
<td>Sum: 134</td>
<td>Average: 69%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Proportion of the sum of the total mileages: 53% (134 km/253 km)

Figure 4.4 presents a sensitivity study result of a proportional electric mileage when effective battery capacities and average specific electricity consumption in CD mode are used as sensitivity variables. The data of the figure is obtained by running the PHEV charging simulation for all of the simulated PHEVs with different values of the sensitivity parameters.

Often in commercial EVs the whole capacity of the battery pack is not in use in order to increase the cyclic lifetime of the battery packs. Effective capacity is the capacity which can be charged to the car after the car informs the user that the battery is “empty”. For example in Opel Ampera the nominal capacity is 16 kWh and the effective capacity is around 10 kWh. In the simulations the effective battery capacities of all the PHEVs are varied using values 3, 4,…, 20 kWh. In all sensitivity study simulations the same size of a battery pack is modeled for each vehicle.

Real specific electricity consumptions (in kWh/km) of PHEVs depend on many things such as characteristics of the car, driving cycle and outdoor temperature. In the data used in the methodology and simulations of Publication 3 (National Travel Survey of Finland (Finnish Transport Agency 2014)) there is no detailed information about the driving cycles (driving speeds, amounts of accelerations and decelerations etc.) of the cars. Therefore, when it comes to driving cycles, averaged specific electricity consumptions are used. However, in the National Travel Survey there is information about the time and geographic area of driving. Using this information with the average month-specific outdoor temperatures of the Finnish provinces (Kersalo & Pirinen 2009), the temperature dependencies can roughly be taken into account. It is a tricky question how average specific electricity consumption should be modeled.

Temperature dependency of specific electricity consumption depends on many things such as type of the heating system of the car and driving cycle. The temperature dependency of an EV using for example a liquid bioethanol heater is quite different from an EV using for example a liquid bioethanol heater is quite different.
compared to an EV using resistive electric heating (Laurikko et al. 2013). Rough estimates for the temperature dependencies (change in specific electricity consumption compared to change in outdoor temperature: \(\Delta E_{\text{specific consumption}} / \Delta T\)) can be made based on some data of (Laurikko et al. 2013) and in the case of resistive electric heating the estimates are between \(-0.004\) kWh/km/°C and \(-0.009\) kWh/km/°C depending on the driving cycle and assuming that there is no heating need when outdoor temperature is > 18 °C. In the simulations of Fig. 4.4 an averaged value of \(-0.004\) kWh/km/°C is used as a rough estimate taking into account the possibilities of technological development of cars (e.g. the use of heat pumps). The simulation results are not very sensitive for the dependency value in the range of previous numbers. The specific electricity consumptions of the simulations of Fig. 4.4 are formed as follows. First, specific electricity consumptions of 0.15, 0.16, ..., 0.40 kWh/km, presenting the consumptions without heating need, are produced. After this the temperature corrections for the consumption values are made in accordance with the driving province of the car. Thus, the specific electricity consumptions of Fig. 4.4 also include the heating energy. In the simulation example, it is assumed that charging is made at homes and at work places with a charging power of 3.5 kW and that charging is started immediately when a PHEV arrives to a charging station.

**Fig. 4.4.** Electrical mileage of an all-electric CD mode PHEV fleet with 3.5 kW charging at homes and at work places.

The results of the example simulation show that even with quite modest battery capacities PHEVs would enable the use of electricity more than 50% of the driven mileage. Also, it can be noticed that the first kilo-watt-hours of the battery capacity bring most of the benefit of PHEVs. In practice this means that is more useful to increase the battery capacity for example from 5 kWh to 10 kWh than from 10 kWh to 15 kWh. Also, it can be noticed that quite low power charging at homes and at workplaces can offer quite substantial proportional electrical mileage. The question compared to an EV using resistive electric heating (Laurikko et al. 2013). Rough estimates for the temperature dependencies (change in specific electricity consumption compared to change in outdoor temperature: \(\Delta E_{\text{specific consumption}} / \Delta T\)) can be made based on some data of (Laurikko et al. 2013) and in the case of resistive electric heating the estimates are between \(-0.004\) kWh/km/°C and \(-0.009\) kWh/km/°C depending on the driving cycle and assuming that there is no heating need when outdoor temperature is > 18 °C. In the simulations of Fig. 4.4 an averaged value of \(-0.004\) kWh/km/°C is used as a rough estimate taking into account the possibilities of technological development of cars (e.g. the use of heat pumps). The simulation results are not very sensitive for the dependency value in the range of previous numbers. The specific electricity consumptions of the simulations of Fig. 4.4 are formed as follows. First, specific electricity consumptions of 0.15, 0.16, ..., 0.40 kWh/km, presenting the consumptions without heating need, are produced. After this the temperature corrections for the consumption values are made in accordance with the driving province of the car. Thus, the specific electricity consumptions of Fig. 4.4 also include the heating energy. In the simulation example, it is assumed that charging is made at homes and at work places with a charging power of 3.5 kW and that charging is started immediately when a PHEV arrives to a charging station.

**Fig. 4.4.** Electrical mileage of an all-electric CD mode PHEV fleet with 3.5 kW charging at homes and at work places.

The results of the example simulation show that even with quite modest battery capacities PHEVs would enable the use of electricity more than 50% of the driven mileage. Also, it can be noticed that the first kilo-watt-hours of the battery capacity bring most of the benefit of PHEVs. In practice this means that is more useful to increase the battery capacity for example from 5 kWh to 10 kWh than from 10 kWh to 15 kWh. Also, it can be noticed that quite low power charging at homes and at workplaces can offer quite substantial proportional electrical mileage. The question
where and what kind of charging infrastructure should be built for EVs is discussed more in Section 4.5.3.

4.5 Charging of EVs

An EV has to be charged using a charging station or at least a socket-outlet. EV charging can be divided into two types: AC and DC charging. In AC charging, an on-board charger is located inside the vehicle and AC voltage and current is fed to the vehicle from the charging station. In DC charging, an off-board charger is located in the charging station feeding DC voltage and current to the vehicle. Globally there are many standardized solutions for EV charging and some of these solutions are described in the next section.

4.5.1 Standard charging solutions

The widely respected international standard IEC 61851-1 defines four different charging modes: mode 1, mode 2, mode 3 and mode 4. Mode 1 is mostly intended for charging of light vehicles such as mopeds with low currents and/or short charging times. In practice, modes 2–4 are used in charging of electric passenger cars. Modes 1–3 are AC charging methods and mode 4 is a DC charging method. Table 4.2 presents the main properties and functionalities of the four charging modes.

Mode 2 charging is quite generally considered as a “temporary” charging method or as a charging method of a “transitional period” which means that modes 3 and 4 charging methods would increase their share in the future and the share of mode 2 charging would decrease. Typically every commercial EV is delivered to the consumer with a mode 2 charging cable. In many European countries regular “Schuko” socket outlets are used in mode 2 charging in most of the cases. In a mode 2 charging cable there is a so-called in-cable control and protection device (IC-CPD), which includes some safety functionalities such as a residual current device (RCD). There has been some experience from the field that Schuko socket outlets and plugs and related electric installations have overheated when high currents such as 16 A have been used for long time. IC-CPD also restricts the charging current to a level, typically around 10 A, which is considered safe to use in domestic socket outlets. It is, however, not very clearly shown what would be a “safe” current level to be used in current installations without restricting the use of Schuko charging too much. Using 3-phase IEC 60309 plug and socket outlet or one-phase “camper plug and socket-outlet” offers a safer way to use high currents for longer times. For example in Finland there is a very large number of outdoor Schuko socket outlets for preheating of the car engines in winter, but the number of 3-phase sockets outlets is much lower and “camper socket-outlets” are very rare in domestic environments.

4.5 Charging of EVs

An EV has to be charged using a charging station or at least a socket-outlet. EV charging can be divided into two types: AC and DC charging. In AC charging, an on-board charger is located inside the vehicle and AC voltage and current is fed to the vehicle from the charging station. In DC charging, an off-board charger is located in the charging station feeding DC voltage and current to the vehicle. Globally there are many standardized solutions for EV charging and some of these solutions are described in the next section.

4.5.1 Standard charging solutions

The widely respected international standard IEC 61851-1 defines four different charging modes: mode 1, mode 2, mode 3 and mode 4. Mode 1 is mostly intended for charging of light vehicles such as mopeds with low currents and/or short charging times. In practice, modes 2–4 are used in charging of electric passenger cars. Modes 1–3 are AC charging methods and mode 4 is a DC charging method. Table 4.2 presents the main properties and functionalities of the four charging modes.

Mode 2 charging is quite generally considered as a “temporary” charging method or as a charging method of a “transitional period” which means that modes 3 and 4 charging methods would increase their share in the future and the share of mode 2 charging would decrease. Typically every commercial EV is delivered to the consumer with a mode 2 charging cable. In many European countries regular “Schuko” socket outlets are used in mode 2 charging in most of the cases. In a mode 2 charging cable there is a so-called in-cable control and protection device (IC-CPD), which includes some safety functionalities such as a residual current device (RCD). There has been some experience from the field that Schuko socket outlets and plugs and related electric installations have overheated when high currents such as 16 A have been used for long time. IC-CPD also restricts the charging current to a level, typically around 10 A, which is considered safe to use in domestic socket outlets. It is, however, not very clearly shown what would be a “safe” current level to be used in current installations without restricting the use of Schuko charging too much. Using 3-phase IEC 60309 plug and socket outlet or one-phase “camper plug and socket-outlet” offers a safer way to use high currents for longer times. For example in Finland there is a very large number of outdoor Schuko socket outlets for preheating of the car engines in winter, but the number of 3-phase sockets outlets is much lower and “camper socket-outlets” are very rare in domestic environments.
Table 4.2. Charging modes of EVs (IEC 61851-1, Ed. 2.0).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Charging mode</th>
<th>Properties and functionalities</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Mode 1        | ✓ An AC charging method.  
               ✓ Intended mostly for charging of light vehicles such as mopeds with modest battery capacities.  
               ✓ Typically used with short charging times and/or low charging currents.  
               ✓ 1-, 2-, or 3-phase charging with an AC current up to 16 A  
               ✓ The feeding socket must be equipped with an RCD. |
| Mode 2        | ✓ An AC charging method.  
               ✓ Used for “slow” charging of electric cars.  
               ✓ Charging cable is equipped with an in-cable control and protection device (IC-CPD) which includes some control and safety related functionalities such as possibility to restrict the charging current drawn from the socket outlet.  
               ✓ Extended safety functionalities such as the following.  
                • Continuous protective earth conductor continuity checking  
                • There is no AC network voltage in the vehicle connector unless a vehicle is appropriately connected.  
               ✓ In practice all commercial EVs are sold with a mode 2 charging cable. |
| Mode 3        | ✓ An AC charging method.  
               ✓ Intended for the basic charging of EVs.  
               ✓ 1-, 2-, or 3-phase charging with an AC current up to 1×70 A or 3×63 A  
               ✓ Extended safety functionalities such as the following.  
                • Continuous protective earth conductor continuity checking  
                • There is no AC network voltage in the socket outlet unless a vehicle is appropriately connected.  
               ✓ Extended control possibilities such as possibility of the charging station to control the maximum current which the charger can draw from the network. |
| Mode 4        | ✓ DC charging method.  
               ✓ Charging control is based on sophisticated communication between the charging station and the vehicle.  
               ✓ Enables flexible and controllable charging with a theoretical maximum of 120–170 kW (IEC 62196-3), although practical products have much lower nominal powers.  
               ✓ For mode 4 use, the charging cable with the vehicle connector is fixed in the charging station. |

Mode 3 is preferred and recommended for the everyday use by the EV related industry and different regulatory and instructive organizations. In mode 3, charging socket outlets dedicated to EV charging are used and the charging mode enables charging rates from one-phase 6 A up to three-phase 63 A. Mode 3 charging includes many theoretical safety functionalities such as possibility to restrict the charging current drawn from the socket outlet. In practice all commercial EVs are sold with a mode 2 charging cable.
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                • Continuous protective earth conductor continuity checking  
                • There is no AC network voltage in the socket outlet unless a vehicle is appropriately connected.  
               ✓ Extended control possibilities such as possibility of the charging station to control the maximum current which the charger can draw from the network. |
| Mode 4        | ✓ DC charging method.  
               ✓ Charging control is based on sophisticated communication between the charging station and the vehicle.  
               ✓ Enables flexible and controllable charging with a theoretical maximum power of 120–170 kW (IEC 62196-3), although practical products have much lower nominal powers.  
               ✓ For mode 4 use, the charging cable with the vehicle connector is fixed in the charging station. |

Mode 3 is preferred and recommended for the everyday use by the EV related industry and different regulatory and instructive organizations. In mode 3, charging socket outlets dedicated to EV charging are used and the charging mode enables charging rates from one-phase 6 A up to three-phase 63 A. Mode 3 charging includes many theoretical safety functionalities such as possibility to restrict the charging current drawn from the socket outlet. In practice all commercial EVs are sold with a mode 2 charging cable.
sophisticated, e.g. safety related, functionalities, but also a possibility to control the maximum current which the vehicle can draw from the socket. In most of the countries in Europe, the de facto mode 3 socket outlet standard is “type 2” defined in IEC 62196-2. Also, the EU directive 2014/94/EU determines the “type 2” socket outlet to be used in public AC charging stations.

Mode 4 enables the use of very high charging powers, because the charger is located outside the car. Typically mode 4 charging powers have nominal powers up to 50 kW, but there are also for example 130 kW and 20 kW commercial chargers available. DC charging is very useful in cases where the battery pack of the car is large and one needs to have battery charged within an hour. The charging current of the car can also be restricted with mode 4 charger by the charging station. In Europe, the “CHAdeMO” charging connector and vehicle inlet has been used in many countries but also the use of “Combo 2” interface will increase in the future as it is also determined to be used in the public charging stations by the EU directive 2014/94/EU.

In addition to these charging modes, wireless charging technology is also evolving and standardization activity related to it is going on. A practical, safe, energy efficient and cost effective wireless charging system would be very a convenient solution, and when EV users would get used to it, there would be no returning to low power conductive charging anymore.

4.5.2 Market mechanisms for EV charging

Charging of EVs means that electrical energy is drawn from an electricity network, and someone has to build the charging stations and related systems. These cause variable costs, fixed costs and capital costs for some parties. There are different ways to allocate the costs for different parties. There are three main types of charging station owning and service models:

1. Private or domestic ownership. A charging station or at least a socket outlet is installed in someone’s garage or other similar place and the owner of the charging station pays the electricity and other related costs.

2. Housing companies offering charging opportunity to its inhabitants or companies offering charging opportunities to its employees. In this case the housing company or company would pay the electricity and the charging stations, and charging station users would have to pay some kind of a fee for the charging or for the possibility to charge.

3. Public and commercial ownership. In this model a company or related party builds charging stations and offers commercial charging services available for all EV users. There are many ways to construct the service and realize the transactions. A special case for this ownership model is the Tesla Motors Inc.’s free charging for the EVs manufactured by the corresponding company.

Charging station owning and service models 1–2 are quite straightforward, but model 3 includes more options. During the latest years there has been discussion about different ways to do business with EV charging and options for market mechanisms for public
and commercial charging. Perhaps the simplest “market mechanism” is that when a vehicle is using a public charging point, the vehicle user pays a constant payment regardless of the amount of electrical energy taken from the grid (Rautiainen et al. 2010). This energy payment can be included for example in a normal parking payment. In this approach, energy measurement equipment is not mandatory for the charging point, which lowers the infrastructure cost. In normal situations the amount of energy taken from the grid is fairly small and the cost of the energy is also small compared to parking payments especially in city centers. Another option is to measure the charged energy and then charge the customer based on the amount of energy. This kind of a charging event is analogous to fueling of conventional ICE base cars. This model leads to greater infrastructure investments compared to “constant payment” option because of the need for charging-station-specific energy measurement. A thing which should be thought by charging service operators is whether or not it is worth the effort and investment to measure the charged energy for EVs. The meaningfulness of the measurement depends on many things such as expected charging powers etc.

In the present open electricity market, consumers have the possibility to choose the electricity retailer from which they will buy the electricity. EVs are mobile electric loads which can use quite a lot of energy and which can be charged in many physical locations. There have been some thoughts about maintaining the freedom of choice, at least to some extent, of the electricity retailer and the electricity product also in public and commercial charging stations (Rautiainen et al. 2010). Fig. 4.5 illustrates two different ways to enable this.

**Fig. 4.5. Market mechanisms allowing buying electricity from multiple retailers:** a) “multi retailer” market mechanism, b) “vehicle electricity” market mechanism

The first option to realize this, illustrated in Fig. 4.5a, is that the vehicle user can choose the electricity retailer and/or a single product from a certain retailer’s product selection offered by the public charging service provider. (Rautiainen et al. 2010) In this case, the user can have freedom to choose for example the cheapest option or renewable energy based option. This requires that the charging service provider must have relevant contracts with many retailers. In this mechanism, it is also possible that the user could use the same retailer as in domestic consumption, and the price of the electricity used by the vehicle could be added to the customer’s normal electricity bill. This kind of an...
operation requires an identification of the customer. However, the distribution fee has to be paid to the local DNO for example by the owner of the charging point. Also, in the present electricity market model the consumption data grouped by retailers has to be sent to the DNO for the needs of balance settlement.

Another way to enable buying electricity from different retailers, illustrated in Fig. 4.5b, is the so called “car electricity” concept (Rautiainen et al. 2010). In this concept, the vehicle has its own AMI meter. Wherever the vehicle is charging, the energy which is absorbed from the grid is measured in the vehicle and the billing is carried out by reading the meter remotely. In this model the distribution fee is again paid to the local DNO. This market model offers a great freedom for the vehicle user to use any electricity product available always when charging. However, this mechanism brings the problem of two meters. Vehicles have their own energy meters, and when they connect for example to a regular domestic charging spot the energy is measured also in the domestic meter. To avoid paying twice for the same energy, some kind of communication between meters would be needed. Also, in this mechanism, the distribution fee should somehow be paid to the local DNOs, and the realization of this depends on the charging service provider. Also, for the needs of balance settlement, consumption data grouped by electricity retailers should be delivered to the DNO. These issues make the “vehicle electricity” mechanism very complicated, and infrastructure needed for this is expensive and complex. All these facts make the “vehicle electricity” concept not a reasonable and realistic option.

4.5.3 Where and what kind of charging infrastructure should be built
In order to maximize the benefits of EVs, relevant charging infrastructure should be built. There has been some debate within EV manufacturers over whether to prefer AC or DC charging which usually correspond with low and high power charging, respectively. Also within a larger community there is a debate about the reasonable locations of the charging stations. From the car user point-of-view the characteristics of the charging infrastructure is especially important for full EV users (Neubauer & Wood 2014), because for full EV users the existence of charging possibility might easily be a question of vehicle usability (“Am I able to drive back home without charging?”). For PHEV users, a charging opportunity is more a question of maximizing electric driving. But in order to have a sufficient level of proportional electrical mileage enough charging should be made. An interesting and important question is how the extensiveness and the characteristics of the charging infrastructure affect the electricity usage of PHEVs or usability of full EVs. Also the significance of home, workplace and public charging is interesting. An interesting question is also how much available charging power affects the electricity use of EVs. Research in this area has been made during the recent years; see for example Publication 3 and (Zhang et al. 2011; Dong & Lin 2012; Kelly et al. 2012; Peterson & Michalek 2013; Zhang et al. 2013; Traut et al. 2012; Dong et al. 2014). Some answers for these questions are given in the following simulation example concerning PHEVs with Finnish car use habits and conditions. The results can be partly be interpreted to be relevant also for full EVs.
The following sensitivity simulation example is similar to the simulation example of Section 4.2., but in this case the sensitivity study is conducted also with respect to charging infrastructure characteristics. For simplicity of illustration, the example presents only the cases where the average specific electricity consumption of the vehicles is 0.26 kWh/km, which is one of the average specific electricity consumption values of the study in Section 4.2. The following example presents the proportional electrical mileage of the simulated PHEV fleet as a function of effective battery capacity and different charging infrastructure characteristics. Concerning charging infrastructure characteristics six different cases are presented.

1. Charging only at homes with 3.5 kW charging power.
2. Charging only at homes with 10 kW charging power.
3. Charging only at homes and workplaces with 3.5 kW charging power.
4. Charging only at homes, workplaces and public parking places with 3.5 kW charging power.
5. Charging only at homes and workplaces with 3.5 kW charging power and in public parking places with 20 kW charging power.
6. Charging only at homes and workplaces with 3.5 kW charging power and in public parking places with 50 kW charging power.

Depending on the case the existence of charging opportunities is assumed in three different types of places: homes, workplaces and public parking places. If a charging opportunity is modeled to be in any of the location types, it is assumed that every parking place of that type would have a charging opportunity. Thus, the sensitivity study presents “extreme” cases where there are high amounts of charging stations. Also when modeling high charging powers, 20 kW and 50 kW, it is assumed that the charging power is constant during the charging process. Considering the charging technology of today, this is not necessarily the case in reality (Härkönen 2012), and thus the sensitivity study gives somewhat over-optimistic results.

Figure 4.6 presents the results of the study. A few important observations can be made. It is quite probable that homes would be the most probable place for charging. This is quite logical as on average cars are parked at homes for most of the day. Also, it would be often easy to install a good and feasible charging station at home. If only home charging is made, most of the proportional electrical range potential is already obtained. Boosting the home charging power from 3.5 kW to 10 kW gives only a very modest benefit on average. If a workplace charging opportunity is added, the proportional electrical range is increased only a few percentage points which is quite a modest increase taking into account that the cars are also parked at the workplaces for significant amounts of time. One important observation is that if charging is made with moderate charging powers at homes and at workplaces, the importance of public charging opportunity with all the three simulated charging powers is very small. One can see that adding high power DC charging stations does not necessarily have a very important role for EV users on average. It should however be remembered that there are segments of EV users for whom public low and/or high power charging is very
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Fig. 4.6. Electrical mileage of PHEVs as a function of average effective battery capacity with different charging infrastructure characteristics.
5 Electric vehicles in smart grids

Although EV related research in the electrical energy infrastructure context has exploded over many decades, the interest and the amount of EV related research has exploded during the last few years. As an example of the older studies, a reader can take a look at the paper by Dr. Salihi dating back to 1973 (Salihi 1973) and as examples of more modern studies one can take a look at on papers (Rautiainen et al. 2010; Clement-Nyns et al. 2010; Sortomme et al. 2011; Sortomme & El-Sharkawi 2011; Verzijlbergh et al. 2012; Chao-Kai Wen et al. 2012; Sundstrom & Binding 2012; Richardson et al. 2012; Sanchez-Martin et al. 2012; Rezaee et al. 2013; Kennel et al. 2013; Arancibia et al. 2013; Faria et al. 2014; Tan Ma & Mohammed 2014; Misra et al. 2015).

In academic and industrial environments it is often thought that EVs could have at least three different types of roles in a smart grid. Firstly, EVs can be simply loads consuming electricity from the grid when charging. Secondly, EVs can be used as controllable loads. This means that in addition to only charging the batteries when possible, the charging could be shifted, interrupted or restricted due to needs of for the example power system or electricity market. Considering these first two roles, EV is only a single type of load among other loads. However, the third role differs from most of today’s resources: energy storage. The battery pack of an EV can be used to store electricity for the needs of the power system or electricity market, see for example the classical paper (Kempton & Tomić 2005). In general, it can be said that the more EVs would be used for the needs of power system or electricity market the larger would the benefit of EVs be to the vehicle owners and to the power system.

5.1 EVs as a charging load

From the electricity networks point-of-view the most obvious role of an EV is to charge energy from the network to the onboard electricity storage, i.e. to operate as a charging load. If large amounts of EVs were to penetrate the market, it could have impacts on the electricity system. In order to study the impacts, the charging load has to be modeled somehow.

In Publication 3, the charging load modeling of PHEVs is made. Full EVs are excluded from the modeling mainly for two reasons. Firstly, the author of the thesis thinks that PHEVs have more important roles on the large scale EV penetration and therefore their modeling is more important. Secondly, at least from the car use habits point-of-view, PHEVs are more straightforward to model compared to full EVs. In Publication 3, the data of the National Travel Survey of Finland (NTS) (Finnish Transport Agency 2014) is used to describe the car use habits of Finns. Conventional ICE based vehicles are very user-friendly because it takes only a few minutes to refuel them and their range can be over 1000 km. This is why today people can generally use their cars in a way that corresponds to their travelling needs very well. Thus, NTS data is interpreted to represent the driving needs of Finns. And as PHEVs can be used quite similarly as ICE.
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cars, it can be assumed rather safely assumed that PHEVs could be used in the same way as ICE cars (Publication 3). This is not necessarily the case for full EVs due to many physical and psychological factors. However, it should be noticed that the results of PHEV modeling can be used as an approximate model, i.e. as a model with more uncertainties, also for full EV charging. There are also many psychological factors in people’s behavior which are hard to predict, and changes in the way of living, prices of electricity and liquid fuels, and use of public transport, etc., also have an effect on driving needs in the future.

Publication 3 deals with charging load modeling. To model EV charging load, the most essential aspects affecting the charging has to be modeled and the results have to be in a relevant and usable form. The most fundamental aspects of EV charging modeling are car use habits, characteristics of cars, availability and characteristics of charging spots and electricity market functions affecting charging (Publication 3). The target of the work in Publication 3 has been to develop a systematic methodology which could be used to model PHEVs in electricity distribution networks and to produce models also for other modeling needs. NTS includes the data of thousands of respondents’ car use during a one-day long period throughout Finland. The data includes for example the following information about every car trip of the respondent: starting time, duration, length of, type of starting place and type of destination. Assuming certain characteristics of the cars and locations and characteristics of the charging stations etc., simple charging modeling can be made. The results can be formulated in a form which for example DNOs can apply directly in their network information systems.

The main idea of the PHEV charging load modeling is illustrated in Fig. 5.1. The figure presents an example driver who makes four car trips during the day. The upper part of the figure presents the state of the car during the day and some information about the trips. In the example it is assumed that in the beginning of the first trip the battery is full, charging is made at home and at the workplace at charging powers of 3.5 kW (15 A) and 2.3 kW (10 A), respectively. Charging starts immediately when the car is parked to the parking place equipped with charging station, and charging ends when the battery is full or the next trip begins. Lower part of the figure presents the charging power of the car during the day. Three charging sessions are carried out: first one at the workplace and the following two at home. In this way, the charging of thousands of respondents of NTS can be simulated and different types of further analysis can be made to the simulated charging profiles.
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Publication 3 concentrated especially on distribution network load modeling in Finnish network information systems (NIS) and related statistical power flow calculation methods. In Finnish network calculation tradition loads are modeled as statistical distributions and related load flow algorithms are used. Figure 5.2 presents an example of a statistical home charging load curve for a single customer group (respondents living in detached and semi-detached houses, winter time) with certain assumptions (for example that charging is made only at homes and at workplaces at 3.5 kW charging power). Different kinds of ways to group customers such as geographical, type of living etc. can be used. In Fig. 5.2, the mean values and standard deviations of the hourly charged energies for every hour of the day and different types of days (work days, Saturdays and Sundays) are presented. These types of curves can be used with a fair amount of work in the NISs of the Finnish network companies (Publication 4).

The methodology of Publication 3 can be considered very flexible and useful, but there are of course many uncertainties. Some of the uncertainties are due to the nature of the NTS data and some related to the assumptions used. For example, the NTS data describes the trips of individual people and not individual cars. This issue is discussed in more detail in Publication 3 and in (Liu et al. 2015). Some of the assumptions also include significant uncertainties. For example the assumption the PHEVs of the (distant) future would be driven in the same way than current conventional ICE cars includes high uncertainty. It is uncertain how the transportation systems, the way of transport and the whole way of living will change in the future (Publication 3). However, at least some of the uncertainties in Publication 3 can be investigated for example in a form of sensitivity studies.
5.2 Impacts of EV charging on electricity grid

EV charging load has different impacts on different parts of the electricity system, and the impacts depend on which part of the system is investigated. In the following sections, impacts of EV charging load to the electricity transmission grid, distribution networks and networks of real estates are discussed, and the focus is mostly on distribution networks which Publication 4 is also related to.

5.2.1 Transmission grid level

The Finnish and further North-European transmission grids and North-European electricity market have extremely high interdependency with each other. The load flows of the lines and other components in the grid depend on the wholesale electricity markets and vice versa. Impacts of uncontrolled and controlled charging on the Finnish transmission grid are investigated for example in (Kiviluoma & Meibom 2011). In this thesis only a simple illustrative example is shown.

Figure 5.3 shows real total hourly electricity consumption of Finland over an example day 24.1.2014. During the day the load was at very high level. In addition to the real consumption there is also a hypothetical case of the consumption with additional one million PHEVs charging during the day. The charging curve was produced using the methodology of Publication 3 and assuming non-controlled (“dumb”) charging power of 3.5 kW at homes, workplaces and public parking places. Battery capacities and specific electricity consumptions were similar to the example in Publication 3 except the temperature correction was made to the specific electricity consumptions as explained in Section 4.4. It can be seen that in this specific case, one million PHEVs would raise the consumption levels by roughly for some hundreds of MWs and considering the proportional increase and the required time scale to have a million PHEVs on the roads, the impact on the total load level is quite modest.
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5.2.2 Distribution grid

Many Finnish DNOs have shown interest in the investigation of the impacts of charging EVs in their networks. The distribution networks of DNOs are generally fairly old and also due to increased reliability requirements significant network renovation work will be carried out by many companies in the following years (Järventausta et al. 2010). As the construction of distribution networks is a long-term investment, i.e. the lines and other components will probably be in use for many decades, the DNOs have to somehow assess or approximate the long-term changes in the loads of the networks in the planning process. To assess the impacts of EVs on a distribution network, the effect of the EV fleet’s charging load in the network has to be modeled. In the following, the impacts of EV charging on urban and rural networks are discussed.

Urban networks

In Publication 4, the network impacts of the charging load of EVs on two real Finnish distribution networks is investigated. The networks are owned and managed by two DNOs: JE-Siirto (JE) and Tampereen Sähköverkko (TS). The studies of Publication 4 are based on the modeling methodology of Publication 3. The calculations were made by the DNOs’ staff. As the two different studies were made independently from each other, their modeling and calculation principles and the way of presenting the results differ from each other. However, the power flow calculation principles, of which a short description is presented in Publication 3, were the same in both cases. In the studies the whole distribution network was modeled: primary substations, medium voltage networks, secondary substations and low voltage networks.

In the calculations of Publication 4, a case in which charging is started immediately when the vehicle is parked at a charging location is considered (”dumb” charging). This kind of charging maximizes the usability of the cars and this case offers a good reference point in order to see also the possible needs for charging control and also the possibilities of EVs to produce different kinds of ancillary services for the electricity system. In Publication 4, load flow calculations were made to assess the impacts of EVs on JE’s and TS’s networks. Five different scenarios with different EV penetration levels were the same in both cases. In the studies the whole distribution network was modeled: primary substations, medium voltage networks, secondary substations and low voltage networks.

In the calculations of Publication 4, a case in which charging is started immediately when the vehicle is parked at a charging location is considered (”dumb” charging). This kind of charging maximizes the usability of the cars and this case offers a good reference point in order to see also the possible needs for charging control and also the possibilities of EVs to produce different kinds of ancillary services for the electricity system. In Publication 4, load flow calculations were made to assess the impacts of EVs on JE’s and TS’s networks. Five different scenarios with different EV penetration levels were the same in both cases. In the studies the whole distribution network was modeled: primary substations, medium voltage networks, secondary substations and low voltage networks.

In the calculations of Publication 4, a case in which charging is started immediately when the vehicle is parked at a charging location is considered (”dumb” charging). This kind of charging maximizes the usability of the cars and this case offers a good reference point in order to see also the possible needs for charging control and also the possibilities of EVs to produce different kinds of ancillary services for the electricity system. In Publication 4, load flow calculations were made to assess the impacts of EVs on JE’s and TS’s networks. Five different scenarios with different EV penetration levels...
were defined and calculated in the case study of JE and two scenarios in the case study of TS. The studies concentrated mainly on the load rates of different components.

To summarize the results of Publication 4, it was shown that in order to have non-negligible impacts on the networks, penetration levels of dozens of percent are needed. As a conclusion of Publication 4 it can be said that EVs would not cause serious problems in the case networks, and this means that very high amounts of EVs would probably fit well to all Finnish urban distribution networks. However, it should be taken into account that because in urban networks there has to be some marginal in the network components for the possible back-up connection use, the low or moderate load rates of network components might be worse than would appear by the numbers at first. Also, the calculations showed in a preliminary manner that it could be beneficial to control the charging loads, like in Publication 7, or other resources in order to reduce the network impacts in some cases. Also, using the methodology of Publication 4, one can assess the availability of EVs to be used as controllable loads and energy storages.

Rural networks

In addition to the results of Publication 4, a simple case study concerning the network of Publication 2 is made. In the case study, the focus has been on the modeling of a “rural area”, although the network also covers some quite densely populated areas. For example, in the network 65% of the distribution transformers include maximum 10 network customers. In the case study, different amounts of PHEVs were modeled in the system assuming one car per household with penetration levels of 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%. In the case of 100% penetration level, the number of PHEVs in the network is 6754.

Load models are based on the methodology and the examples of Publication 3 except that temperature corrections to the specific electricity consumptions of the cars explained in section 4.4 were made. When forming the load curves, it was assumed that cars would be charged at homes and at workplaces with 3 kW charging powers and charging would be made always and immediately when possible. However, for simplicity reasons the loads were modeled only to homes, and therefore the charging loads in areas where workplaces are located are too low as the workplace charging load was not included in the calculations. In the case study, load flow calculations are not made with statistical load models but as a “snapshot” using the real AMI load measurements of the network customers. Therefore the PHEV load models were used in a heuristic manner by creating a set of “prototype” load curves which roughly obey the mean and standard deviations of the temperature corrected example modeling results of Publication 3.

Figures 5.4–5.6 present the results of the load flow calculations. Figures 5.4 and 5.5 present the peak load levels of distribution transformers (cf. fig. 3.2). The average increases of the peak load rates concerning PHEV penetration levels 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% are 3%, 5%, 7% 10% and 12%, respectively. Also, the amounts of transformers whose peak power rate increase 20%-points or more with PHEV penetration levels 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100% are 3, 14, 31, 61 and 89.
respectively. It should be mentioned that in cases of many of the distribution transformers including only a few customers, peak load management systems discussed in 5.3.2 and 5.3.3 and Publications 6 and 7 could be used to avoid overloading. Figure 5.6 presents the peak loads (in MW) of the MV feeders (cf. Table 3.2). It can be seen that in order to have non-negligible peak load increases, very high EV penetration levels are required.

**Fig. 5.4.** The peak powers of distribution transformers with EV penetration levels of 0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80% and 100%. Peak powers are presented in percentages of the transformers’ ratings. The vertical dash lines represent the average peak power level and the vertical solid line the more or less critical limit 100%.

Evaluation of impacts of EVs to the distribution network planning is a complex task and includes lots of parameters (see Publications 3 and 4). Therefore the uncertainties of the studies should be carefully considered. It would be useful to conduct a more holistic study on the impacts the possible changes of the loads can have on network planning. In such studies, other types of new loads besides EVs should also be taken into account. In Finland there are a lot of households with direct electrical heating, and in the future some proportion of them will be totally or partly replaced by heat pumps. In long term this can cause a remarkable decrease in electricity consumption in some network areas. There are also plenty of houses today in Finland which are heated by heating oil. Some proportion of these households will probably replace the oil heating system with a system which consumes remarkable amounts of electricity, for example heat pumps. This load change can increase peak loads in some parts of the network. In future studies, financial factors concerning network planning should also be taken into account to some extent. In the calculations of this paper, mostly the loading levels or possible overloading of network components were investigated. However, replacing for example...
a line with one with a larger cross-section might be economically feasible before the increased load would cause any technical limit violations (Lakervi & Partanen 2008).

Fig. 5.5. The increases of powers of distribution transformers with different penetration levels. Peak powers are presented in percentages of the transformers’ ratings. The vertical dash lines represent the average change of peak power levels.

Fig. 5.6. Peak powers of the MV feeders of the case network. Each of the bar includes the values of the original load data and the additional peak loads caused by EVs.
5.2.3 Networks of real estates
The electricity networks of real estates have different EV charging related challenges compared to public distribution networks and transmission networks. Electricity consumers have a network connection of a certain size, for example 3x25 A. Also, domestic sockets and charging stations are fed with feeders of a certain rating, for example 1x16 A. All of the current limits should be of course respected in order to avoid the tripping of the fuses and/or circuit breakers. As mentioned in Section 4.5.1, if Schuko sockets are used, the current should be restricted to a safe level taking into account the condition of the socket and the installations of the real estate. If a charger with high charging power, such as 10–20 kW (3x15 A – 3x30 A) is used for example in a detached house or if multiple charging stations are fed from the same feeder or from the same main fuses, some kind of a peak load management system could be useful in order to avoid exceeding the relevant current limits. Peak load management systems are discussed in more detail in Publications 6 and 7 and Sections 5.3.1 and 5.3.2. Also, if multiple charging stations or high power charging stations are used, one should also consider power quality issues, but the relevance of power quality issues depend very much on the quality of the current drawn by the chargers (Härkönen 2012).

5.3 Smart charging
“Smart charging” or “intelligent charging” of EVs has been somewhat a hyped concept during the past few years. In this thesis, smart or intelligent charging is defined to be charging behavior of an EV which is influenced by other targets besides the target to charge the battery in order to fulfill the expected energy needs of the car. Smart charging is often DR made with an EV charger.

Charging of EVs can be controlled in many ways. These ways correspond to the load control methods presented in Section 2.2. On/off switching is simple to realize, but it has to be made in such a way that the control does not interfere with the charging system of the car. For example, experience from the field tells that some models of mode 2 charging related in-cable control and protection devices do not necessarily recover from voltage cut-offs. In mode 3 charging, a maximum charging current level is set for the car by the charging station, and the maximum level can be changed during the charging process. It should be noted that only the maximum current level can be set, and the charger itself decides the charging current. In mode 4 charging the current and/or power of the charger can be controlled by the charging station, but the control possibilities depend on the type of the charging station.

5.3.1 Smart charging architectures
From the system point-of-view there are different ways to control the charging of EVs. The control methods can be divided into two different types: control based on local information or control based on communication between the vehicle and an “upper level system” (Publication 5). The upper level system is for example the system of service provider/aggregator/DR operator. The communication could include things like control commands, control parameters and/or different supervision related data to the upper system of the car. For example, experience from the field tells that some models of mode 2 charging related in-cable control and protection devices do not necessarily recover from voltage cut-offs. In mode 3 charging, a maximum charging current level is set for the car by the charging station, and the maximum level can be changed during the charging process. It should be noted that only the maximum current level can be set, and the charger itself decides the charging current. In mode 4 charging the current and/or power of the charger can be controlled by the charging station, but the control possibilities depend on the type of the charging station.

5.3.1 Smart charging architectures
From the system point-of-view there are different ways to control the charging of EVs. The control methods can be divided into two different types: control based on local information or control based on communication between the vehicle and an “upper level system” (Publication 5). The upper level system is for example the system of service provider/aggregator/DR operator. The communication could include things like control commands, control parameters and/or different supervision related data to the upper
level system etc. Some of the control actions could be made based on local information like frequency of the power grid or some kind of timing, but in these cases communication could be used to set different control parameters.

The basic control communication architectures are the following: communication directly to the car, communication to the charging station and communication to a home automation systems or AMI meters. The three control architectures, which are illustrated in Fig. 5.7, differ from each other in their ability to produce different services, as the control and other information flows between participants are different in different architectures. Thus, the architectures also have different possibilities to produce benefit for the EV owners and other parties. In the three architectures, the service operator etc. makes contracts for EV controllability with different parties: EV owner, charging station owner and electricity consumer.

In the first architecture (Fig. 5.7a), there is communication between the upper level system and the car regardless of the location of the car. This would require communication and charging control electronics in the car, which means that either the car manufacturer has to install the electronics or the electronics have to be provided and installed by some other parties. From a business perspective, this architecture means that in order to control the car the controlling party must make a contract with the car owner. In this architecture, the location of the controllable resource might change. This means that the car can use many different charging stations and the charging stations can be connected to different DNOs' networks. Thus, the use of this architecture to provide services for a certain distribution network would require geolocation data. On the other hand, this architecture fits very well for providing for example reserve services for a TSO as the TSOs system is typically nationwide and the EVs will be charged mostly in the TSO’s network.

In the second architecture (Fig. 5.7b), there would be communication between the upper level system and the charging station. The actions which could be possible to realize in the car depend on the type of the charging interface of the car and properties of the charging station. The offered services must be fitted with needs of the charging customer. For example, if a customer buys charging service, the charging cannot be necessarily interrupted for a long time or restricted too much without customer acceptance. In principle, the charging station owner could promise the charging power to be for example between 70–100% of the maximum power, and this variation interval would be used to produce the ancillary services. From a business perspective, this architecture means that in order to control the car, the controlling party must make a contract with the party which manages the charging station. In this architecture, the location of the controllable resource is constant and connected to a certain DNO’s network. Thus, the use of this architecture to provide services for a certain DNO is very straightforward. Also in this architecture, electricity trade related DR possibilities depend on who pays the retailer for the charged electricity.

The third architecture (Fig. 5.7c) is very different compared to the previous ones. In this case, the control commands would be sent to a home automation (HA), building level system etc. Some of the control actions could be made based on local information like frequency of the power grid or some kind of timing, but in these cases communication could be used to set different control parameters.

The basic control communication architectures are the following: communication directly to the car, communication to the charging station and communication to a home automation systems or AMI meters. The three control architectures, which are illustrated in Fig. 5.7, differ from each other in their ability to produce different services, as the control and other information flows between participants are different in different architectures. Thus, the architectures also have different possibilities to produce benefit for the EV owners and other parties. In the three architectures, the service operator etc. makes contracts for EV controllability with different parties: EV owner, charging station owner and electricity consumer.

In the first architecture (Fig. 5.7a), there is communication between the upper level system and the car regardless of the location of the car. This would require communication and charging control electronics in the car, which means that either the car manufacturer has to install the electronics or the electronics have to be provided and installed by some other parties. From a business perspective, this architecture means that in order to control the car the controlling party must make a contract with the car owner. In this architecture, the location of the controllable resource might change. This means that the car can use many different charging stations and the charging stations can be connected to different DNOs’ networks. Thus, the use of this architecture to provide services for a certain distribution network would require geolocation data. On the other hand, this architecture fits very well for providing for example reserve services for a TSO as the TSOs system is typically nationwide and the EVs will be charged mostly in the TSO’s network.

In the second architecture (Fig. 5.7b), there would be communication between the upper level system and the charging station. The actions which could be possible to realize in the car depend on the type of the charging interface of the car and properties of the charging station. The offered services must be fitted with needs of the charging customer. For example, if a customer buys charging service, the charging cannot be necessarily interrupted for a long time or restricted too much without customer acceptance. In principle, the charging station owner could promise the charging power to be for example between 70–100% of the maximum power, and this variation interval would be used to produce the ancillary services. From a business perspective, this architecture means that in order to control the car, the controlling party must make a contract with the party which manages the charging station. In this architecture, the location of the controllable resource is constant and connected to a certain DNO’s network. Thus, the use of this architecture to provide services for a certain DNO is very straightforward. Also in this architecture, electricity trade related DR possibilities depend on who pays the retailer for the charged electricity.

The third architecture (Fig. 5.7c) is very different compared to the previous ones. In this case, the control commands would be sent to a home automation (HA), building
automation (BA) or AMI system. Now there are many different types of resources which could be controlled in very different ways. HA, BA or AMI could also decide what resources it uses and how. The features and functionalities depend on the characteristics and properties of HA and the type of the resources. From a business perspective, this architecture means that in order to control the resources, the aggregator must make contract with the owner of the house or real estate. In this architecture, the location of the controllable resource is again constant and connected to certain DNO’s network. Also electricity trade related DR would probably be very straightforward due to the existing electricity contract with an electricity retailer. This architecture implicitly enables the use of many different types of energy resources which would increase the total volume of the controlled power/energy etc.

**Fig. 5.7.** Three different communication based charging control architectures: a) communication directly to the car, b) communication the charging station and c) communication to a home automation (HA) or an AMI meter

### 5.3.2 Example: coordination of domestic loads

As mentioned earlier in Section 5, there might be multiple needs to manage the peak load or load in general in the domestic, e.g. a detached house, network. Besides only the limitations of the networks and/or network connections of real estates, the domestic load management system could be used by many types of DR applications. There are several load management methods of different levels of flexibility and complexity. Today in Finnish detached houses, electric space heaters (total amount is usually some kilowatts depending on the size of the house etc.), electric sauna stoves (typically 4–11 kW), which are very common in Finland and storage water heaters (typically 1.5–6 kW) are often alternating with each other to restrict the peak power of a household. When for example a sauna stove is switched on, some space heaters are automatically switched off. In situations where there is a need to charge one or more EVs while having simultaneously other large loads on, these kinds of alternating systems could be extended and applied to EVs (Publications 5 and 6). The simplified principle of this kind of a system is illustrated in Fig. 5.8. Also using the EV as electricity storage in this kind of a system would be possible. This means that energy is stored in the vehicle battery pack and later this energy is fed back to the network during time when energy needs of other loads are high. However, charging control is only considered further in this section.
The load management can be made in at least two ways: by alternating the charger with other loads by on/off switching and by adjusting the charging current/power in accordance of the other loads. It would be possible for example to switch the charging mode from semi-fast (for example 10 kW) to slow (for example 3 kW) or to modify charging current more freely. Peak load management methods can be divided into two different groups also from another point of view: methods in which the total current or power, for example the current or power of the connection point of a property or a parking place, is measured, and methods without the measurement.

Fig. 5.9 presents a simplified example of a simple algorithm managing the peak powers and/or currents of a domestic electric network in the presence of a home automation system, electric space heaters, an electric sauna stove and an electric vehicle. The main idea of the algorithm is that the electric sauna stove has the highest priority and it is enabled to be on if necessary. Then the power/current capacity of the feeders is divided between space heaters and the electric vehicle. The charging power of the EV can be adjusted for example by simply using two different power levels: “low” and “high”. In the algorithm there is also indoor temperature monitoring which ensures that the temperatures do not decrease too low during load control.
Figure 5.10 presents a simplified example, which is presented for illustration purposes, of a peak load management system in a detached house with multiple high-power loads and an EV charger. In the example, there is a household with multiple loads and three of them are controllable including the EV charger. Of course there could also be several EVs in the household. Fig. 5.10 presents currents of the loads connected to one of the phases (loads can be one-phase or multiple-phase) of the household. It is also assumed that there is a 3x25 A network connection and the phase current cannot exceed this value. In the figure there are two different cases. In the first case, illustrated in fig. 5.10a, the controllable loads are only switched on and off one after another so that all of the three loads receive at least some energy. The switching is based on the measurement of the total current of the non-controllable loads and the controllable loads are switched on in accordance with the marginal between the current limit and the total current of the non-controllable loads. If the total current of the non-controllable loads is low enough, more than one of the controllable loads can receive energy simultaneously as illustrated in the figure. Figure 5.10b illustrates another control principle where only two of the controllable loads are alternated with each other and then the current of the EV charger is adjusted in a continuous manner in accordance with the marginal between the current limit and the total current of all other loads besides EV charger. In this way a more efficient use of the available capacity can be achieved. Fig. 5.10 illustrates only the
main principles of such a system and to construct a real system many practical issues have to be taken into account.

Fig. 5.10. A simplified principle example of a peak load management system of a detached house in two cases: a) on/off switching of an EV charger and b) current adjustment of the EV charger. The horizontal dash lines in the lowest subfigures present the 25 A current limit.

5.3.3 Example: load control of an EV charging station group

Section 5.3.2 dealt with the peak load management system of a detached house or similar network of real estate. In such a system, the power/current capacity has to be spread between an EV and some other loads in one way or another. Another practical load control need arises when multiple EV charging stations are planned to be installed in a parking hall or other similar place. If there are many EVs charging simultaneously using high powers/currents, the total peak powers/currents of the cables feeding the charging station group or in the network connection can rise to an extremely high level which leads to needs for very thick cables and/or large main fuse sizes/large network connection. Taking into account that these kinds of situations can be very rare in many cases, this is not desirable from the cost-effectiveness point-of-view. It might therefore be reasonable to control the total currents of a charging station group.

A load control system for an EV charging station group can be made in many ways and with different features and properties. Depending on the amount and the properties of EVs, the problem of maximum currents might occur quite rarely and might not last for a very long time. Therefore a simple solution for the problem would probably be enough in many cases. However, if the maximum current problem occurs often and/or takes a
long time, more sophisticated algorithms could be used which would make the system more efficient, but simultaneously the complexity and the cost of the system would increase. Also, the available information sets some limits for the control system. For example, one could optimize the operation of the system if the SOCs of the battery packs were known by the charging system. Also, if it was known when the cars leave the parking place, a more efficient system could be made.

A realistic example algorithm to manage the peak currents of an EV charging station group is presented and simulated in Publication 7. The system is based on the charging current controlling possibilities of the present EV charging standards. The main structure of the system of Publication 7 is illustrated in Fig. 5.11. There is a group of \( N \) charging stations and a load controller unit which controls the charging stations to manage the total load of the charging station group. In the figure, there is also the total current measurement of the feeder feeding the charging station group. Also, it is possible to measure the phase currents of each of the charging stations and send the data to the controller. In principle, it would be possible to construct a control system where the total currents or the currents of individual charging stations would not be measured at all, but this would probably lead to an inefficient system.

The algorithm was simulated with a realistic use case. In the simulations the charging behaviors of 10 different EVs were modeled. Fig. 5.12 illustrates the charging station

---

**Fig. 5.11. The basic setup for the load control system.**

In brief, the main idea of the algorithm of Publication 7 is as follows. Chargers are allowed to charge whenever necessary even with the maximum current of the charging station, but if the total current of any of the feeding phases exceeds a certain predefined limit, the currents of mode 3 chargers are restricted to decrease the currents of the overloaded phases. If this is not possible or if it does not solve the problem, the charging of some of the chargers is interrupted from the relevant phases. The interrupted chargers should be then circulated and alternated so that none of the chargers have to be interrupted for too long. In the simulations the circulation time is a rigid 10 min.

The algorithm is designed to react to certain events. The essential events are as follows.

1. The current limit is exceeded in some phases.
2. The current capacity is freed in some phases.
3. An EV starts mode 3 charging.

The algorithm was simulated with a realistic use case. In the simulations the charging behaviors of 10 different EVs were modeled. Fig. 5.12 illustrates the charging station

---

**Fig. 5.11. The basic setup for the load control system.**

In brief, the main idea of the algorithm of Publication 7 is as follows. Chargers are allowed to charge whenever necessary even with the maximum current of the charging station, but if the total current of any of the feeding phases exceeds a certain predefined limit, the currents of mode 3 chargers are restricted to decrease the currents of the overloaded phases. If this is not possible or if it does not solve the problem, the charging of some of the chargers is interrupted from the relevant phases. The interrupted chargers should be then circulated and alternated so that none of the chargers have to be interrupted for too long. In the simulations the circulation time is a rigid 10 min.

The algorithm is designed to react to certain events. The essential events are as follows.

1. The current limit is exceeded in some phases.
2. The current capacity is freed in some phases.
3. An EV starts mode 3 charging.

The algorithm was simulated with a realistic use case. In the simulations the charging behaviors of 10 different EVs were modeled. Fig. 5.12 illustrates the charging station
types and ratings of the EV chargers. There were 6 mode 3 charging stations and four Schuko sockets in which EVs were charged. The time in hours when the cars are plugged in to the charging station, the SOC of the battery pack (in red) at the first time of arrival and the decrease in SOC (in blue) in the beginning of the second charging session were illustrated in the figure. In Fig 5.12, the circuit breaker ratings of the phases are treated as the current limits.

- Circuit breakers
  
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parking place number station</th>
<th>Charging place number station</th>
<th>Car charger</th>
<th>Usable battery capacity</th>
<th>Charging phases</th>
<th>Time (h)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mode 3 1×32 A</td>
<td>14 kWh</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24</td>
<td>10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Mode 3 3×32 A</td>
<td>22 kWh</td>
<td>L1, L2, L3</td>
<td>50% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mode 3 3×32 A</td>
<td>13 kWh</td>
<td>L1, L2, L3</td>
<td>20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20% 20%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Mode 3 2×16 A</td>
<td>14 kWh</td>
<td>L1, L2</td>
<td>10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Mode 3 3×32 A</td>
<td>14 kWh</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Mode 3 3×32 A</td>
<td>14 kWh</td>
<td>L3</td>
<td>10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10% 10%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Schuko 1×16 A</td>
<td>4 kWh</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Schuko 1×16 A</td>
<td>4 kWh</td>
<td>L2</td>
<td>90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90% 90%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Schuko 1×16 A</td>
<td>10 kWh</td>
<td>L3</td>
<td>0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Schuko 1×16 A</td>
<td>14 kWh</td>
<td>L1</td>
<td>80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80% 80%</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 5.12. The simulation case.

Simulations were carried out with the previous model. Figures 5.13 and 5.14 present results of two different simulation cases. In the first simulation case there was no total current limit and in the second case a limit of 32 A was set. Fig. 5.13 presents the phase currents of the three phases in both of the simulation cases, and Fig. 5.14 presents the currents of the cars over the simulation period. A few things can be noticed from the simulation results. When there is no current limit, the current of phase L1 rises to a value near 100 A. When the current limit is 32 A, the charging currents had to be decreased and also some charging interruption had to be made. Also, the charged energies of the EVs do not change except for the EV 4, because it only stays at the charging place for roughly two hours and does not return to the charging station during the simulation period. Overall it can be said that the algorithm operates nicely and keeps the currents below the limit.
Fig. 5.13. Phase currents of the case "no current limit" and with a current limit of 32 A.

Fig. 5.14. Charging currents of the cars with no current limits and with a current limit of 32 A.
5.4 EVs as energy storage for the electricity system's needs

Efficient and cost effective energy storage capacity in the electricity system would offer many advantages and possibilities which are analyzed for example in (Jewell et al. 2004). EV battery packs could store relatively large amounts of electrical energy and the power capacity would be quite large. For example, if there were one million EVs in Finland, which would be about 40% of the amount of today’s passenger cars of, and if 50 % of them were available for energy storage use and if the vehicles were simultaneously able to discharge 5 kWh per vehicle on average, the total energy capacity would be 2.5 GWh. If the discharging power was 3.5 kW per vehicle, the total discharge power capacity would be 1.75 GW. These numbers are quite remarkable even in the North-European power system.

Using the EV batteries as storages for the power system sets some requirements for the car and its electrical interface (Publication 5). In order to use a vehicle as energy storage for the needs of the power system, a bidirectional converter to the car or an external module with appropriate protection equipment is needed. Also depending on the case, energy meters should be able to handle two-way energy flows. Car batteries could be discharged to public distribution networks or to small isolated network islands such as single households. These energy storage operation modes differ from each other in certain ways. For example, the required protection and other requirements for the network interfaces are different (Publication 5).

The owners or the users of the cars have certain preferences with relation to the use of the car. The vehicle should be charged to full charge at some stage. If the battery pack was “unexpectedly” discharged during the charging process, the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery pack would temporarily be decreased and vehicle users would have to accept this. Of course it is possible to construct some kind of a charging system which optimizes the charging taking into account car use preferences, dynamic energy pricing and ancillary service profits, see for example (Jin et al. 2014). Users may set the charging system to charge the battery pack to full charge at a certain time at the latest and within that time frame some optimization could be made.

5.4.1 The applications of EV as an electricity storage

In principle all DR applications presented in this thesis could be extended by using EVs as electricity storages for electricity systems’ needs. In these situations EVs would discharge the energy from the battery pack to a public distribution network. In addition to DR applications, some other applications such as local power quality improvement would be possible at least in principle (Publications 5 and 6). The possibility to discharge some energy to the grid would improve the “ancillary service” potential of EVs significantly. However in practice, the electricity storage application would be a bit more complicated than controlling the unidirectional charging only. If a practical implementation of EVs as energy storages would be made with a large EV penetration level, EVs could benefit many parties in future society. Applications of EVs discharging...
energy to the distribution grids are not discussed further in this thesis, but EVs as domestic back-up power will be discussed a bit next.

Today’s way of living is highly dependent on reliable electricity distribution. During recent years, there have been many major storms in Finland which have caused long lasting outages for a large amount of electricity users. The reliability of electricity distribution is improved all the time, but outages will always be possible. EVs could be used as a back-up power source during outages. The battery pack would be then used as an energy storage feeding a small network island such as a single household. Also, in the case of a PHEV, the internal combustion engine might also be used to produce electricity from liquid fuel. The energy capacity of the battery pack is very limited which means that all the energy needs of for example a detached house cannot be covered for a long time. However, if the largest loads such as electric heaters and storage water heater were switched off, the efficiency of the battery capacity would be much higher (Publications 5 and 6). If only a very limited amount of loads such as some lighting and maybe cellular phone or laptop charging would be allowed, the battery capacity would offer back-up power capability for a very long time.

To realize the EV back-up power service, some special equipment and systems would be needed (Publications 5 and 6). Fig. 5.16 illustrates some features of such a system. One requirement is an isolation switch, which is used to disconnect the household or another small network island from the public distribution network. This isolation has to be made because the EV cannot feed other households or customers connected to the public distribution network. Depending on the preferences of the customer and the design of the circuits of the household, a three-phase network connection of the vehicle would be necessary. Otherwise it would be necessary to connect the loads to be fed to a certain phase. Some load reduction may be necessary to ensure that the power capability of the converter, the feeder and the energy capability of the battery are sufficient as presented above. Assuming that the vehicle works as the only power source (unless there is some sort of small scale power production) during back-up power operation, the feeding equipment has to include all necessary safety related (e.g. fault current feeding capability) capabilities and control and protection functionalities somewhat similar to the ones found in conventional power systems (Publication 5). In practice, a domestic
back-up power system can be bought for example in Japan where EVs can be used as back-up power using the DC charging interface.

Fig. 5.15. Average hourly energies during different types of days of a 1000 random customers with 3×25 A main fuses in the distribution network of Koillis-Satakunnan Sähkö Inc.

5.4.2 Battery degradation cost posed by electricity storage use of EVs

The use of the car’s battery packs as energy storages for the power system inflicts costs for the car owners. Additional charging-discharging cycles pose additional stress to batteries and decrease their cyclic lifetime. The battery degradation cost of discharging a certain amount of energy from a battery pack and recharging the same amount of energy back to the battery depends on the type of the battery pack. Fig. 5.17 presents a simple calculation concerning battery degradation costs as a function of cyclic lifetime and battery investment cost (Publication 6). The battery degradation cost represents a cost per stored energy (in €/kWh) which is caused by cyclic lifetime loss when discharging a battery pack from a certain state by a certain amount and then charging back to the initial state. Cyclic lifetime is presented as a number of a certain type of charge-discharge cycles (cycle depth of 100% or something else). The values of Fig. 5.17 are obtained by simply dividing the battery investment cost (in €/kWh) by the number of cycles which can be obtained from the battery before its lifetime has ended.

Fig. 5.16. Realization of the customer back-up power service.

Fig. 5.16. Realization of the customer back-up power service.
It can be seen that to obtain a battery degradation cost of a few cents/kWh the cyclic lifetime must be very high and/or the investment cost has to be very low.

Fig. 5.17. Battery degradation costs as a function of cyclic lifetime and battery investment cost.

These types of theoretical marginal cost calculation principles have certain limitations. Let us consider life cycle costs by means of a simple example (Publication 6). An EV has an effective battery capacity of 30 kWh, which corresponds roughly to a 150 km electric driving range. The battery pack has a cyclic lifetime of 3,000 cycles which corresponds to a total electric driving range of 450,000 km. The average daily driving distance of Finnish cars is about 50 km, which is roughly 18,000 km/a. If all of the driving would be made using electricity, the total electric driving range would be “consumed” in 25 years on average. The lifetimes of EVs and especially calendar lifetimes of today’s lithium-ion batteries are significantly less than 25 years. This means that over the course of an EV’s lifetime, part of the battery capacity will not be used.

From this point of view, the battery degradation cost of a moderate amount of electricity storage use can be considered practically zero if there is no significant battery after-car-life market. There have been some ideas about the possible use of batteries in for example power system applications after having been used in cars, but safety and reliability characteristics of reused batteries may have been decreased significantly during the EV use. Thus, the secondary battery market can be quite small also in the future.

Fig. 5.17. Battery degradation costs as a function of cyclic lifetime and battery investment cost.

These types of theoretical marginal cost calculation principles have certain limitations. Let us consider life cycle costs by means of a simple example (Publication 6). An EV has an effective battery capacity of 30 kWh, which corresponds roughly to a 150 km electric driving range. The battery pack has a cyclic lifetime of 3,000 cycles which corresponds to a total electric driving range of 450,000 km. The average daily driving distance of Finnish cars is about 50 km, which is roughly 18,000 km/a. If all of the driving would be made using electricity, the total electric driving range would be “consumed” in 25 years on average. The lifetimes of EVs and especially calendar lifetimes of today’s lithium-ion batteries are significantly less than 25 years. This means that over the course of an EV’s lifetime, part of the battery capacity will not be used.

From this point of view, the battery degradation cost of a moderate amount of electricity storage use can be considered practically zero if there is no significant battery after-car-life market. There have been some ideas about the possible use of batteries in for example power system applications after having been used in cars, but safety and reliability characteristics of reused batteries may have been decreased significantly during the EV use. Thus, the secondary battery market can be quite small also in the future.
6 Conclusions

This thesis discusses electric vehicles and demand response in the smart grid context. On one hand these two topics are independent from each other but they also have many interconnections and interdependencies with each other. In a broader view, EVs and DR can be potentially a non-negligible part of the smart grid of the future where more efficient use of the energy resources using ICT and new market models has been realized and deployed.

The challenges of the energy system of transportation drive today’s societies to develop new forms of transportation. When it comes to road transportation and especially passenger road transportation (including public transportation), EVs might be an efficient part of the transportation system of the future. It is however quite clear that there will be a multitude of different types of vehicles using different types of fuels and energy sources on the roads in the future, and EVs will not be the only type. The electric vehicle is a new type of device in the modern world. On one hand, an electric vehicle is just a device consuming electricity like any other electrical apparatus, but on the other hand EVs include many new possibilities in the long-term development. A new possibility is for example the use of EVs as electricity storages for domestic back-up power, the electricity system and the electricity market. A possible scenario is that these “ancillary services” of EVs might become a significant additional reason to buy an EV.

Due to the installation of new AMI meters in Finnish households, discussion related to DR especially for small electricity consumers has been increased, activated and extended in Finland during the recent years. If DR could be efficiently integrated to the electricity market actions, many societal benefits could be achieved. However, some practical obstacles should be first removed before efficient and wide-spread DR of small electricity consumers could be realized. Also, the financial benefits for the electricity consumers are often quite small, which is a significant challenge. A pessimistic reader might think that at least in the near future wide spread novel DR of small electricity consumers is a doomed idea. However, integrating different types of DR for different types of DR markets could increase the total financial incentive of DR for an electricity consumer. Also, the financial potential of different types of DR applications might be increasing in the future.

Concerning individual themes, this thesis is quite broad covering many individual topics. The author of the thesis has wanted to produce quite a broad overview on electric mobility and active electricity networks. This means that there is no possibility to extensively cover all of the individual topics, but hopefully a clear and comprehensive overall picture has been drawn.
6.1 Main contributions
The main contributions of this thesis include the following things:

- In Finland, PHEVs could offer a significant proportion or even most of the benefits of EVs even with a quite modest charging infrastructure and battery capacities, and simultaneously the most severe obstacles of full EVs related to short range, restricted charging opportunities and possible challenges in the very large scale battery manufacturing can be avoided or at least mitigated. It seems also that homes would be the most important charging places in many cases.
- A flexible methodology for modeling PHEV charging load using National Travel Survey data has been developed and the main principles can be used globally although the load modeling techniques especially for the Finnish load modeling tradition have been emphasized.
- Statistical PHEV charging load models, taking into account the statistical distributions of the loads, produced by the developed methodology have been used by two different real DNOs in their network information systems to assess the impacts of EVs on distribution network planning in urban networks. Also a case study of a rural network carried out by the author is presented. The usability of the practical models has been verified.
- New distribution tariffs for small electricity customers encouraging customers to manage their peak powers and further peak powers in the distribution networks have been developed and simulated in a real distribution network. It seems that these kinds of tariffs would be efficient in restricting the increase of peak powers caused by spot price based DR although is seems to be hard to decrease the present peak powers by much in the distribution networks.
- Different general DR and smart charging concepts have been sketched, and a practical local customer-site peak load control management algorithm of an EV charging station group has been developed.

6.2 Future work
Due to the nature of the research area, simulation has been used as a main research method. Simulation is a powerful research method but of course compared to for example field tests or practical demonstrations it includes a larger risk that not all relevant aspects have been taken into account in modeling. When simulations are made, one has to make a modeling decision concerning the following two aspects: accuracy and complexity of the models. If a simple model is used, modeling can be made rapidly and with a modest amount of work, but the accuracy is not necessary good or even good enough. If a complex and detailed model is used, the accuracy could be improved. The price for this is that the usability of the model might become difficult, the required amount of work proportioned to the achieved improvement in accuracy might be high and the availability and the quality of the required data for the model might be poor. Therefore compromises are always made, and they have also been made in the works of this thesis.
A multitude of ideas for future work has arisen from the topics of this thesis, and some of the ideas are also driven by the uncertainties of the studies of the thesis mentioned above. Some of the ideas are the following.

- Studies of charging infrastructure needs of full EVs and PHEVs in different areas of Finland should be made. Preferably all different types of transportation means which enable a more sustainable road transportation system should also be taken into account in the studies.
- The holistic impacts of DR, driven by different types of market actors and parties, to the economics of the Finnish society should be investigated.
- Concerning Publication 1, a more realistic power system model (such as a North-European power system model) should be used and different types of controllable loads and control methods should be investigated.
- Concerning Publication 2, sensitivity studies with different parameters of the distribution tariffs and more accurate and more extensively validated load control system models for the electricity customers could be made. Also, benefits and practical implementation methods of novel tariffs should be investigated further.
- Concerning Publication 3, different types of studies with different assumptions and parameters could be made and if there was significant amount of measurements of the charging of real PHEVs in Finnish conditions, the simulation results of Publication 3 should be compared to the results of measurements.
- Concerning Publication 4, a more holistic overview on the development of the distribution networks should be made taking into account for example other changes in the system besides EV charging. These changes can be related to other forms of electricity use such as heating solutions, and also the development of the whole network should be considered. Also sensitivity of the assumptions of charging load modeling should be made.
- Concerning Publications 5 and 6, near-to-practice business models should be developed, simulated and demonstrated.
- Concerning Publication 7, practical demonstrations should be built, tested and according to experiences gathered, the algorithm should be further developed. Also domestic household level systems and algorithms should be simulated and demonstrated in more detail.
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Using Frequency Dependent Electric Space Heating Loads to Manage Frequency Disturbances in Power Systems

A. Rautiainen, S. Repo and P. Järventausta

Abstract—In this paper the use of frequency dependent space heating loads to manage frequency disturbances in power systems is investigated. Setting values of space heater thermostats are made dependent of locally measured network frequency. Studies are carried out through time domain simulations. Studies imply that the use of frequency dependent loads in frequency disturbance management is an efficient tool for managing power unbalances. This kind of load control method’s consequences and harm to the users of the space heaters can be negligible, but the significance of this controllable load to the power system can be very high. It is very important to coordinate the operation of frequency dependent load carefully with other control actions taking into account the cold load pick-up phenomenon related to the use of this type of potential option.

Index Terms—Contingency reserve, demand response, domestic consumer, frequency stability, space heating

I. INTRODUCTION

Today’s society in developed countries is extremely dependent on electricity and a high level of service reliability is expected. In recent years there have been many serious frequency instability related wide-area power system blackouts in Europe [1] [2] and U.S. [3], and their costs, both economical and social, are high. Also, it is widely expected that intermittent power production, for example wind power and solar power, will increase rapidly at a global level, which sets new challenges for the control of power systems. Frequency stability is an issue of balance between power production and consumption. One way to influence this balance is to regulate power demand and usually large industrial loads are used for this purpose, but domestic loads could also be a very potential option.

In this article, the use of domestic electric space heating load to manage frequency disturbances is explored in a form of simulations using MATLAB and PSCAD software. The paper is organized as follows. In chapter II, the operation of frequency dependent space heating load is described. In chapter III, the power system model and a thermodynamic model of space heating loads are described. In chapter IV simulation cases and simulation results are presented. Conclusions and discussion is presented in chapter V.

II. OPERATION OF FREQUENCY DEPENDENT SPACE HEATING LOAD

In this study, the dynamic demand control (DDC) method, presented in [4] and further explored in [5], is applied to electric space heating loads. In the method the temperature settings of an electric space heater thermostat is frequency dependent in accordance with local frequency measurement. Figure 1 illustrates the control method of the loads used in these studies. Fig. 1 a) depicts normal thermostat action. Heater is switched on whenever temperature falls under a certain level, and off-switching occurs when temperature rises high enough. Thereby temperature varies around desired temperature \( T_{des} \), which is set by user of the load through a manual thermostat adjustment. Fig. 1 b) illustrates DDC method in a disturbance reserve appliance. The set point value of temperature is now a function of grid frequency. Load reacts only at frequencies under \( f_1 \) and maximum temperature deviation from normal operation is set to \( \Delta T_{max} \).

![Fig. 1. a) Conventional thermostat action b) Control method of frequency dependent electric space heating load used in these studies (Figure is not in scale.)](image)

III. MODELING

In this chapter the models which are used in the simulations are introduced.

A. Power system model

A 60 Hz and 230 kV power system illustrated in figure 2 was used in the simulations. The model was adopted from [6] p. 813–814 with little modifications. Parameters of the
generators were adopted from [7]. All four generators included power system stabilizers that have the parameters presented in [6] p. 814. Turbine and speed governor models of the generators were adopted from [8]. Power lines in the middle of the figure (2 x 110 km) were originally (in [6]) twice as long as here. Shortening was made due to mitigate angle instability which appeared in the simulations. Angle stability was not under investigation in these studies. Ratings of generators were decreased to make the grid operate in very tight power conditions. Spinning reserve of generators was only about 40 MW.

Frequency dependent space heating loads were added as two similar aggregated groups L7 and L8 to the nodes 7 and 8 respectively in the power system. The total number of loads added was 580,000. Network’s total load was ca. 2600 MW and the power (in normal conditions) of frequency dependent space heating load was ca. 260 MW (which is 10% of the total load) corresponding to 130 MW loads for each node 7 and 8. All loads in the system were modeled as constant impedance loads. In these studies space heating loads, which in reality are connected to the low voltage network, were scaled to transmission network voltage level and connected directly to the transmission network.

Fig. 2. Power system model used in the simulations

Figures which controlled the space heating loads L7 and L8 are measured at nodes 7 and 8, respectively. High frequency components of the frequency measurement signal are filtered off with a simple low-pass filter to avoid redundant operation of thermostat switches. Filter also includes a delay part, which simulates time delay between the time of occurrence of frequency disturbance in power system and the time of thermostat switch operation. Filter operates in accordance with a simple transfer function

\[ H(s) = \frac{K}{1 - Ts} e^{-st_d} \]  

where values of \( K \), \( T_s \) and \( t_d \) are 1.0, 0.2 s and 0.1 s respectively.

Frequency settings have a major impact on the operation of frequency dependent loads. In this work, frequency thresholds \( f_1 \) (refer to fig. 1) of different loads were set at interval 59.7...59.9 Hz, and for each load frequency \( f_2 \) were set 0.3 Hz lower than \( f_1 \).

**B. Thermodynamic modeling**

To model the dynamic behavior of electric space heating load, a thermodynamic model describing the causality between in-door temperature and the heating power is needed. In this work a very simple model, which is illustrated in fig. 3, is used. In the model the space which is heated (a room) is bounded with a control surface bounding a control volume. Control volume comprises all the mass which participates to heat storage and forms an effective heat capacity \( C \) and homogeneous indoor temperature \( T_i \) is assumed in the control volume. Heat is brought into the system through heating equipment at rate \( P_{heal} \). Heat is transferring outdoors through the system boundary at rate \( P_{loss} \). Total thermal conductance \( G \) describes the thermal insulation level of the building, and \( T_o \) describes outdoor temperature.

\[ P_{loss} = G(T_i - T_o). \]  

Indoor temperature change \( \Delta T_i \) within time interval \( \Delta t \) can be written as \( \Delta T_i = T_i(t + \Delta t) - T_i(t) \). \( \Delta T_i \) corresponds to a change in the system’s thermal energy \( C\Delta T_i \) which furthermore corresponds (according to the conservation of energy principle) to energy transferred by the difference between heating power \( P_{heal} \) and heat loss \( P_{loss} \). Now we can write

\[ C\Delta T_i = (P_{heal} - P_{loss})\Delta t. \]  

Substituting (2) in to (3), dividing both sides of the equation by \( \Delta t \), rearranging and letting the time interval approach zero (\( \Delta t \to 0 \)) we get a simple ordinary differential equation

\[ C \frac{dT_i}{dt} + GT_i = P_{heal} + GT_o \]  

which describes the temperature dynamics. If we treat \( C \), \( G \), \( P_{heal} \) and \( T_o \) as constants with respect to time, an analytical solution of the ordinary differential equation initial value problem, formed by (3) and the indoor temperature initial value \( T_i(0) \), is

\[ T_i(t) = \left(T_i(0) - \frac{P_{heal}}{G} - T_o\right) e^{-\frac{G}{C}t} + \frac{P_{heal}}{G} + T_o \]  

For numerical computing, it is necessary to determine parameters \( T_i(0) \), \( P_{heal} \), \( G \), \( T_o \) and \( C \). Initial value of indoor temperature \( T_i(0) \) and outdoor temperature \( T_o \) are easy to determine, because their values can be chosen arbitrarily.
It is quite straightforward to approximate a typical value of thermal conductance \( G \). In this work, the \( U \)-values of different structures which are needed in the determination process of \( G \), are presented in table I. Thermal conductance is calculated as

\[
G = \sum_{i=1}^{n} U_i A_i
\]  

(6)

where \( U_i \) is a \( U \)-value of structure \( i \), \( A_i \) is the area of structure \( i \) and \( n \) is the number of different structures.

### TABLE I

U-VALUES OF DIFFERENT STRUCTURES [9]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Structure</th>
<th>( U )-value (W/m(^2)K)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Outer wall</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roof</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Base floor</td>
<td>0.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Window</td>
<td>1.40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Determining the heat capacity \( C \) of the heated mass is a more challenging task. In this paper the heat capacity is formed by a 0.08 m thick concrete slab on the floor, and a 0.012 m thick chipboard on floor, walls and ceiling. Properties of these components used in the calculation of \( C \) are presented in table II. \( C \) is calculated as

\[
C = \sum_{i=1}^{m} c_i \rho_i V_i
\]  

(7)

where \( \rho_i \), \( V_i \) and \( c_i \) are density, volume and specific heat capacity of component \( i \) respectively and \( m \) is the number of components.

### TABLE II

PROPERTIES OF COMPONENTS OF EFFECTIVE HEAT CAPACITY [10]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Component</th>
<th>Density (kg/m(^3))</th>
<th>Specific heat capacity (J/kgK)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Concrete slab</td>
<td>640</td>
<td>2400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chipboard</td>
<td>2400</td>
<td>840</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Heating power \( P_{\text{heat}} \) is determined in accordance with a “power density” (the proportion of power to room volume) 25 W/m\(^3\).

The data presented above is used to determine thermodynamic parameters of a particular room (“prototype room”) with certain dimensions. The room is 2.5 m high, 3.5 m long and 3.5 m wide, and total area of its windows is 2 m\(^2\). Half of the room’s wall area is outer wall. Heat transfer through inner wall is assumed to be zero. Using this data, heat capacity, thermal conductance and heating power of the room are calculated and the results are presented in table III.

Using parameter values \( C \) and \( G \) of table III an example calculation of the rate of temperature decline was carried out. When the outer temperature was \(-1^\circ\text{C}\) temperature decline from 22 °C to 20 °C took about 5 hours. The order of magnitude of this time corresponded to the rates of temperature decline presented in [11], where cooling of a school in Finland was measured.

### TABLE III

THERMODYNAMIC PARAMETERS OF THE “PROTOTYPE ROOM”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( C )</td>
<td>2.9 \times 10^{7} \text{J/K}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( G )</td>
<td>14 W/K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( P_{\text{heat}} )</td>
<td>770 W</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the simulations a great number of loads were added to the power system, and thermodynamic parameters had to be determined for each load. Parameters were determined randomly with MATLAB software. In the determination process the parameters of the “prototype room” were used as a reference. First, values of \( C \) were formed so that they were normally distributed having value of table III as a mean and 5% (proportion of mean value) standard deviation. After this the values of \( G \) and \( P_{\text{heat}} \) were formed so that the relative differences of different values of \( G \) and relative differences of different values of \( P_{\text{heat}} \) were equal to relative differences of different values \( C \), regarding each load. Then random components with zero mean value and 1% standard deviation were added to the values of \( G \) and \( P_{\text{heat}} \). Outer temperatures of different loads were normally distributed with a –10 °C mean and 1 °C standard deviation. Values of \( T_{\text{tol}} \) and \( T_{\text{des}} \) (refer to fig. 1) were uniformly distributed at intervals 0.6...1.0 °C and 19...22 °C, respectively. Initial indoor temperatures \( T(0) \) were uniformly distributed at interval \( T_{\text{tol}} \pm 0.5T_{\text{des}} \). Maximum drop of temperature setting value \( AT_{\text{max}} \) was set to 3 °C for each load.

### IV. SIMULATIONS

Simulations were carried out mainly with PSCAD software. Parameters of the loads and initial values were formed with MATLAB and transferred at the first time step to PSCAD through the interface between PSCAD and MATLAB. States of frequency dependent space heating loads were not updated every time step, but every 20 ms. This was done to reduce computing time. Every time step in which operation of space heating loads were modeled, temperatures (in accordance with (5)) and on/off information of each 580,000 loads were updated. For modeling the loads, a new PSCAD component was built using Fortran programming language. PSCAD’s computing time step was 100 µs. In this work two different cases were simulated.

A. Case 1: tripping of generator

In case 1, generator \( G_4 \) was tripped off suddenly at 10 s with a power output of 400 MW. The length of the simulation was 900 s (15 min). Length is chosen so that it corresponds with the typical starting time of gas turbines used as disturbance or contingency reserve of a power system.

In fig. 4 frequencies which were measured from nodes 7 and 8 are presented at a time interval of 10...150 s. Simulation was carried out in two different conditions: with and without frequency dependency of the space heaters. Without frequency dependent load (fill), the system goes into a severe unstable
state, and frequency goes down near 57 Hz in 150 s leading to a total collapse of the system. With frequency dependent load, a much higher frequency level is maintained and collapse during simulation period is avoided.

In fig. 5, frequencies and frequency dependent loads’ powers during the whole simulation period are presented. Due to frequency swing around time 12 s a great portion of the space heaters are switched off. Part of the decrease of powers during the frequency swing was due to decrease of voltages at nodes 7 and 8. Loads were modeled as constant impedance loads, and their powers are proportional to grid voltage squared. In fig. 5, the “ripple” in frequency curve which seems to “change sign” around time 600 s is probably due to the frequency measurement method used in PSCAD software.

Space heaters which switched off do not turn back on, when frequencies recover at higher levels around time interval 12...16 s. This is because the frequency rise returns only the setting values and not the original on/off states of the loads. Loads which switch off turn back on when their temperatures fall to a low enough level. After frequency swing frequencies keep decreasing and load levels stay at a rather steady level at time interval 20...180 s, as can be seen in fig. 5. After 180 s load level continues falling in accordance with frequency fall until all space heaters are switched off.

**B. Case 2: load changes**

In case 2, a linearly from zero to 400 MW up ramping extra load (disturbance) was introduced in the system at node 8 at time interval 10...70 s, and load ramped down to zero at time interval 900...960 s. Length of the simulation was 10000 s, which is about 2 h 47 min.

In fig. 7 frequencies of the system are presented at time interval 0...425 s with and without frequency dependency of the loads. As in case 1, without frequency dependent load (fdl) the power system soon gets to a point of total collapse. It can be seen that without frequency dependent load frequencies fall fairly slowly after 400 MW load increase. Reason for this is a voltage drop from 1.02 p.u. to 0.96 p.u. during load increase at time interval 10...70 s, which decreased the total load remarkably. This might be too positive a result, because in reality tap changing transformers could increase the voltage at this time scale in the distribution networks, which would increase the load levels.

Fig. 8 illustrates the frequencies and powers of the frequency dependent loads in case 2 during the whole simulation period. As an overview it can be said that the result is clearly better than the result without frequency dependent load. Frequencies stay at fairly high levels during the whole simulation.
and standard deviation of temperature decline was 0.04 °C. The difference, the mean temperature decline was about 0.1 °C beginning of the simulation and at time 900 s (15 min increase is also slow. When comparing temperatures at the individual load occurs when its on-triggering temperature, their temperatures fall below the value \(T_{des} + 0.5T_{tot}\) when compared to normal and steady conditions, which causes a greater total power of space heating loads. In this simulation, the power system was operating in very tight power conditions. Because of the high total power of frequency dependent loads caused by cold load pick-up phenomenon, frequencies begin to decrease again. This forces some frequency dependent loads to switch off again, and frequencies rise again to a slightly higher level. It can be thought that a down ramping disturbance load at 900...960 s could simulate a reserve capacity, which is operating as a contingency reserve. This reserve should be planned to also be able to cover the extra power caused by the cold load pick-up.

Behavior of the frequency dependent loads after the cold load pick-up could not be investigated in this simulation, because the simulation was not long enough. However, a simulation was carried out (not presented in this paper), in which the heat capacities of the loads were much smaller than in this work. Low heat capacity corresponds with a greater rate of change of temperature and faster phenomena. In the simulation, powers of the frequency dependent loads seemed to stabilize (after cold load pick-up) approximately to the levels of the initial powers of the simulation.

In fig. 8, individual loads continue switching on until powers of \(L_7\) and \(L_8\) reach values of about 200 MW. Part of the loads is taking back the thermal energy which was dissipated during low grid frequencies. A greater number of loads are on simultaneously (trying to reach the value \(T_{des} + 0.5T_{tot}\)) when compared to normal and steady conditions, which causes a greater total power of space heating loads. In this simulation, the power system was operating in very tight power conditions. Because of the high total power of frequency dependent loads caused by cold load pick-up phenomenon, frequencies begin to decrease again. This forces some frequency dependent loads to switch off again, and frequencies rise again to a slightly higher level. It can be thought that a down ramping disturbance load at 900...960 s could simulate a reserve capacity, which is operating as a contingency reserve. This reserve should be planned to also be able to cover the extra power caused by the cold load pick-up.

Behavior of the frequency dependent loads after the cold load pick-up could not be investigated in this simulation, because the simulation was not long enough. However, a simulation was carried out (not presented in this paper), in which the heat capacities of the loads were much smaller than in this work. Low heat capacity corresponds with a greater rate of change of temperature and faster phenomena. In the simulation, powers of the frequency dependent loads seemed to stabilize (after cold load pick-up) approximately to the levels of the initial powers of the simulation.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

Using frequency dependent space heating load as a contingency reserve seems to be a very powerful method to manage frequency disturbances in a power system. It could be used to enhance the reserves of the power system. When using frequency dependent space heaters the effect of cold load pick-up has to be taken into account.

When using frequency dependent load in power system frequency control, it is necessary to coordinate its operation with other frequency control actions. As a result of using only space heaters as frequency dependent loads, the availability of the control resource is strongly dependent on outer temperature conditions, and at warm seasons the control resource might not be available at all. For this reason, this kind of load cannot alone substitute any spinning or contingency reserve. However, the use of space heaters could be an option for shedding of big industrial loads, which are available for controlling due to contracts between industrial companies and the grid operator. If space heating loads are not available, industrial loads are shed instead. It is less harmful to cut domestic heaters off for a while than interrupting or disturbing a whole industrial process. The availability of the space heating load can be estimated by the system operator by using load models that take weather conditions into account. If other load types, for example other heating systems, refrigerators, freezers, air conditioners, water heaters, pumps, ovens [5] and in the future plug-in vehicles (plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and electric vehicles), were also used as frequency dependent loads, availability of total reserve would be much higher.
The studies presented in this paper include many simplifications and sources of error when compared to real world systems. Firstly, models used in the simulations were very simple. The power system model was a small one, and it did not include any dynamic voltage regulation equipment besides generator exciters. Protection equipment of generators were not modeled and loads were modeled simply by constant impedance loads. Modeling frequency dependent loads in a transmission network level also brings a somewhat of an error source, because small dynamic phenomena between transmission network and low voltage network is excluded from the simulations except the small delay added to the frequency measurement filter presented in (1). The thermodynamic model did not include the effect of ventilation. In addition to heaters, other electrical loads and humans inside the buildings also produce heat. However, the effects of ventilation and other heat sources besides heaters partly compensate each other. Thermodynamic parameters of different loads were distributed hypothetically, and distributions were not based to any particular stock of buildings.

Future work in this field is needed. Longer simulations with more sophisticated and accurate models should be carried out, and also different kinds of practical demonstrations should be built. The authors of this paper are working on a practical demonstration, in which a single frequency dependent space heating load which exploits a commercial smart meter is demonstrated in a laboratory environment. It is also very important to investigate different regulatory and market related issues regarding to the use of this load control method. The authors are also researching the use of frequency dependent charging of plug-in vehicles to enhance the frequency stability of power systems.
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Analysis of Power-based Distribution Tariffs for Demand Response of Small Customers – Case Study of a Real DNO’s Network

A. Rautiainen¹, A. Supponen¹, A. Mutanen¹, K. Lummi¹, J. Markkula¹, M. Mononen², S. Repo¹, P. Järventausta¹

Abstract—In this paper, demand response (DR) of small electricity customers is investigated. New types of distribution tariffs which could encourage customers to decrease their peak powers are presented and discussed. Also, DR based on these distribution tariffs and spot price based electricity contracts is simulated with large real customer and distribution network data. Simulations show that, at least with the modeled load control algorithm, it is possible to decrease the peak powers in a distribution network with distribution tariffs as incentives, but if the tariffs are not designed carefully they could also increase the peak powers. If customers control their loads in accordance with the electricity retailers’ spot price based electricity tariff, it could increase the peak loads of the network quite significantly. In this regard, DR generally might be more of a threat to distribution network companies than an opportunity. However, the use of power component in distribution tariff could mitigate the increase of peak loads. It seems that the combination of spot price and power based distribution tariff based control might in some cases be the best case also from the distribution network’s point-of-view.

Index Terms—demand response, electricity distribution, distribution tariffs, network tariffs, electricity market

I. INTRODUCTION

Demand response (DR) of small electricity customers (main fuse size of 3x63 A or lower) has been under investigation and discussion for the past few years in Finland. However, there has been no significant DR activity so far. This is mainly because small customers have had no electricity consumption meters which could verify the real demand within short, such as one hour long, time windows. However, the massive installation of automatic metering infrastructure (AMI) capable electricity consumption meters has made some DR applications possible. Since 2013 in Finland, practically almost all customers are provided with a new AMI meter due to the act [1] of the Finnish government and this has brought new possibilities for different players in the DR market.

Demand response is quite a broad concept, and there are different definitions for it, cf. for example [2]–[4]. In this paper, we propose the following compact definition. Demand response means that an electricity consumer changes its electricity consumption in accordance with some input(s) coming from some actor(s) so that the actor(s) and the consumer benefit from the action. In other words, demand for electricity responds to some input(s) in a way that benefits both of the parties involved. There can be many types of market actors and related inputs. Actors can be e.g. electricity retailer, transmission system operator (TSO) or a distribution network operator (DNO) [5].

In general, the holistic societal benefit is to minimize the infrastructure costs of electricity grids within certain boundary conditions such as the level of service of DNOs. This implies a need for a high utilization rate of electricity networks. The utilization rate is often quite low because network components are rated for high peak loads. To achieve a high utilization rate, load duration curves in the network should be quite flat and the levels of the network components should be near to their techno-economic maximum loading levels. From the utilization rate perspective, encouraging DR for load profile flattening is reasonable. One indirect way a DNO may offer financial DR incentives for small electricity users is to offer distribution tariffs which would encourage changing one’s consumption habits.

Over the past few years, some research has been conducted concerning pricing in a deregulated electricity market, cf. for example [6]–[7]. There has also been some research work about distribution tariffs encouraging peak load reduction especially in the Finnish electricity market environment, cf. for example [8] and [9]. In [8], theoretical principles of distribution pricing are extensively covered. One interesting research branch in recent years has been the so-called “power band” tariff [9], which has been widely discussed among Finnish DNOs. In this paper, various types of novel power based tariffs are discussed and simulated.

In many deregulated electricity market environments, such as in Finland, customers pay separately for energy and electricity distribution (“two-bill system” [7]). The energy fee is paid to the electricity retailer, which a customer can select freely from the market. Distribution fees are paid to the DNO whose network the customer is connected to and a customer can select the distribution product from the DNO’s product.

¹Authors are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, Tampere University of Technology, P.O. Box 692, FI-33101 Tampere, Finland (e-mail: antti.rautiainen@tut.fi).
²M. Mononen is with Department of Environmental Sciences, University of Eastern Finland, P.O. Box 1627, FIN-70211 Kuopio, Finland
³This work was supported in part by the Smart Grids and Energy Markets (SGEM) program.
catalogue. DNO has monopoly in its distribution area but the Energy Authority supervises the business. In this paper a customer-oriented price minimization use case is analyzed. Customers have the freedom to choose how they control their loads independently from retailer and DNO. Retailers and DNOs, which are independent actors, can only offer financial incentives for the customers.

DR is a very multifaceted area and plenty of DR related research has been conducted during the past years. The research topics are for example customer acceptance, financial incentives, different market mechanisms, load control on customer’s sites or on some network area and control verification. Also, lots of papers including studies of different combinations of the themes mentioned above have been published. See for example [10]–[16]. However, practical near future distribution service pricing method enhancements utilizing AMI in deregulated electricity market environments have not been researched extensively. This paper contributes to this discussion.

In this paper, answers to the following research questions will be sought:
1. What kinds of distribution tariffs there could be which could encourage customers to decrease their peak powers?
2. If customers used load control systems controlled in accordance with new distribution tariffs in their premises, what could be the impact of this action on the peak powers of the customers and electricity distribution networks?
3. If customers had Nordic power exchange spot price based energy contracts with the retailers, and customers’ load control systems were exploited to take advantage of the fluctuating energy prices, how would it impact the customers’ and electricity network’s peak powers?
4. What would be the total impact of load control based on spot price based electricity contract and power based distribution tariffs on the peak powers of customers and distribution networks?

Research question 1 will be answered in Section II where the foundations of distribution tariffs are discussed and some possible new distribution tariff structures are introduced and discussed. In Section III, the background and the modeling and simulation methodology of the case study are explained. In Section IV, the results of the case study are presented and research questions 2–4 will be answered using case study simulation as a research method. In Section V, conclusions are made and future work is proposed.

II. DISTRIBUTION TARIFF STRUCTURES

Distribution tariffs can be “static” or “dynamic”. In this paper dynamic tariff is defined so that the distribution pricing of a network customer within a “contract period” changes in an unpredictable manner from the consumers’ point-of-view. For example, a DNO could send some kind of a distribution tariff signal for the customer and the pricing could depend on the current state of the network. Static distribution tariff means that the network customer knows pre-hand exactly how the distribution service is priced for the whole “contract period”. Today DNOs update their pricing annually which forms the practical “contract period”. Static distribution tariffs can include different types of price components such as time-of-use components, peak power related components etc. but the customer has a perfect knowledge of the pricing pre-hand. This paper concentrates on static distribution pricing.

A. Requirements for distribution tariffs

Distribution tariffs have different basic requirements set by different actors. Such requirements are related to legislation, regulation, DNOs and customers.

Legislation [17] and regulation authorities set some requirements. Distribution fees must be reasonable and they should be based, as much as possible, on the cost matching or cost causation principle. However, the pricing level should be the same for the same kind of customer which means that distribution pricing cannot be dependent on the customer’s location in the network. Distribution tariffs should also encourage customers towards energy efficiency.

DNOs have some requirements. Distribution tariffs should cover all the costs and also bring some financial profit depending on the network company's strategy. In the Finnish regulated electricity distribution business model, the maximum amount of profit is determined by Energy Authority according to certain calculation principles [18]–[20]. Tariffs should also be so clear that the customers, who are usually non-professionals in the area, should understand the basis of the distribution fee they pay.

At the moment for small electricity customers, Finnish DNOs typically have three types of distribution tariffs which are all widely used: general tariff, time-of-day tariff and seasonal tariff. All these tariffs have a monthly basic charge (€/month) and an energy charge (€/kWh). In the general tariff, energy charge is the same for every hour of the year. In the time-of-day tariff, there are two different energy charges: for days and nights, where the charge is lower during nights. In the seasonal tariff, energy charge is higher during winter workdays when annual peak loads normally occur, and cheaper at other times. Both two-time tariffs (time-of-day tariff and seasonal tariff) encourage customers to use electricity during certain times, but they do not necessarily encourage customers to decrease the peak powers or to flatten the consumption profiles.

B. Possible distribution tariff structures

A way to create new distribution tariffs for small customers is to include some kind of a power based component to the tariff. This would encourage customers to decrease their peak powers and/or powers overall. Hereafter in this paper when the term “power” is used, it refers to active power. Today, for large customers, there is also a distribution tariff component for reactive power, but we exclude reactive power from our small customer related studies. Different types of tariff structures are discussed in the following.

1) Present tariff structures for small customers

General tariff and time-of-use tariffs can be formulated in the way presented in (1). The distribution fee \( C_T \) for a certain time interval including \( N \) measuring periods \( \{ t_1, t_2, ..., t_N \} \)
corresponding to supplied energies \(\{E_1, E_2, ..., E_N\}\) during those periods would be
\[
C_T = c_b + \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_e(i) \cdot E_i,
\]
where \(c_b\) is the basic charge (e.g. €/month) and \(c_e(i)\) is the energy charge (€/kWh) which is a function of \(i\) meaning that the charge is dependent on time. In practice, the time dependency can mean for example the use of a two-time tariff. In principle, DNOs could also offer other types of time dependent tariffs if they found it useful, and customers would be able to take advantage of them.

In tariff type (1), the only variable charge component is based on the amount of cumulative supplied energy. As mentioned earlier, this principle does not necessarily follow the matching principle. A typical way of thinking among DNOs has been that the same fixed basic charge for different customers would include the “power capacity fee”, but this does not obey the cost causativeness principle very well because among a large amount of customers with the same tariff and thus the same fixed basic charge, the annual peak powers can vary significantly. As the sizing of network components is based more on power capacity need than cumulative energy, the power based tariffs could realize the matching principle in a better way.

2) “Power fee” structure

Today there are distribution tariffs available which include a peak power related component. These tariffs are typically suitable for customers consuming large amounts of energy and having large peak powers, and the tariffs are not applied in Finland for small customers such as residential houses. All AMI meters in Finland are able to measure hourly average powers, and therefore hereafter in this paper it is assumed that the length of the measuring period is one hour. The average power during a one-hour period (in kW) matches the supplied energy (in kWh) during the hour, and for the uniformity of our presentation with (1) we use both the terms “hourly energy” and “hourly average power” (or just “power”) further in this paper.

Today, the following type of distribution tariff structure is used by many large customers. In this tariff type, the fee depends also on the maximum power. This is presented in (2):
\[
C_T = c_b + c_p(E_{\text{max}}) + \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_e(i) \cdot E_i,
\]
Compared to (1), there is an additional term \(c_p(E_{\text{max}})\) in (2). This represents the power fee (in €) and \(E_{\text{max}}\) can be the maximum hourly energy \(\text{max}[E_1, E_2, ..., E_N]\), the mean of a few maximum hourly energies during some time interval or some other power related quantity.

3) “Peak power based energy fee” structure

Another possibility for power based distribution tariff could be
\[
C_T = c_b + \sum_{i=1}^{N} c_p(E_{\text{max},i}) \cdot E_i
\]
where \(c_p(E_{\text{max},i})\) is an energy charge (€/kWh) which depends on some kind of peak power related quantity of some period. This means that the energy fee for all \(N\) measuring periods would be determined by the maximum value. In practice, this could mean for example that the energy fee for all hours of a month would be determined according to the peak hour of the month.

4) “Different distribution fee for every hour” structure

The third possibility for a distribution tariff based on power could be
\[
C_T = c_b + \sum_{i=1}^{N} c(E_{i},i) \cdot E_i,
\]
where \(c(E_{i},i)\) is the distribution charge (€/kWh) of the period and is a function of the amount of supplied energy and time. In this model, the distribution fee of a certain measuring period is dependent on the amount of energy consumed during the interval. Higher hourly energy consumption leads to a higher hourly distribution fee. Compared to (3), in tariff (4) the high energy of a measuring period only affects the distribution fee of the corresponding measuring period and not the fees of any other periods.

III. CASE STUDY DESCRIPTION

A. The main idea of the case study

For the case study, a large amount of AMI data from real customers of a Finnish DNO is used. The data comprises the hourly consumed electrical energies of 7541 customers during a one year time window: 1.11.2011–31.10.2012 (8784 h). Comprehensive network data in primary substation and medium voltage networks including distribution transformers are used. The case study proceeds as follows.

First, based on Section II.B, some new distribution tariffs are set for a certain customer group in the network. The tariff parameters are based on today’s real distribution tariffs for small customers of the company. The parameters are set so that the average annual distribution cost of the customers, based on real consumption data, would remain roughly on the same level compared to current real tariffs. This also means that the income of the DNO remains approximately constant. We consider a case where customers use a Nord Pool electricity exchange spot price based energy product of the energy retailer. This means that the price of energy can be different for every hour and customers can try to minimize their energy costs with load control. These kinds of energy products are already available in Finland.

Next, DR at the sites of a certain customer group is modeled. In this case it is assumed that customers have quite sophisticated home automation (HA) systems. The HA can make short term load forecasts based on the energy need of the customer and some DR load control in order to minimize electricity related costs. As results of DR, changes in the annual distribution fees using different types of distribution tariffs and different types of HA load control actions are investigated. Changes in the customers’ peak powers caused by DR and the impacts of DR on the load levels of the distribution network for the whole year are investigated. In the following subsections, the assumptions and the modeling methods of the case study are explained in more detail.

B. The case network

The case network is part of the distribution network of a real Finnish DNO Elenia Ltd. The network is illustrated in Fig. 1. There is one primary substation which has two main transformers and nine medium voltage feeders. There are also 469 distribution transformers (20 kV/0.4 kV). The total
number of low voltage customers in the network area is about 7500 and the total supplied energy is roughly 90 GWh/a. In the case study, the whole network is modeled from the primary substation to the distribution transformers.
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Fig. 1. Distribution network of the case study. N denotes number of LV customers in each MV feeder and E annual energy supplied by each of the MV feeders.

C. Customer load profiles

As mentioned previously, the base of the customer load patterns is real AMI measurement data. For the simulations, we have selected the network customers with the main fuse size of 3x25 A, which is the most common main fuse size in the case network. A certain group is selected because typically the distribution tariff pricing of a DNO depends on the main fuse size. Therefore, we wanted to select customers whose distribution tariffs are comparable to each other. To filter some erroneous data from the dataset, an additional criterion was set for the analyzed customer group: all hourly energies of the customers have to be less than or equal to 18 kWh. The errors may be in the measurement or in reality the main fuses might be something else than 3x25 A as stored in the customer information system. For this customer group, in which the number of customers is 4195, we tuned the distribution tariffs in the way described in Section III.D. Out of this customer group we selected the customers living in detached houses with electric heating, often with electric storage water heaters, and these customers would control their loads to do some DR. The number of selected DR electric heater customers is 1553 and their average electricity consumption is about 13300 kWh/a.

D. Distribution tariffs and energy costs in the case study

As mentioned above, the pricing of the new tariffs are based on current real tariffs of the users. The real customers of the case study use three different tariffs today: general tariff, time-of-day tariff and seasonal tariff, and their shares are 74.8%, 24.7% and 0.5%, respectively. In general tariff the basic charge is 13.61 €/month and the energy charge 5.72 cents/kWh. In time-of-day tariff the basic charge is 23.64 €/month and the energy charges for daytime and night time are 4.89 cents/kWh and 3.81 cents/kWh, respectively. For seasonal tariff, the basic charge is 28.13 €/month and energy charges for winter workdays and other times are 5.52 cents/kWh and 3.81 cents/kWh, respectively. These are the prices for 2013. In the case studies, three new distribution tariffs including a power component are investigated, and the tariffs are based on Section II.B. Next, the parameters of the new simulated power tariffs (PT) are presented in detail.

1) Power fee tariff (PT1)

The power fee tariff (PT1) represents the tariff structure of (2). In the tariff, there is a basic charge of 10 €/month, an energy charge of 2 cent/kWh and a monthly power fee which is a function of the peak power of the month. The power fee is plotted in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2. The power fee of tariff 1.

2) Monthly peak power based energy charge tariff (PT2)

The second tariff structure is the peak power based energy charge (PT2) which is presented in (3). In this case, there is a basic charge of 10 €/month and an energy charge for the whole month which is a function of the monthly peak power. The function is presented in Fig. 3. This means that the peak power of the month determines the energy charge (€/kWh) for all the energy used that month. In this structure, the peak power dependent energy charge includes both the “power” and “energy” components of the distribution fee.
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Fig. 3. The peak power dependent energy charge for the whole month.

3) Hourly power based energy charge for every hour, continuous version (PT3)

The third tariff structure (PT3) is based on (4) and is presented in Fig. 4. The “price curve” of Fig. 3 is fixed in time. The idea is that there is an energy charge (€/kWh) for every hour depending on the average power of the hour. Another practical option could be to have a step-like charge function which would correspond to a “low price” under a certain threshold power and a “high price” above the threshold power. This is however, excluded from the case study.

There are many ways to determine the parameters of distribution tariffs (cf. for example [21]), and in this paper the main point is not the selection of the parameters but the tariff structures and their properties. Of course, the parameter selection impacts on the efficacy of the tariffs. In this case, the parameters of the tariffs are selected simply using two different criteria: the total income for the DNO has to remain roughly on the same level as with the current real tariffs and the tariffs have to include some incentive for peak power decrease. The basic charges have been chosen to be smaller.
compared to the original tariffs, as there is a power component in the tariff (cf. Section II.B.1). The average annual distribution fees with different tariff types are presented in Fig. 5. The first value ("Real") represents the real distribution costs (644 €) of the customers. "PT1", "PT2" and "PT3" represent the three power based tariffs presented above. The fees are calculated with the real AMI load profiles of all the relevant customers with tariff information.

Another approach is that it is convenient to obtain DR models for a very large amount, say thousands, of customers. As we use a large amount of real AMI data in our studies, we use the “hypothetical” DR modeling methodology.

4) Energy pricing

In some parts of the case study, spot price based energy fees were modeled for the customers. These fees are paid to the electricity retailer and not to the DNO. In Fig. 6, hourly spot price data for the whole year is presented. It is assumed that these prices with an additional 0.005 €/kWh marginal and 24% VAT would represent the final prices for the customers in the case study. In the studies an assumption was made: DR does not have a significant impact on the spot prices. This causes some error to the results because if DR were to be applied on a large scale, it would probably have some an impact on the energy spot prices.

IV. LOAD CONTROL ALGORITHM OF HA

A. General principle

There are many types of load control modeling methods and principles. One branch of modeling is to look at a single electricity customer, model their loads accurately and simulate the control of each load separately. In this way, a good understanding and accuracy of load control possibilities of a customer are obtained. However, the drawback of this approach is that it is very hard in practice to obtain DR models for a very large amount, say thousands, of real customers. Another load control modeling possibility is to make some assumptions and carefully define a generally applicable “hypothetical” load control model, which of course includes some more uncertainty compared to detailed modeling, but this approach could be applied to a large amount of electricity customers. As we use a large amount of real AMI data in our studies, we use the “hypothetical” DR modeling methodology.

In the simulations it is assumed that the customers have a sophisticated but “hypothetical” load control systems embedded in home automation systems, see for example [22], which can forecast and control customers’ electricity consumption. In the approach of the paper, the load forecast and control is made within “control periods” of constant length. A simple and heuristic load control principle is used and works as follows. It is assumed that some parts of the hourly energies during the control period are “flexible” and can be divided and shifted freely to any hours of the control period. The amount of flexible energy is calculated by using a simple rule. For those hours whose energies are more than the average hourly energy of the customer during the whole year have flexible energy, and the amount of the flexible energy is 50% of the energy above the average hourly energy of the customer for the whole year. Figure 7 illustrates this principle in the case of a 24 h long control period. In Fig. 7a, the original hourly energies of a real electricity customer are presented. The red parts of the hourly energies represent the flexible parts that can be freely shifted to any hour(s) within the 24 h long load control period. The horizontal dash line presents the average hourly energy of the customer for the whole year (i.e., minimum level of hourly energy including flexible energy). In fig. 7b, a load profile “as flat as possible” is made using the load control possibilities. Fig. 7c presents a case where all the “flexible energy” is shifted to a single hour. This represent a case where the last hour is the cheapest one and all the flexible energy would be shifted to that hour.

The amount of flexible energy that can be shifted to a certain hour is highly dependent on the nominal powers of customers’ appliances. Theoretically the maximum hourly energy is limited by the fuse size at customer connection point. As discussed in Section III.B, the customers selected for optimization have 3×25 A primary fuse. This limits the hourly energy to roughly 18 kWh. In practice, however, the sum of the nominal powers of customer’s appliances might be less than 18 kW. Therefore, customer’s maximum hourly energy is heuristically restricted to 1.2 times the highest hourly energy measured on the examined year. The load control principle, which is very hypothetical, is expected to emulate the real load control possibilities only in a rough manner. The possibility to realize this kind of control in reality depends on many things such as the types of the customers’ loads, outdoor temperature etc. In the simulations of the paper, a control period of 24 h is used. However, due to the uncertainties of the model, some sensitivity studies were made and are presented in Section V.

It can be noticed that it is easier to increase the loads than to decrease them in the load control system, and this can be easily understood in practice as well. Let us consider a single
customer with a certain number of controllable loads such as electric heaters and storage water heater. In many cases it is quite rare that all of these loads are on simultaneously so that a large amount of load could be simultaneously switched off. On the other hand it is much easier to switch all of the controllable loads simultaneously on.

The hourly energies in the optimization task are limited by the “flexible energy” on the optimization period. The optimization is run separately for each month. The optimization is run for 24 hours over the whole examined year. The target of the optimization is to solve the sequence of hourly energies $E_k$ which give the minimum total energy cost $C_{tot,k}$ for optimization period $k$:

$$\min \left(C_{tot,k}(E_k)\right)$$

$$E_k = \left\{ E_1, E_2, \ldots, E_{24}\right\}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(5a, 5b)}

1) Constraints

The hourly energies in the optimization task are limited by the “flexible energy” on the optimization period. In short, the optimal sequence of energies must be lower than the defined maximum limit (120% of highest measured hourly energy on measured year $E_{peak,y}$) presented in Section IV.A, giving the upper limit for an hour $i$ presented in (6).

$$E_{lim,high,i} = \begin{cases} 
1.2 \times E_{peak,y} & \text{if } 1.2 \times E_{peak,y} \leq 18 \\
18 & \text{if } 1.2 \times E_{peak,y} > 18 
\end{cases}$$

Also, every optimal hourly energy must be equal to or higher than the fixed part of the original energy of the hour $i$ (defined in Section IV.A): $E_{F,i}$ as presented in (7).

$$E_{F,i} = \begin{cases} 
E_i & , E_i \leq E_{av} \\
E_i - 0.5(E_i - E_{av}) & , E_i > E_{av} 
\end{cases}$$

In (7) $E_i$ is the original hourly energy of hour $i$, and $E_{av}$ is the average hourly energy of the customer over the whole year. Also the sum of the optimal energies $E_k$ must be same as the sum of the original measured energies $E_{k,0}$ during the optimization period, giving the equity constraint of energies:

$$\sum E_k = \sum E_{k,0}.$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(8)}

2) Objective functions

The objective function depends on the type of optimization.

a) The case including energy fee minimization only

In this optimization case, the target is to solve the sequence of hourly energies which give the minimum total energy cost. The distribution fee is not considered here and therefore the total cost of electricity is composed only of energy prices $C_{E,i}$. The objective function is given by (9), where $E_i$ is the energy of hour $i$.

$$C_{TOT,k}(E_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{24} (C_{E,i} \cdot E_i)$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(9)}

b) Cases including distribution tariff $PT1$

The total cost of electricity in this case is composed of energy price and the power based distribution fee (10). The constant part of the distribution energy fee is not considered as it has no influence in the outcome of the optimization. If only distribution fee is considered, the energy price based part of the equation is omitted. In (10) the power based fee $C_{dist,PT1}(E_{peak,m})$ is calculated (presented in (11)) from the highest peak hourly demand of the month $E_{peak,m}$ which is then divided evenly for all the optimization periods on the month ($K$ is the number of optimization periods, 31, 30 or 28 depending on the month in question) as presented in (10). This means that the cost of the optimization period is defined not only by the hourly energies of the current optimization but also by the previous and following optimizations in the current month.

$$C_{tot,k}(E_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{24} (C_{E,i} \times E_i) + \frac{C_{dist,PT1}(E\_{peak,m})}{K}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(10)}

$$C_{dist,PT1}(E\_{peak,m}) = a_{PT1} \times E^{2}_{\text{peak,m}} + b_{PT1} \times E_{\text{peak,m}}$$  \hspace{1cm} \text{(11)}

The cost parameters $a_{PT1}$ and $b_{PT1}$ of (11) are the coefficients of the polynomial of the first degree of fig. 1.

The problem described in 10 is hard to solve as the part of $C_{tot}(E)$ is dependent on previous optimizations. In order to simplify this problem, the customers’ behavior is modelled in
two different ways: high risk (HR) and low risk (LR) optimization. The difference comes from the idea that the customer could theoretically “select” a peak hourly demand for the month pre-hand which would maximize the customer’s savings on energy fee while deliberately paying a higher distribution fee. This kind of behavior carries some risk, because the customer would have to have a very accurate idea of his consumption and energy prices during the month in the beginning of the month and this includes uncertainties.

The high risk optimization begins by identifying that the total cost of electricity in month $M$ is dependent on the energy charge and distribution fee. Energy charge can be reduced by allowing higher peak demand during month $M$ but this would, on the other hand, cause an increase in the distribution fee. The problem becomes finding the peak demand for $M$ which would give the highest total savings (combined energy charge and distribution charge) for the billing period. This information is needed in order to estimate the saving potential in energy fees $S_{en}(E_{peak,M},E_M)$ with different peak demands (12b). $E_M$ denotes the sequence of the hourly energies of the month $M$.

As a solution we get the peak demand of month $E_{peak,M}$ which would give the highest saving in total cost $S_{tot}(E_{peak,M})$ presented in (12c). $E_{peak,M}$ is the peak hourly energy of the original load for the current month.

$$
\Delta C_{dist}(E_{peak,M}) = C_{dist,PT2}(E_{peak,M,0}) - C_{dist,PT1}(E_{peak,M}) \quad (12a)
$$

$$
S_{en}(E_{peak,M},E_M) = \sum_{k=1}^{K} \sum_{i=1}^{24} (C_{E,i} \times E_{i,k}) - \sum_{k=1}^{K} \min(\sum_{i=1}^{24} (C_{E,i} \times E_i)) \quad (12b)
$$

$$
S_{tot}(E_{peak,M}) = \max(S_{en}(E_{peak,M},E_M)) + \Delta C_{dist}(E_{peak,M}) \quad (12c)
$$

where $E_i$ denotes an hourly energy. Then the objective function (10) is optimized with new high limit sequence (13).

$$
E_{lim,high} = E_{peak,M} \quad \forall E_{lim,high,i} \in E_{lim,high}. \quad (13)
$$

The low risk optimization assumes that the customers do not want to increase the distribution fee unless necessary. This means that in the energy price optimization the existing peak demand is considered to be the upper limit for hourly demands in the optimization. If there is no solution to the optimization problem of period $k$ with the given peak demand, a new peak demand is defined by (14).

$$
if: \sum E_k > E_{peak,M} \times 24
\rightarrow E_{peak,M} = \frac{\sum E_k}{24} \quad (14)
$$

c) Cases including distribution tariff PT2

The objective function in this case is quite similar to the objective function of the previous case. Only now the peak demand dictates the energy based fee of the distribution tariff $C_{dist,PT2}(E_{tot,M},E_{peak,M})$, giving the objective function (15).

$$
C_{tot,k}(E_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{24} (C_{E,i} \times E_i) + \frac{C_{dist,PT2}(E_{tot,M},E_{peak,M})}{K} \quad (15a)
$$

$$
C_{dist,PT2}(E_{tot,M},E_{peak,M}) = (a_{PT2} \times E_{peak,M} + b_{PT2}) \times E_{tot,M} \quad (15b)
$$

The cost parameters $a_{PT2}$ and $b_{PT2}$ are the slope and vertical axis intersection point of the cost curve on Fig. 2, and the $E_{tot,M}$ is the sum of consumed energy on month $M$.

The optimization problem is again divided in to high risk behavior and low risk behavior. The methodology in defining the high limits for optimal energy sequence is same as in the case of PT1 only now the cost function of distribution fee in (12a) is replaced with (15b).

d) Cases including distribution tariff PT3

In this final optimization the energy based fee for distribution tariff for any hour is dictated by the hourly energy of the hour $C_{dist,PT3}(E_i)$. This gives objective function (16).

$$
C_{tot,k}(E_k) = \sum_{i=1}^{24} \left( (C_{E,i} + C_{dist,PT3}(E_i)) \times E_i \right) \quad (16a)
$$

$$
C_{dist,PT3}(E_i) = a_{PT3} \times E_i + b_{PT3} \quad (16b)
$$

The cost parameters $a_{PT3}$ and $b_{PT3}$ are the slope and vertical axis intersection point of the cost curve on Fig. 3.

3) Implementation of the optimization algorithm

Optimization tasks were calculated using the Optimization Toolbox of Matlab. The linear programming tool (linprog) was used to solve the optimum for energy fee optimization (case E) and power tariffs PT1 and PT2. Linear programming tool was set to use active set-method algorithm. The last of the optimization tasks were not solvable by linear programming so the tool for solving nonlinear problems was used (fmincon). The tool was set to use sequential quadratic programming algorithm for solving the optimum.

V. RESULTS OF THE CASE STUDY

In the case study, customer costs, customer peak powers and the peak powers in the distribution network are investigated.

A. Customer costs

In Fig. 8, average annual distribution fees for all of the simulated DR customers are presented. Fig. 9 presents the average annual total costs of the customers. In the figures there are two parameters: the type of distribution tariff and the simulation case. The average annual distribution fees and total costs with the original AMI load profiles (cf. Fig. 5) are presented for a baseline in both pictures (the case “Original”). In addition to this, there are five other simulation cases: energy fee minimization, distribution fee minimization and the total cost (energy fee and distribution fee) minimization of PT1 and PT2 using low risk (LR) and high risk (HR) approaches and total cost minimization in the case of PT3. The first observation from the results is that on average customers
could decrease their total costs by about 70–240 € (about 4–15%) per year on average using DR. The savings of course depend on the parameters of the distribution tariffs. The second observation is that the average annual distribution fee is pretty much the same with the distribution fee and total cost minimizations. This is because the changes in the energy spot prices are quite small in the 24 h long time windows and there is only a quite modest possibility to save in energy fees. As the energy price changes are small, the distribution tariff dominates the total cost minimization DR. The third observation is that if only the energy fee was minimized, it would lead to high distribution fees. If large amounts of flexible energy were transferred to the hours with low energy spot prices, if would lead to high hourly energies and higher distribution fees. It can also be seen that there are no significant difference between LR and HR approaches.

In Figs. 8 and 9, only average values are presented. In different DR cases the deviations of annual costs are typically such that for most of the customers the fees changed quite moderately and for a few customers changes were quite large. For example, in different DR cases the standard deviations of changes of the annual distribution fees were between 11% and 37% of the average distribution fee caused by the real distribution tariffs (case “Original”).

A. Customer peak powers

Fig. 10 presents the average peak power of the customers over the whole year in different simulation cases. It can be seen that the largest peak powers are in the case where only the energy fee (“E” in Fig. 10) is minimized. This result is as expected as explained above. The average peak power rose about 1.7 kW which is about 19% compared to the original load profiles. When only distribution fees PT1, PT2 and PT3 are minimized, the average peak powers decrease about 3.5 kW which is about 39% of the original load profile’s case and the decrease is quite large. In Fig. 10, also in the cases where both energy and distribution fees with high risk and low risk approaches (i.e. EPT1LR, EPT1HR, EPT2LR, EPTH and EPT3) are minimized, the peak powers are smaller than in the “original” case. From the customer specific peak power point-of-view there is no difference between low and high risk options.

B. Peak powers in the network

A very interesting and essential issue is that how the changes in the peak powers of individual customers would affect the load levels of the distribution network. In Fig. 11, histograms of the peak powers of the distribution transformers, in percentages of the transformers’ ratings, are presented in different simulation cases. In the figure, orange vertical dash lines represent the average values in different cases and red vertical line represents the value of 100%. When the energy fee only is minimized, it raises the peak powers of the transformers the most, about 13 % on average (orange dash line in the figure). It can be seen that in cases where customers are encouraged to decrease the peak powers with power based distribution tariffs the average decreases in peak powers were about 3% percent at the highest. It should be, however, remembered that only about 20% of the customers (consuming about 23% of all consumed electrical energy in the network) of the network participated to DR, and in this sense the 3% is not as small as it might first appear. Power based tariffs could also help to prevent the increase of the peak loads caused by customers’ reactions to spot price based energy contracts. As only part of the customers utilized DR, some transformers have proportionally more DR customers than others.

Load levels of the medium voltage (MV) feeders in the network are also studied. The proportions of the customers participating to DR in different feeders vary and are presented in Table I. The peak powers can be seen in Table II. The results are mostly quite the same as with the distribution transformers. If only the energy fee is minimized, peak powers rise quite significantly. On the other hand, with distribution fee minimization, a peak power decrease of a few percent at the maximum can be obtained. However, interesting phenomena can be seen. For example, the peak power of feeder 9 is increased in case “PT3” compared to the case “Original”. It turns out that although the electric heater customers decrease their peak powers and shift their consumption to non-peak times of their own consumption profile, the load is shifted to the peak time of the non-DR customers in the network. Another interesting thing is that the peak power of feeder 6 in the case “E&PT3” is lower than in
the case of “PT3”. High spot prices often correlate with the peak load times of the distribution network under investigation, and therefore in the case “E&PT3” would decrease the peak load more than the case “PT3”. These phenomena are important to understand when designing new distribution tariffs.

![Graphs and images](image1)

### Table I

**Proporion of DR customers in different MV feeders.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feeder</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prop. (%)</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table II**

**Peak powers (in MW) of the nine medium voltage feeders in different simulation cases.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Original</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>5.6</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT1LR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT1HR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT2LR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT2HR</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E&amp;PT3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT1</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PT3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table III**

**Parameters in different sensitivity study cases and corresponding, average load levels of distribution transformers and their changes compared to the “Base” case.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sensitivity study case</th>
<th>Length of the opt. prod. (h)</th>
<th>Min. level of the hourly en. including flex. en. (/MW)</th>
<th>Av. distr. trans. load level in case “E” and Δ to case “Base” (%)</th>
<th>Av. distr. trans. load level in case “E&amp;PT3” and Δ to case “Base” (%)</th>
<th>Av. distr. trans. load level in case “PT3” and Δ to case “Base” (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>“Base”</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>1.0 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>62.5</td>
<td>48.6</td>
<td>47.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>60.0 (−2.5)</td>
<td>53.2 (−4.6)</td>
<td>48.3 (−1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.0 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>58.5 (−4.0)</td>
<td>52.1 (−5.5)</td>
<td>48.3 (−1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>56.8 (−5.7)</td>
<td>51.1 (−2.4)</td>
<td>48.3 (−1.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>62.7 (−0.2)</td>
<td>51.0 (−2.4)</td>
<td>47.7 (−0.6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.0 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>61.6 (−0.9)</td>
<td>50.3 (−1.7)</td>
<td>47.8 (−0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>60.1 (−2.4)</td>
<td>49.6 (−1.0)</td>
<td>47.8 (−0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>0.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>63.1 (0.0)</td>
<td>50.6 (+0.2)</td>
<td>47.2 (+0.0)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1.0 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>62.2 (−0.3)</td>
<td>50.1 (+1.4)</td>
<td>47.3 (+0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>9</td>
<td>1.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>61.1 (−1.4)</td>
<td>49.4 (+0.7)</td>
<td>47.5 (+0.7)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>63.2 (0.7)</td>
<td>49.1 (+0.5)</td>
<td>47.0 (−0.1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.5 × E_{avg}</td>
<td>61.6 (−0.9)</td>
<td>48.2 (−0.4)</td>
<td>47.3 (+0.2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### VI. Discussion and Conclusions

In this paper, the concept of DR is discussed from the electricity customers’ and DNOs’ points of view. Different types of novel distribution tariff structures with power based components are presented and discussed. Also, the effects of distribution tariff and electricity spot price based DR on the load levels of a distribution network are simulated with real electricity consumption, electricity price and network data. These are the main contributions of the paper.  

Power based distribution tariffs would encourage the customers to reduce their peak powers which could lead to a reduction of peak powers in the components of the electricity networks. With the load control principle of the simulations, peak powers of distribution transformers and MV feeders could be decreased to some extent, but in a case where only a small proportion of the customers flatten their consumption profiles, they might shift part of their consumption to the peak time caused by other customers of the network, and this might increase the real peak powers of the network components.
Also, in this kind of situation, the impact of positive correlation of spot prices and peaks in the distribution network might cause spot price based DR to decrease the peak loads. When DR is implemented to minimize only the spot price based electricity fees of the consumers, it can increase the network load levels significantly. In this sense, it seems that DR driven by electricity retailers and other non-DNO actors might be more of a threat than an opportunity to the distribution networks. Power based tariffs could be useful in the sense that they could mitigate the increase of the peak loads caused by e.g. spot price based control. All of this implies that in order to have a reasonable system from a holistic point-of-view, new distribution tariffs should be carefully designed.

In the studies of the paper there are many uncertainties which would suggest topics for future studies. One uncertainty is the modeled HA load control algorithm. Although some sensitivity studies are carried out in this paper, there is a need to develop the modeling further. In different simulations of the paper, all DR customers were assumed to be using the same distribution tariff. In future tariffs, we could investigate which tariff type would be suitable for each customer with different size of the main fuses of their network connection. Also, the tariff parameters were set in a very simple way in the studies. In future studies, DNO cost based tariff pricing should be investigated. Practical ways to implement power based distribution tariffs and assessment of the economic consequences of the changes in the network load levels in long term should also be made.
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I. INTRODUCTION

TRANSPORTATION has a very important function in today’s society. Globally, the energy production of transportation systems is highly dependent on oil, and there are strong expectations that the price as well as the volatility of the price of oil will increase in the future. The transportation sector is also a significant consumer of energy and a significant source of greenhouse gases and other emissions [1]. Today’s climate and energy policies imply strongly towards diversification of transportation fuels, improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions. The use of electrical energy in a broader manner by means of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and full electric vehicles (EV) offers the potential to partly fulfill these challenging requirements. Emission reductions and the amount of primary energy conservation due to plug-in vehicles are, however, highly dependent on the energy system.

There are some barriers related to the high penetration of plug-in vehicles (PHEV and EV). The most important barrier is the battery technology. Technologically speaking batteries are fairly good at the moment, but batteries suitable for transportation appliances are very expensive. However, the prices are expected to go down in the future [2]. Secondly, a lack of adequate charging infrastructure is a major barrier. It is fairly expensive to construct extensive charging infrastructure especially in the existing densely populated areas.

Vehicle chargers affect the power system in many ways. In Finnish medium voltage and low voltage networks the impacts of plug-in vehicles might be, without counter actions, a rise of peak load levels in some parts of the network, see for example [3] in the case of full EVs, and this has impact on the design of the networks.

Many Finnish utilities have shown their interest on modeling of charging load of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and full EVs. The distribution networks of Finnish distribution system operators (DSO) are generally fairly old, and remarkable network renovation work will be made in many companies in the following years. As the construction of distribution networks are long-term investments, i.e. the lines and other components will probably be in use for many decades, in planning process the DSOs have to assess or approximate somehow the development of the loads in the networks in a long-term. Thus, there are practical needs for PHEV load models already today.

To assess the impacts of plug-in vehicles on a power system, the effect on the electrical load of a plug-in vehicle fleet in a power system has to be modeled. In this paper, a method for constructing statistical load models for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles especially in the Finnish transportation system is proposed. In addition to the contribution to the discussion around this topic, this study offers tools for network companies to carry out rough practical studies. Modeling could be used to assess the impact of different PHEV penetration levels on the existing networks and as a tool for future network planning. The methodology can be used to construct statistical charging load model for a single PHEV with certain characteristics. When such models exist, one can embed freely selectable amount of cars to a distribution network model into freely selectable locations and carry out studies of an individual area or network.

The modeling in this paper is restricted only to charging of PHEVs. Using PHEVs, a fairly high portion of driving can be done using electrical energy. According to Finnish National
Travel Survey (NTS) 2004–2005 [4] about half of the driven mileages are driven as trips shorter than 50 km. Depending on the charging opportunities, PHEVs with an electrical range of fewer than 100 km can reach a very high proportion of mileages driven using mainly electrical energy. Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) [5] and Vehicle-to-home (V2H) [6] functionalities of plug-in vehicles are interesting, but this paper excludes them and concerns only regular charging, i.e. a situation where chargers only draw active power from the grid.

The paper is organized as follows. In chapter II the principles of the statistical load modeling and the corresponding network calculations are briefly presented. In chapter III issues affecting PHEV load are presented and discussed. In chapter IV the modeling of PHEV load using NTS data is discussed and a simple method for building up load models is presented. In chapter V the parameters of the example results are presented and discussed. In chapter VI some example results with simple sensitivity studies are presented. In chapter VII conclusions are made and future work is proposed.

II. LOAD MODELING IN DISTRIBUTION NETWORK CALCULATIONS

Today’s network planning in Finnish distribution network companies is strongly based on customer class based hourly load curves. Each customer is modeled with a customer class specific load curve which contains mean and standard deviation values for electrical energy consumption in all hours of the year [7]. Customers are typically grouped into 20–50 customer classes. To model a certain customer, the customer class load curve is scaled in accordance with the customer’s annual electricity consumption. It is also possible to make an outdoor temperature correction. These curves present the total consumption of a large amount of customers fairly well. In addition to these load curves, the rapid increase in automatic metering infrastructure has brought on lots of data on the electricity consumption of different consumers, and this data is also used today and in the future will be used more in load modeling [7]. For practical reasons, it would be desirable to model PHEV load in such way that the models could be used as easily as possible in existing network information systems (NIS) and other related calculation software.

The load curves used in network planning nearly always include an assumption that the hourly energies of different consumers are normally distributed. In the power flow calculations of NISs different confidence levels can be used. In this application a certain confidence level is defined so that by a certain probability a value of a real load is equal to or below the value used in the modeling. If the load is assumed to be normally distributed, the value of load in a calculation which is carried out with a certain confidence level is quantified using the cumulative probability density function of normal distribution. Typical confidence levels used are 99%, 95%, 90% and 50%. 99% and 95% values are used typically for example in maximum capacity calculations of lines, 90% is used for example in voltage reduction calculations, and 50% is used for example in loss calculations.

When using such statistical load models, network calculations are made in a certain way. In the following description a certain backward-forward-sweep load flow calculation algorithm is illustrated. Fig. 1 presents a part of a simple example network of which four network nodes A, B, C and D are presented. Nodes C and D include loads $P_C + jQ_C$ and $P_D + jQ_D$, respectively. The loads are modeled statistically, and in both loads active and reactive powers obey normal distribution with certain mean values (denoted with $\mu$) and standard deviations (denoted by $\sigma$). When applying load flow calculations with statistical load models presented above, the following principles are obeyed in network computations. When branch currents $I_{BC}$ and $I_{BD}$ are computed the loads in points C and D are treated to be

$$P_C = \mu_{PC} + z\sigma_{PC},$$
$$Q_C = \mu_{QC} + z\sigma_{QC},$$
$$P_D = \mu_{PD} + z\sigma_{PD}$$  and
$$Q_D = \mu_{QD} + z\sigma_{QD},$$

where $z$ is a coefficient determined by the applied confidence level. When the branch current $I_{AB}$ is computed, the sum load of nodes C and D is computed from the sum distribution as follows:

$$P_{CD} = \mu_{PC} + \mu_{PD} + z\sqrt{\sigma_{PC}^2 + \sigma_{PD}^2}$$ and
$$Q_{CD} = \mu_{QC} + \mu_{QD} + z\sqrt{\sigma_{QC}^2 + \sigma_{QD}^2}. $$

Fig. 1. A simple example network which is used to illustrate the principle of the statistical load flow computation

This means that when proceeding towards higher voltage levels in a radially operated network, the load “below” the node under calculations is computed from the sum distribution of the loads. Of course, losses in $Z_{BC}$ and $Z_{BD}$ are also taken into account. In this method, Kirchhoff’s current law does not hold in all network nodes, but this method is used to assess the maximum loading levels of different line branches and other network components at a certain probability. The principle presented above is the main principle of the typical statistical load flow calculations in network information systems which are in daily use in Finland. However, different approximations may have been made depending on the NIS.

III. THE USE OF NTS DATA TO MODEL PHEV CHARGING

A. The content and usefulness of NTS data

To model PHEV load, it would be ideal if long lasting measurements of the charging of a large number of real PHEVs could be carried out in a large number of different types of charging spots around Finland. This kind of research would be expensive and it would take lots of time and effort. At this time, the results of such a research are not available. Also there are no guarantees that today’s PHEVs and charging
infrastructure, or our today’s visions of them, will be similar with the ones which are really available in the market and in use at the time when (possibly) the penetration level of PHEVs is high. Therefore it could be useful to have a simulation tool for carrying out simulations with different parameters. Then comparing the outcomes of these scenario studies, decisions would be easier to make.

Car use habits are a very crucial issue affecting to PHEV load. For example, in different European countries the driving habits of people are investigated in the form of different types of national travel surveys [8]. As different types of travel survey information are available, it is interesting to investigate the usability of this type of data to model possible charging habits of people. In this paper, National Travel Survey (NTS) conducted during the years 2004–2005 is used. NTS includes very specific data regarding the car use habits of Finns. The use of this kind of data to model PHEV load in electricity distribution networks is the central content of this paper.

NTS [4] gives plenty of information about the travelling habits of Finns. NTS 04–05 data was collected by means of telephone interviews during a time interval of 1.6.2004–31.5.2005, and there were about 13000 people answering the survey. The survey is a random survey and covers the whole country. Fig. 2 presents the data structure of the NTS relational database for those parts which are essential for construction of load curves in this paper.

Three different data tables and their relations to each other are shown in the figure: background information, daily trips and cars. The Background information table includes the information about the respondent of the survey. In addition to the ID identifying the respondent, data regarding for example the survey date, type of dwelling place (for example detached house, row house and apartment building), existence of driving license, driven kilometers during the last year and the residential city/town of the respondents is included in the table. The Daily trips table includes all the trips made by a respondent during a 24 h period. Period begins at 04:00 on the date of survey and ends at 04:00 the next day. Data regarding for example departure time, duration of trip, type of starting place of the trip (18 different options, for example home and workplace), type of destination place (the same options as in starting place), length of the trip and the way of travel (for example driving a passenger car) are included in the table. The Cars table includes information about the cars in respondents’ households. The table includes data about each cars’ driven kilometers during the last year.

National Travel Survey includes data which can be used to sketch PHEV load models, especially if it is assumed that the PHEVs would be used in the same way as present internal combustion engine based cars. Conventional ICE based vehicles are very user-friendly because it takes only a few minutes to refuel them and their range can be over 1000 kilometers. This is why today people can generally use their cars in a way that corresponds to their travelling needs very well. Thus, NTS data can be interpreted to represent the driving needs of Finns.

When PHEVs are modeled to investigate their impacts on a certain network, the car use habit data should represent the case network’s area’s car use habits as well as possible. Thus, the geographical information of the travel survey data should be used to make the models as localized as possible.

As PHEVs do not have such strict range limitations as for example full EVs, it can be thought to be fairly justified to assume that PHEVs will be used pretty much the same way as conventional cars. If the state of charge of the PHEV’s battery drops too low, driving can continue using the ICE, and the vehicle can be refueled very quickly in a conventional gas station or maybe in high power fast charging spots in the future. Of course, there are many psychological factors in customers’ behavior which are hard to predict, and changes in the way of living, prices of electricity and liquid fuels and use of public transport etc. also have an effect on the driving needs.

In NTS, all the car trips of the respondents are documented in a detailed manner. However, the use of NTS data is also somewhat problematic. One problem is that NTS data describes the driving behavior and driving patterns of individual people, and does not describe the driving patterns of individual cars. NTS includes no information about the driving of the other members of the respondent’s family during the survey or neither data concerning the use of the cars of the respondent’s family during the survey. A respondent can drive more than one car during the day, and a car can be driven by more than one driver. This is a fundamental problem as the use of the cars is the essential issue here, not the driving of the people. To apply NTS data in the assessment of PHEV load some assumptions and simplifications have to be made.

A way to overcome the problem is simply to assume that an individual driver uses the same car for the whole day, and that individual cars are driven only by single drivers during the day. These assumptions bring some error to the results because, to some extent, people do drive different cars along the day and the cars are driven by many drivers during a day. According to NTS, people with a driving license drive about 13000 km/a on average. On the other hand, a typical Finnish car is driven about 18000 km/a. Thus, if people’s driving patterns are extended to driving patterns of cars, some kind of scaling is needed to obtain a high enough average daily mileage of cars. This can be reached by for example simply removing a suitable amount of people with driving licenses who do not drive at all during the day from the database to obtain proper average daily mileage (km/d). This method is

\[\text{Fig. 2. Structure of the essential parts of the NTS relational data base.}\]
very simple, but it is a heuristic one, and increases the uncertainty of the results.

The driving habits of people vary to some extent according to day of week and season. It is therefore reasonable to divide the investigation of driving habits and hence charging habits into different time windows. In the following calculation examples of chapter V, driving patterns are divided into summer (May–August) and winter (September–April) profiles, and both summer and winter profiles are further divided in three parts: work days (Monday–Friday), Saturday, and Sunday. Day types differ from each other in several ways such as average mileage (km/day) of people, lengths of trips, nature of trips (start and destination places) and timing of trips. These day types are also used very generally in load models used in NISs of Finnish distribution network operators.

Using NTS’s information about Finnish cars the average daily mileage of cars could be calculated in different respondent groups and this average mileage should be taken into account when extending the driving patterns of the respondents into the driving patterns of cars. Also, variation of car use habits in accordance with day of week and season should also be taken into account in the extension process. This could be made by assuming that variations in daily mileage (km/day) of cars correlate with variations in daily mileage of people with driving licenses. This assumption is hypothetical, but we think that it gives fair results. In practice, this could be carried out for a respond group as follows.

1. Calculate the average daily mileage (km/d) of the cars (calculated from the yearly mileages) of the people’s households: \( M_c \)
2. Calculate the average daily mileage (km/d) of people with driving licenses: \( M_p \)
3. Calculate the average daily mileage of people in
   - winter: \( M_{ps} \)
   - summer: \( M_{ps} \)
4. Calculate the estimates for the average daily mileage of cars (km/d) for
   - winter: \( M_{cw} = \frac{M_{pw}}{M_p} M_c \)
   - summer: \( M_{cs} = \frac{M_{ps}}{M_p} M_c \)
5. Calculate the average daily mileage of people for different types of weekdays, workdays (WD), Saturday and Sunday for
   - winter: \( M_{pwsWD}, M_{pwsSat} \) and \( M_{pwsSu} \)
   - summer: \( M_{psWD}, M_{psSat} \) and \( M_{psSu} \)
6. Calculate the estimates for the average daily mileage of cars (km/d) for different weekday types for winter and summer:
   - winter:
     - \( M_{cwWD} = \frac{M_{pwsWD}}{M_{pw}} M_{cw} \)
     - \( M_{cwSa} = \frac{M_{pwsSa}}{M_{pw}} M_{cw} \)
     - \( M_{cwSu} = \frac{M_{pwsSu}}{M_{pw}} M_{cw} \)
   - summer:

In this way the average daily mileage of cars can be assessed in a very simple way. For example, if the weighted average of average mileages of winter weekdays is calculated, the average daily mileage of winter days is obtained. These figures can be then used when extending the driving patterns of the respondents into the driving patterns of cars. In this paper, the following calculation examples of chapter V uses the extension method presented previously. Thus, an appropriate proportion of the people with driving licenses who do not drive at all during the survey will be removed from the database to obtain the appropriate mean daily mileage of cars. Also, the previous method with six steps for estimation of seasonal and week day based division of daily mileage is applied in the following example calculations.

B. Converting driving patterns into charging patterns

When driving patterns of cars are modeled, the next step is to convert this to charging patterns. In this paper, a case in which charging is started immediately when the vehicle is parked at a charging place is considered. This concept is sometimes called as “dumb charging”. From the car usability point-of-view, “dumb charging” represents the most favorable charging principle, as the state-of-charge of the batteries would be as high as possible at every moment. Different “smart charging” schemes, see for example \([6,9]–[13]\), in which the charging of plug-in vehicles would be coordinated in different ways, are excluded from the studies. In this work, although cars are modeled, the target is to model the charging of cars which takes place at some kind of charging spots. It is therefore convenient to model the charging spots located in different places. The main interest of this work is home charging.

We developed an algorithm for converting the driving patterns into the charging patterns. The main idea of the algorithm is to track the trips of a car and calculate the electricity use and SOC of the battery pack and then calculate the related charging events during the day. Then the algorithm calculates the hourly charged energies of the car. It is assumed that the battery pack of the vehicle is fully charged at the beginning of the first trip. This is a relevant assumption, because usually there would have been time to fully charge the battery during the late evening and night. Thus, it is also assumed that the battery is charged full after the last trip of the day. Using the algorithm, charged energies of different cars at different hours of the day are calculated.

To illustrate the main principle of the algorithm, a simple example is presented in table 1 and fig. 3. The table presents the driving trips of a respondent of NTS. The driver makes six car trips during the day. Fig. 3 presents the driving trips of table 1 (1 means that the respondent is driving and 0 means that he is not driving) and corresponding charging of the car with a constant charging power of 3 kW at workplace and...
home and having average 0.2 kWh/km specific electrical energy consumption. The first charging period starts at 06:55 when the driver arrives at the workplace and charging lasts until the battery is full again at 08:47. The second charging event begins when the driver arrives home at 15:20. The battery is again charged to a full charge. After this, the driver very shortly visits his friends or relatives (type 15) and returns home for five minutes. During these five minutes some charging is again made. The final visit in the example is made to a summer cottage (type 17) and the arrival at home is at 19:27. After this, the battery is charged to a full charge.

When the charging of a set of cars is determined, different types of mathematical models can be formed. For example different statistical figures such as mean values and standard deviations can be calculated and the statistical distributions can be investigated.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Departure time</th>
<th>Duration of trip (min)</th>
<th>Length of trip (km)</th>
<th>Type of starting place</th>
<th>Type of destination</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>06:35</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15:00</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:00</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:35</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19:25</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Fig. 3. State of the car (1 refers to driving and 0 to parking) and computed charging behavior of an individual respondent of NTS.](image)

**IV. THE PARAMETERS AND THE ASSUMPTIONS OF THE EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS**

There are high uncertainties in the characteristics of the future’s PHEV fleet and charging infrastructure. When modeling charging patterns and further constructing PHEV charging load curves, many parameters have to be specified and assumptions have to be made. In this chapter we discuss the significance of different characteristics of a PHEV fleet and charging infrastructure on the PHEV charging load and how we have modeled these issues in our example calculations. The example calculations are a case study of a possible lumped model of a PHEV in a Finnish system.

#### A. Battery capacities

Battery capacities impact the PHEV load. The bigger battery capacities the bigger proportion of the energy use of the cars can be fulfilled using electricity. Bigger battery capacities can also be thought of as a substitute for more extensive charging infrastructure and vice versa.

The battery capacity distribution of the PHEV fleet is an important assumption. In the future there will be different types of PHEVs with different battery capacities. A unimodal distribution such as normal distribution could model the capacities of the batteries which originally had equal nominal capacities and due to different degradation and aging processes have lost parts of their capacities. These capacities would then be spread to an interval with some distribution. In reality the case would probably be that different types of PHEVs with different battery capacities would be in use and available in the market. There are at least two options to model different types of PHEVs: to form a number of models for a number of types of PHEVs or include all types in a lumped model. The latter case is more easy to use in the practical calculations, but it brings more uncertainty to the results. In the latter case some kind of a multi-modal distribution should be used.

In the examples of this chapter we used the following simple battery capacity distribution which represents a lumped charging load model. The PHEV fleet is divided in three equal sized groups which obey normal distributions $N(5 \text{ kWh}, (0.5 \text{ kWh})^2)$, $N(10 \text{ kWh}, (1.0 \text{ kWh})^2)$ and $N(15 \text{ kWh}, (1.5 \text{ kWh})^2)$. Thus, in each sub fleets vehicles have battery packs whose useable capacities are formed randomly and are normally distributed with 10 % (of the mean value) standard deviation. This distribution assumes that there are mainly three different categories of cars, for example small “city cars”, mid-sized passenger cars and bigger family cars or SUVs. Here we have chosen normal distribution to describe the battery capacities or the subgroups, because we do not have better information. The capacities of the examples present the “usable” capacities, i.e. the capacities which are really in use for the electricity needs of the car.

#### B. Specific electricity consumptions

The specific electricity needs of the vehicles are also important for the load modeling. Specific electricity consumption of a PHEV is dependent on many things. Specific electricity consumption is defined as the electrical energy need per driving distance, typically in kWh/km. Typical value of a regular passenger car is of the order of 0.15–0.30 kWh/km, but the consumption is dependent on the drive cycle, need for electrical energy for cooling or heating purposes etc and design of the energy management system of a PHEV [14]–[15].

It can be assumed, that there will be different types of PHEVs available which differ from each other in many ways which affect the specific electricity needs. PHEVs can be of different sizes and their internal energy management systems could be different from each other. All PHEVs are not necessarily designed to be able to operate in full all-electric mode, but for example during high driving speeds ICE will start and produce mechanical propulsion [15]. Specific energy need is dependent on the nature of the drive cycle, i.e. driving
speed, stops, starts, acceleration and decelerations etc. As the average velocity of the trips could be calculated using NTS data, the specific energy need could be approximated in accordance with that data, if there was an appropriate relation available. Also, the need of heating or cooling energy can be assessed in accordance with the season.

In our example calculations we used the same type of distribution as with the battery capacities. The cars were again divided in three equal sized sub fleets whose specific electricity consumptions obeyed normal distribution with mean values of 0.15 kWh/km, 0.20 kWh/km and 0.25 kWh/km and 10 % (of the mean value) standard deviations. The sub fleets correspond with the ones of the battery capacities. Thus, the cars with the smallest battery packs have also on average the smallest specific electricity consumptions.

C. Charging spot locations

Availability and characteristics of charging spots have major impact on the PHEV load and the use of PHEVs. If charging spots were available in many places such as homes, workplaces, public parking places, shopping centers etc., charging could be carried out in many places and a greater portion of driving could be done using electrical energy.

Nowadays, sockets for the pre-heating of the car engines at winter are very widely available in Finland in all types of houses and also in workplaces. These sockets could be used to some extent to charge plug-in vehicles. It was noticed in the case studies presented in [16] that on average approximately 50 % of the pre-heater sockets of different parking places could be used for charging with 3 kW charging powers without overloading the feeders feeding the sockets. Thus, in high penetration levels of plug-in vehicles, the feeders of the parking areas should be enforced.

In the following examples we assume that charging can take place in two different locations: at home and at the workplace. This is relevant assumption as most of the charging would be made at homes and the workplaces, because the cars are parked to these places for very long times and we already have some “charging infrastructure” ready in Finland in these locations. In the methodology it is be possible to take other types of charging locations into account if wanted.

D. Charging powers

Available charging power in charging spots is also an important factor. We assume that people would like to charge their PHEVs as fast as possible. Lithium-ion batteries can be charged using different charging rates which are usually expressed as C values. A rate of $n$ C corresponds to a full charge in approximately $1/n$ h starting from empty state. A certain charging rate with a certain battery energy capacity corresponds to a certain average charging power. Available maximum charging power in different places can vary significantly especially in the future. It is expected that in Finland charging powers used in domestic environment would be between 2...11 kW. These limits correspond approximately to one-phase 10 A and three-phase 16 A fuses in a 230 V network, respectively. These circuits are widely available in Finnish real estates and practically in all detached houses.

Finnish real estates and practically in all detached houses powers from the upper end of the previous interval are realistic to obtain. In the future, there might be opportunities for fast charging with a maximum power of some dozens of kW and above which would enable the charging of a battery pack in a few minutes. This requires a high power electricity network connection, and it sets high requirements for battery materials, battery design and heat management systems [17]–[18].

In the example calculations we considered two different cases. In the first one charging powers were assumed to be 3 kW in every charging spot, and in another one 10 kW power was assumed to be available in detached houses and semi-detached houses and 3 kW elsewhere. When considering 10 kW charging power, it should be noted that if such power would be used, some kind of peak load reduction systems would be used at least in houses with electric heating systems or electric sauna stoves (typically 6...10 kW). These peak load reduction systems are very general in Finland. If peak load reduction methods would be used, this should also be taken into account in load modeling.

The behavior of charging power during the charging process depends on battery chemistry. It is still an open issue, which of the lithium-ion chemistries will be successful in the PHEV market. Toyota Prius PHEV is using a lithium nickel-cobalt-aluminum oxide (NCA) based positive electrode, as it gives a high energy density. Chevrolet Volt is using a mixture of lithium manganese oxide (LMO) and lithium nickel-cobalt-manganese oxide (NCM). This combination is cheaper and safer than NCA. The choice for Fisker Karma is lithium iron phosphate (LFP), as the LFP chemistry offers very good safety properties and a good cycle life. [19]

Fig. 4 presents the behavior of charging power, measured by the authors of this paper, of two different lithium-ion battery cells with charging rates of 0.2 C and 0.5 C. Additionally, charging power of a 1 kWh battery pack with 0.2 C charging rate was measured. The cells have different capacities and the capacity of the battery pack is much higher than that of the cells. Therefore, charging power in fig. 4 is presented as a percentage of the maximum power of each charging process. In this way we can compare the forms of the charging profiles of different cases. The first cell, by Samsung, has a NCA positive electrode, and the second cell, by European Batteries ltd, has a LFP positive electrode. Both cells have graphite negative electrodes. The 1 kWh battery pack includes similar cells as the individual LFP cell.

It can be seen that the power profiles are fairly flat especially with the iron-phosphate chemistry. If the power is assumed to be constant during the charging processes, the error is fairly small with both chemistries. As the whole nominal capacity of the battery pack is not used in practical applications, the charging is limited only to a certain part of the charging curves of fig. 4, and this makes the error of the constant power approximation even smaller. The charging profile of the battery pack is very similar to the charging profile of an individual cell with same chemistry.

In the example studies, charging powers are assumed to be...
constant during the charging process. It would be possible to take the variable charging power into account as we model the SOC of the battery packs of every car. However, modeling this would make the choice of the battery chemistries etc. mandatory, and the battery chemistries of the future’s PHEVs is an open question today.

E. Customer classification

In Finnish load modeling, as mentioned in chapter II, customers are divided into classes. When considering the assessment of the PHEV load DNOs do not have information about the car use habits of the network customers. However, Finnish DNOs usually know the types of the houses of their customers. People living in same types of households may often share the same situation in life and there may be similarities in the way of life which affect the car use habits. Also, if there are different charging powers available in different types of houses this would definitely have impact on the charging needs and habits. Because of the two issues mentioned above, it is reasonable to form different load models for different types of households in accordance of dwelling places. Thus, a generalization was made: people in different groups were assumed to present more or less similar charging behavior.

F. Summary of the parameters and the assumptions

In table II the assumptions and parameters of the previous example calculations are summarized. The assumptions and parameters represent realistic scenario, but include uncertainties.

V. RESULTS OF THE EXAMPLE CALCULATIONS AND THEIR FURTHER ANALYSIS

We made some example calculations with previous parameters using our NTS data processing methodology. Some of the results with their further analysis are presented next.

Figure 5 presents an example of a calculation result. It presents hourly mean values and standard deviations of charged energies of winter workdays (WD), Saturdays and Sundays concerning the cars of the people living in detached houses or semi-detached houses with a charging power of 3 kW. The figure only presents the charging made in home. Some charging is also carried out at workplace. It can be seen that the standard deviations are very big when compared to mean values.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Assumption or parameter</th>
<th>Description or value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Battery capacities</td>
<td>Multimodal distributions presenting roughly three different types of PHEVs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specific electricity consumption</td>
<td>Multimodal distributions presenting roughly three different types of PHEVs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging spot locations</td>
<td>Homes and the workplaces. This fits especially well to Finnish electricity system.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charging powers</td>
<td>3 kW or 10 kW in some charging spots. These powers fit especially well in Nordic countries.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Customer classification</td>
<td>In accordance of the type of the dwelling place. This is sort of information which Finnish DNOs have in their customer information system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6 presents a histogram of charged energies at the peak hour 18 (time interval 17:00–18:00) of the workday curve of fig 5. The mean value of charged energies is about 0.55 kWh, and standard deviation is 0.99 kWh. Most of the people, approximately 70% of them, do not charge their vehicles during this hour. Also, there is another clear peak, 9% of all values, in the histogram at interval [2.85 kWh, 3.0 kWh]. This is due to plenitude of people who have started the charging process in the previous hours and continue charging after the hour under inspection. Because of this, these cars draw the maximum charging energy 3 kWh from the network. When investigating the distributions of some other hours around hour 18 it was noticed that the forms of the distributions seem to be very similar to the form of the distribution of fig. 6.

Previous results included an assumption that the maximum charging power was 3 kW. Fig. 7 presents a case similar to the previous case, but with the charging power now being 10 kW. It can be seen that when compared to fig. 5, most of the charging is spread out on a somewhat narrower time slot. Standard deviations have increased dramatically and some increase can be seen in the mean values of the peak hours. These results are pretty much as expected.
Fig. 6. Winter workdays' charged energies of cars which are owned by people living in detached houses or semi-detached houses with 3 kW charging power regarding hour 18.

Fig. 7. Mean values and standard deviations of winter workdays, Saturdays and Sundays of individual cars of detached houses or semi-detached houses with 10 kW charging power.

Fig. 8 presents a histogram for the hour 17 (16:00–17:00), which is now the hour of the highest WD hourly mean of the data of fig. 7. The mean value is 0.70 kWh, and standard deviation is 1.63 kWh. It can be seen that there is no peak as clear in the upper end of the distribution as in the case of 3 kW charging power. Other high mean hours obey very similar distribution as in fig. 8.

Fig. 9. An example of summing independent load distributions.

It can be seen that these hourly distributions do not seem to resemble the normal distribution or any of the other common distributions. The form of the load distribution can be a non-negligible factor especially in LV network calculations where there is a small amount of customers. When modeling a domestic electricity consumer with a PHEV, the electricity use can be divided into two parts: the regular domestic consumption and the PHEV consumption. Fig. 9 presents examples of this. Fig. 9a presents histograms, plotted as bars, of sum distributions formed by two independent distributions: $L_{PHEV}$ and $L_1 \sim N(2\text{kWh}, (0.5\text{kWh})^2)$ and in fig. 9b sum distributions formed by the $L_{PHEV}$ and $L_2 \sim N(1\text{kWh}, (0.25\text{kWh})^2)$ are presented. $L_{PHEV}$ represents the PHEV load distribution of fig. 6 and $L_1$ and $L_2$ represent conventional domestic loads of the same hour. The uppermost subfigure in both figures 9a and 9b presents the sum distribution of single PHEV and single domestic loads. The lower subfigures present the sum distributions of $m$ independent distributions similar to the uppermost subfigures.

In addition to the histograms of the original data, each subfigure in fig. 9 presents the histograms, plotted as lines with spheres, calculated from normal distributions whose parameters are calculated from the original non-normal sum distributions. In all subfigures of fig. 9, two vertical lines are also plotted. The red dashed lines represent load values corresponding to 95% confidence level of the normal distributions, and the blue solid lines represent similar values of the original non-normal distributions. In most of the cases, the normal approximation gives values very close to the non-normal case. Thus, in a great majority of the network normal distribution approximation would give good results. However, the goodness of the normal distribution approximation also depends on the size of the domestic load.

In previous examples, it was assumed that PHEV and other loads of the households are independent loads. However, this could not necessarily be the case in reality. It is easy to consider that often when charging is made at home, people are at home and use electricity. On the other hand, electricity is used a lot during the times when charging is not typically carried out. The data of these studies did not offer possibilities to investigate the correlation of PHEV and other loads of the households.

Previous graphs presented charging behavior at home. However, it is interesting to know how much charging is carried out at workplaces and when the charging takes place. Fig. 10 presents workplace charging for the same respondent group as in fig. 5. It can be seen that most of the work place
charging is made during workdays concentrating mostly on hours in the morning and before noon, which is not a surprise. General modeling of workplaces is more difficult than the modeling of homes. This is because workplaces are pretty much point loads and the behavior of the employees in a workplace is fairly homogenous, and the behaviors of different workplaces are fairly different from each other.

![Image](http://example.com/image.png)

**Fig. 1.** Mean values and standard deviations for workplace charging on winter workdays, Saturdays and Sundays for individual cars of detached houses and semi-detached houses with 3 kW charging power at home and at the workplace.

Many assumptions are made in our example calculations. From the car users’ and the society’s point-of-view one of the key questions is how big proportion of the PHEVs mileages can be driven using electrical energy instead of liquid fuels. The most important characteristic affecting this is “electric ranges” (ER) of the PHEVs. There are mainly two factors affecting ER: the energy capacity of the battery pack and the average specific electricity consumption. There are remarkable uncertainties concerning for example the sizes of the battery packs of the PHEVs of the future. We made some sensitivity calculations of the impact of the useable battery capacities and specific electricity consumptions on the load models.

We investigated the mean value of charged energies of the peak hour of the work day curves similar to one in fig. 5 as a function of the mean useable battery capacity and the mean specific electricity. We selected the same customer group as in fig. 5 with 3 kW charging power everywhere. The investigations were made varying the two variables within certain intervals, and then computing the mean energies of the peak hour. The useable battery capacities were varied having mean values of 1, 2, ..., 30 kWh, being normally distributed and having 10 % (of the mean value) standard deviation. It should be noticed that when smaller nominal capacities than 6 kWh are used, the 3 kW charging power lead to higher charging rate than illustrated in fig. 4. This increases the uncertainty of these results. Also, in these sensitivity studies the biggest battery capacities are very much overestimated for PHEV use when compared to the today’s state-of-the-art battery technology. The specific electricity consumptions were varied having mean values of 0.15, 0.16, ..., 0.30 kWh/km, being normally distributed and having 10 % standard deviation. The unimodal normal distribution represents fleet of cars which have roughly the same nominal battery capacity as explained in chapter V.A.

The result of the sensitivity study is presented in fig. 11. The figure presents the “peak mean energy” as a function of the two variables. The peak hour was hour 18 except most of the cases in which the battery capacities were smaller than 5 kWh. In those cases the peak hour was hour 17. If the specific electricity consumption is kept constant, the peak mean energy increases in highly non-linear fashion as the mean battery capacity increases, until a certain saturation point is attained. After the saturation point the peak mean energy remains at a constant level. Also, if the mean battery capacity is kept constant, the peak mean energy increases in a fairly affine manner as the mean specific electricity consumption increases. It can be concluded that the peak mean energy is very stable with respect to battery capacities if the capacities are in the saturated region. Also, the changes in peak mean energy are at fairly moderate level with small changes in mean specific electricity consumptions.

We made another sensitivity study in which we investigated the average daily electricity need as a function of the same variables as in previous study. Now all the cars modeled by NTS are included in the study and not only a certain customer group’s cars as above. Charging power was assumed to be 3 kW in every charging spot. The daily electricity need represents in a certain way all the hours of the day and not only the peak hour. The result is illustrated in fig. 12. It can be seen that the electricity need rises rapidly when battery capacities is increased from the lowest values. It can be interpreted that the first kilowatt-hours in battery capacity bring most of the electricity consumption. From this one can deduce that most of the benefits of PHEVs, i.e. replacing the use of liquid fuels with the use of electricity, can be achieved even with moderate battery capacities.

**Fig. 11.** The mean energies of the peak hour as a function of the mean battery capacity and mean specific electricity consumption.

**Fig. 12.** Average daily electricity need as a function of the mean battery capacity and mean specific electricity consumption.

### VI. Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, the use of the National Travel Survey of Finland in the assessment of the impacts of PHEVs on the
loads of the electricity distribution network was investigated. NTS provides lots of useful information for load assessment but presents some problems. To overcome these problems, assumptions have to be made. It should also be noted that the assessment of the load impact of PHEVs is always more or less an “educated guess” in this type of situation where a large amount of PHEVs are not yet in use in real life. In the example studies, national level modeling was investigated. When a real network is studied, local load models based for example on NTS geographical data should be used.

The most important results and contributions of this paper are

1. A generic method to model charging loads of PHEVs using the travel survey data
2. Example results, their analysis and related sensitivity studies.

Many topics and issues for future work arose in this study. The impacts of different intelligent charging scenarios on the load curves also present a relevant topic for future work. Conducting more case study example calculations with different types of assumptions is also needed. Also, different selection and clustering methods of NTS respondents to model car use habits of a certain real network’s area should be investigated.
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Abstract—In this paper, the impact of plug-in vehicle charging load on electricity network planning is investigated by means of case studies which are based on statistical PHEV charging load modeling work and co-operation with two Finnish distribution network companies. According to the case studies, the impacts of plug-in vehicle charging load on Finnish urban distribution networks are modest with low penetration levels, but with high penetration levels plug-in vehicles should be taken into account in long-term network planning. Also, needs and possibilities of “smart charging” were acknowledged from the calculation results.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transportation has a very important function in today’s society. Globally, the energy production of transportation systems is highly dependent on oil, and there are strong expectations that the price as well as the volatility of the price of oil will increase in the future. The transportation sector is also a significant consumer of energy and a significant source of greenhouse gases and other emissions [1]. Today’s climate and energy policies imply strongly towards diversification of transportation fuels, improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions. The use of electrical energy in a broader manner by means of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and full electric vehicles (EV) offers the potential to partly fulfill these challenging requirements. Emission reductions and the amount of primary energy conservation due to plug-in vehicles are, however, highly dependent on the energy system.

There are some barriers related to the high penetration of plug-in vehicles (PHEV and EV). It is widely believed that PHEVs and EVs will become common within some time frame, but there are differences of opinion about when and at what rate the market penetration will happen. The most important barrier is the battery technology. Technologically speaking batteries are fairly good at the moment, but batteries suitable for transportation appliances are very expensive. However, the prices are expected to go down remarkably in the future [2]–[3]. Secondly, a lack of adequate charging infrastructure is a major barrier. It is fairly expensive to construct extensive charging infrastructure especially in the existing densely populated areas.

Many Finnish utilities have shown interest in the investigation of the impacts of charging of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and full EVs on their networks. The distribution networks of Finnish distribution system operators (DSO) are generally fairly old, and significant network renovation work will be carried out by many companies in the following years. As the construction of distribution networks is a long-term investment, i.e. the lines and other components will probably be in use for many decades, the DSOs have to somehow assess or approximate the long-term changes in the loads of the networks in the planning process. Thus, there is a practical demand for PHEV load modeling already today.

To assess the impacts of plug-in vehicles on a power system, the effect on the electrical load of a plug-in vehicle fleet in a power system has to be modeled. The studies of this paper are based on the modeling methodology of the charging load profiling presented in [4]. The methodology is strongly based on the use of National Travel Survey (NTS) [5] data. NTS is used to model the car use habits of people. The main idea of the methodology is to track the trips of a car and...
calculate the electricity use and state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery pack and then calculate the related charging events during the day. Then the algorithm calculates the hourly charged energies of the car.

In this paper, the network impacts of charging load of plug-in vehicles on two real Finnish distribution networks is investigated. The networks are owned and managed by two DSOs: JE-Siirto Inc. and Tampereen Sähköverkko Inc. The calculations were made by the DSOs’ staff and two M.Sc. theses [6, 7] were done during the studies. This paper is based mainly on these theses. As the two different studies were made independently from each other, their modeling and calculation principles were partly based on the possibilities of the used calculation tool (i.e. network information system, NIS), assumptions and the way of presenting the results differ from each other in some ways. However, the main statistical network power flow calculation principles (short description is presented in [4]) were the same in both cases. The whole distribution network was modeled: primary substations, medium voltage networks, secondary substations and low voltage networks. Distribution systems are different in different countries, and to our knowledge the paper presents the first network calculations made in Finland with statistical charging load models similar to regular statistical load models used today by every DSO in Finland.

During the last few years, different kinds of “smart” charging schemes have received a lot of attention from the scientific community and plenty of different results and ideas have been published, cf. for example [8]–[17]. In the calculations of this paper, a case in which charging is started immediately when the vehicle is parked at a charging place is considered. This concept is sometimes called “dumb” charging. From the car usability point of view, dumb charging represents the most favorable charging principle, as the state-of-charge of the batteries would be as high as possible at every moment. This kind of charging case offers a good reference point in order to see the possible needs for charging control, the worst case scenarios for network planning purposes, and also the possibilities of plug-in vehicles to produce different kinds of ancillary services for the electricity system [8]–[9]. This is because in order to control plug-in vehicles one must know when the resource (controllable load or energy storage) is available in the network. This paper’s main scientific contribution is the use of statistical charging load models in real DSOs’ NISs and to get an overall view of the impacts of EVs from network capacity and planning perspective in real urban networks.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the case networks and the case scenarios are presented and charging load modeling is discussed. In section III, the results of the calculations are presented and discussed. In section IV, conclusions are made and future work is proposed.

II. CASE NETWORKS, SCENARIOS AND CHARGING LOAD MODELLING

A. The case networks

1) JE-Siirto

JE-Siirto Inc. operates as a DSO in the city of Jyväskylä in Central Finland. In 2011, the yearly transferred energy was about 0.64 TWh. In the area there are five primary substations, 367 km of medium voltage lines, almost 500 distribution transformers and 980 km of low voltage lines. As the network is a city area network the cabling degree is high. The cabling degrees (proportion of cable kilometers of all line kilometers) of the medium voltage network and low voltage network are 78 % and 95 %, respectively.

2) Tampereen sähköverkko

Tampereen Sähköverkko Inc. operates as a DSO in the city of Tampere and some surrounding areas, but in this paper only the load flow calculations of the city area are investigated. The city area covers roughly about 1/3 of the whole distribution area. The whole distribution area is showed in fig. 1, and the network area under investigation is circled. In 2011, the total transferred energy was 1.8 TWh. In the city area, which is under investigation in this paper, there are 10 primary substations which comprise 15 main transformers, 750 km of medium voltage lines, 1150 distribution transformers and 2000 km of low voltage lines. The number of medium voltage and low voltage feeders in the city are 109 and 8212, respectively.

B. Penetration levels and electricity use of vehicles

In order to assess the impact of charging load on the electricity grid, it is necessary to define the penetration levels and the electricity use of the vehicles.

1) JE-Siirto

A rough assessment of future traffic flows inside the distribution area and through its boundaries was made based
on local traffic data. Fig. 2 presents the assessed traffic flows during work days. It is estimated that about 48,500 cars are located inside the distribution area (DA) of JE-siirto in 2030. About 20,000 cars are travelling daily between homes and workplaces inside the DA. Also about 5,000 cars travel between homes inside the DA and workplaces outside DA, and in addition to that about 12,000 cars travel between homes outside the DA and workplaces inside the DA. This allows rough approximations for the amounts of cars in workplaces and homes inside the DA during work days to be calculated.

It is useful to assess the average yearly electricity need of the cars. According to NTS, in the central part of Finland passenger cars are driven about 19,000 km/a on average. If it is assumed that all the kilometers can be driven using electricity and a specific electricity consumption of the EVs was 0.2 kWh/km, the electricity use of a regular car would be 3.8 MWh/a. It is assumed that about 70 % of the driven kilometers of PHEVs would be driven using electricity, and the corresponding electricity need would be about 2.7 MWh/a.

In the calculations of this paper, five different scenarios are presented which differ from each other in the penetration levels. Penetration levels of PHEVs and full EVs are quantified separately. Different penetration levels also correspond to different levels of yearly total charging energy. These scenario parameters are presented in Table I. The last scenario, 100 % of full EVs, is mostly a theoretical one. It, however, works well as an interesting baseline to which other results can be compared.

2) Tampereen sähköverkko
It was assessed that there would be about 110,000 cars in the distribution area in 2030. In the study one PHEV type and two different types of full EVs (EV1 and EV2) were modeled. The average yearly mileages of PHEVs, EV1s and EV2s were 15,000 km/a, 10,000 km/a and 5000 km/a, respectively, and the corresponding average specific electricity consumptions including all the losses were 0.20 kWh/km, 0.20 kWh/km and 0.15 kWh/km, respectively. Using these figures, the average yearly electricity consumptions of the cars can be calculated.

In Tampereen Sähköverkko’s (TS) calculations two different scenarios were covered. These scenarios differed from each other in penetration levels. Table II presents the penetration levels and the total electricity consumption of the plug-in vehicles in the scenario calculations.

C. Load curves
1) JE-Siirto
In addition to yearly energies of the vehicles, the distribution of the charging energy during the year has to be modeled. Network planning in Finnish distribution network companies is at present strongly based on customer class based hourly load curves. Each customer is modeled with a customer class specific load curve which contains mean and standard deviation values for electrical energy consumption in all hours of the year [18]. To apply these models the following data is needed: the class of the customer, the customer’s yearly energy and the location of the customer in the grid. All this is stored in the information systems of the DSO. Customers are typically grouped into 20–50 customer classes. To model a certain customer, the customer class load curve is scaled in accordance with the customer’s annual electricity consumption. It is also possible to make an outdoor temperature correction. These curves present the total consumption of a large amount of customers fairly well. The scaling principle mentioned above is also applied in the plug-in vehicle load models of this work, although its applicability is not verified [3]. However, we think that this approach gives fair results.

In this paper, simple load curves based on the algorithm presented in [4] are used. Only PHEVs are investigated in [4], but we think that PHEV load models can also be used to roughly model full EVs. In our studies different curves were used for workdays, Saturdays and Sundays. This corresponds to the daily load modeling principles of Finnish distribution network companies. As car use habits depend on the season, the year was also divided into two different parts, summer and

![Table 1. The Scenarios of JE-Siirto’s Calculations.](image)

![Figure 2. The daily traffic flows of the distribution area of JE-siirto Inc. during the work days.](image)
winter, for which curves for different day types were formed. Also, network customers were divided into two different groups. The first group includes network customers with detached houses and semi-detached houses, and the second one includes other dwelling types.

Fig. 3 presents an example of the curves for the first mentioned customer group for winter time. The curves present the charging of a typical car during different types of days. Curves include mean and standard deviation values of the charged energy during all hours of the day. When the load curves were formed, a stack of assumptions had to be made. Average usable battery capacity of the cars was chosen to be 18 kWh and the average specific electricity consumption of the cars was 0.2 kWh/km. It is assumed that charging is carried out only at homes and workplaces. In both places the charging power was assumed to be 3 kW. Nowadays, sockets for pre-heating car engines in winter are very widely available in Finland in all types of houses and also in workplaces. These sockets could be used to some extent to charge plug-in vehicles. It is assumed that most of the charging would be made at homes and workplaces because the cars are parked in these places for long times and we already have some “charging”, i.e. preheating, infrastructure ready in Finland in these locations. Also, it is assumed that roughly fourth of the electricity need would be charged at the workplace [19]. The confidence level [4] of the calculations was 95%. At the workplaces, it is simply assumed that on average the charging is carried out evenly during the hours 7, 8 and 9 of work days with a yearly energy of 0.9 MWh.

2) Tampereen sähköverkko

The load curves of plug-in vehicles were pretty much the same as in JE-siirto’s calculations. However, there are some non-negligible differences in their use. These are briefly discussed in the following.

Firstly, in TS’s calculations only the mean value curves were used in MV and LV network calculations, and standard deviation curves were pressed down to zero. However, this simplification does not cause that big of an “error” because the currents in most of the lines and components consist of so many customers’ load currents that the significance of the standard deviation is fairly low. However, in the parts of the network where there is a small amount of customers, the error can be non-negligible. Also, the confidence level of the TS’s calculations for other loads than plug-in vehicles was 85% (in JE-siirto’s case the confidence level was 95%), and this decreases the significance of standard deviations in the calculations [4].

Secondly, in TS’s calculations it was assumed that in addition to homes and workplaces some charging takes place also in department stores and public car parks. In JE-siirto’s calculations, charging was assumed to be carried out only at homes and workplaces, and also in the load curves produced by the methodology of [4], only home and workplace charging was assumed. In the modeling of department stores and public parking lots, certain home curves were used as it was assumed that as shopping is done mostly in the early evenings and during weekends, it resembles to some extent charging at homes. This is, however, a rough approximation.

The charging energy is divided so that 15% of the total charged energy is set for workplaces, 10% for the public parking and the rest for homes. In TS’s distribution area there are 25 large department stores, shopping centers and public car parks, and the charging energy is divided evenly between these places. In scenarios 1 and 2, the yearly charging energies per spot for these places are 304 MWh and 480 MWh, respectively. For example scenario 1’s energy corresponds to 185 cars charging 1.5 h at a 3 kW rate every day on average.

D. Placing the plug-in vehicle loads to the network

1) JE-Siirto

Vehicle loads were added to the homes and workplaces. In each scenario, plug-in vehicles were added randomly to the network customers until the assessed amount of plug-in vehicles was reached. The maximum number of plug-in vehicles in a household was restricted to one. It was noticed that when one car is added to all the households, the amount of cars corresponds with sufficient accuracy with the number of all cars in the distribution area. The number of cars in workplaces is a more challenging thing to assess. In this work, a rough assessment of the maximum number of cars for 45 different types of industrial or service sector customers of the network was made.

A simplification was made in the studies. It was mentioned previously that with plug-in hybrids 70% of the kilometers could be driven using electricity. In practical studies this was taken into account so that N plug-in hybrids were modeled as 0.7N full EVs. In this way the practical calculation work could be simplified. This simplification, however, decreases the geographical diversity of the load and slightly increases the uncertainty of the results.

2) Tampereen sähköverkko

In TS’s calculations the vehicle loads of homes were placed into the network pretty much the same way than in JE-siirto’s calculations. Workplaces were divided into two
different groups: industrial and non-industrial. In scenario 1 the yearly charging energies of these two customer groups per customer were 11.7 MWh and 0.9 MWh, respectively, and in scenario 2 the corresponding energies were 16.8 MWh and 0.9 MWh, respectively. In scenario 1 industrial charging load is set for every industrial customer and for non-industrial workplace customers the charging load was set for every third customer. Scenario 2 differs from scenario 1 in the way that for non-industrial customers the charging load was set for every second customer. This division between industrial and non-industrial workplaces is rough, but we think it leads to results with a reasonable order of magnitude.

III. THE RESULTS OF THE CASE SCENARIOS

A. The goal of the case study

The main goal of this paper is to assess the impacts of plug-in vehicles on the planning of electricity distribution networks. Planning is always a techno-economic process and the aim of the planning is to find technologically feasible solutions which have as low costs as possible within the planning period. In general, the aim of the network planning tasks can be presented as the following minimization task:

$$\min \sum_{t\in T} (C_{\text{inv}}(t) + C_{\text{loss}}(t) + C_{\text{out}}(t) + C_{\text{main}}(t)), \quad (1)$$

where $C_{\text{inv}}$, $C_{\text{loss}}$, $C_{\text{out}}$ and $C_{\text{main}}$ represent the present values of investment, loss, outage and maintenance costs, respectively, of the sub periods $(t_1, t_2, \ldots, t_n)$ of the planning period with a length of $T$. Of course, different technical boundary conditions such as electrical safety regulations have to be fulfilled. In principle, increasing the network load can increase all the cost components of (1).

In this paper the impact of plug-in vehicle load on (1) is not investigated in detail, but we simply study the impact of the load changes on the load levels and overloading of the network components and network voltages in different scenarios. This is a very restricted approach but it gives a rough overview of the impacts of plug-in vehicles on the network. In this paper, only the impact of the increasing plug-in vehicle charging load is considered and other possible changes in the network and its load are excluded from the studies. In other words the plug-in vehicle load is simulated in today’s network.

B. Calculation results

1) JE-Siirto

Plug-in vehicle charging load can increase the peak power of the whole network. Table III presents the changes in the peak loads of the network in different scenarios. The peak loads are calculated by summing up the peak loads of the five primary substations. Change in energy losses is also presented in the table. It can be seen that in scenarios 1 and 2 the peak load rise is negligible. In scenarios 3, 4 and 5 the increase in peak load rises to a non-negligible level.

The most remarkable network impact of plug-in vehicle charging load is observed in distribution transformers (21kV/0.4kV). Table IV presents the sums of the need for additional transformer capacity, the number of overloaded transformers and the proportion of overloaded transformers of all transformers in different scenarios. Again, in scenarios 1 and 2 the need for new investments are very small, but the last three scenarios imply a need to replace at least some dozens of transformers with ones with bigger capacity. However, when compared to the total amount of distribution transformers in the network, the amounts are typically fairly modest. It was noticed that in some cases by shifting the time of charging to night, the overloading situations could be avoided. It should however be noticed that due to the electric heating systems of households, the total peak loads usually take place during very cold weather. During cold weather a moderate overloading of the transformers placed outside can be allowed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Change in peak load (MW)</th>
<th>Change in peak load (%)</th>
<th>Change in energy losses (GWh/a)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>6.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>11.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scenario</th>
<th>Total need for additional capacity (MVA)</th>
<th>Number of overloaded distribution transformers</th>
<th>Proportion of overloaded distribution transformers (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>16.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The impact of the charging load on low voltage (LV) and medium voltage (MV) lines was also investigated. It was noticed that the overloading of LV and MV lines is practically negligible. There were a few overloading cases, but those could perhaps be managed by changing the configuration of the network.

The voltage levels of the customers’ LV network connections were also studied. It was noticed that the voltages of the network customers remained at permissible levels very well even with the highest penetration levels. In scenario 5 there were only some dozens of network connections (out of 9340) with too low voltage.

2) Tampereen sähköverkko

In TS’s calculations the impacts on primary substations’ main transformers, MV feeders, distribution transformers and LV feeders were studied. The results are briefly summarized.
in the following.

Peak load levels of the 15 primary substations’ main transformers increased only a little. Average increases in scenarios 1 and 2 were 2.4 % and 3.8 %, respectively. Maximum and minimum increases in scenario 1 were 4.3 % and 0.4 %, respectively. Corresponding figures for scenario 2 are 7.9 % and 0.6 %. These changes do not cause any problems.

The average increases of peak load levels of MV feeders in scenarios 1 and 2 are 2.3 % and 3.6 %, respectively. Also 86 % of the feeders have an increase of under 4 % in scenario 1. For scenario 2 the corresponding proportion is 58 %. In both scenarios the voltage drop in MV feeders is under 3 % apart from three feeders. However, in these three feeders the voltage decline is still under 5 %. According to TS’s network design principles, the voltage decline of MV urban cable networks should be restricted to 3 %. This allows for a high enough transfer capacity marginal for back-up connection use to be ensured.

Changes in the peak load levels of distribution transformers were also studied. In scenario 1 the average increase in the load level of the distribution transformers was about 3.1 %, and in 91 % of the transformers the increase was under 6 %. In scenario 2 the average increase was about 4.8 % and in 80 % of the transformers the increase was under 6 %. However, in both scenarios there were dozens of transformers whose proportional load level increases were greater than or equal to 12 %. When these transformers were investigated, it was noticed that most of them are feeding industrial customers. In these transformers the absolute load level is often fairly low which partly explains the large proportional increase.

These industrial customers typically have a large “charging peak” in the morning as employees arrive in their workplaces. By dividing the cars of the workplaces into subgroups which charge their battery packs in different time windows, the peak load increase could be avoided.

The average increases of peak load levels of LV feeders in scenarios 1 and 2 are 3.0 % and 5.3 %, respectively. Also 89 % of the feeders have an increase of under 6 % in scenario 1. For scenario 2 the corresponding proportion is 80 %. In scenarios 1 and 2 a peak load level increase of greater than or equal to 12 % was noticed in 5.5 % and 9.8 % of the LV feeders, respectively. The changes in voltage declines are very small.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, load flow calculations were made to assess the impacts of plug-in vehicles on the network with two case studies. Five different scenarios with different plug-in vehicle penetration levels were defined and calculated in the first case study and two scenarios in the second one. The studies concentrated mainly on the load rates of different components. As a conclusion it can be said that plug-in vehicles would not cause serious problems in the case networks which are quite strong, i.e. it is possible to increase the loading of network components and line sections without violating any voltage limits etc. The networks are strong partly because there has to be some marginal in the network components for the possible back-up connection use. Generally, Finnish distribution networks are fairly strong because of the wide use of high power and energy loads such as electric heating and electric sauna stoves. However, in these two network areas, district heating covers some 90 % market share. In the studies of this paper many approximations and simplifications were made, but we think that the results are fair and give a proper overview of the impact of the charging load on the distribution networks. Also, the calculations showed in a preliminary manner that it could be beneficial to control the real charging loads or other resources in order to reduce the network impacts in some cases. Also, using the methodology of this paper, one can assess the availability of plug-in vehicles to be used as controllable loads and energy storages. Many topics and issues for future work arose in this study.

It would be useful to conduct a more holistic study on the impacts possible changes of the loads can have on network planning. In such studies other types of new loads besides plug-in vehicles should also be taken into account. In Finland there are a lot of households with direct electrical heating, and in the future some proportion of them will be totally or partly replaced by heat pumps. In long term this can cause a remarkable decrease in electricity consumption in some network areas. There are also plenty of houses today in Finland which are heated by heating oil. Some proportion of these households will probably replace the oil heating system with a system which consumes remarkable amounts of electricity, for example heat pumps. This load change can increase network loads in some parts of the network.

In future studies, financial factors concerning network planning presented in (1) should also be taken into account to some extent. In the calculations of this paper, mostly the loading levels or possible overloading of network components were investigated. However, replacing for example a line with one with a larger cross-section might be economically feasible before possible overloading of the line.

In this paper it was mentioned that charging load curves could be improved in many ways. This could also be realized in future studies. Also, different types of investigations concerning the use of plug-in vehicles and controllable loads or energy storages could be made by means of network calculations.
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Requirements for an interface between a plug-in vehicle and an energy system

A. Rautiainen, C. Evens, S. Repo, P. Järventausta

Abstract— In this paper, requirements for an interface between a plug-in vehicle and an energy management system are discussed. A case where there is a service provider aggregating large amount of small resources was considered. Requirements were set for electrical and ICT interfaces and some related standardization work was briefly presented. Four different types of interfaces were presented: passive load (type 1), dynamic load (type 2), V2G (vehicle-to-grid – type 3) and V2H (vehicle-to-home – type 4).

Index Terms—Plug-in hybrid electric vehicle, electric vehicle, interface, power system, electricity network, ICT

I. INTRODUCTION

Transportation has a very important function in today’s society. Globally, the energy production of transportation systems is highly dependent on oil, and there are strong expectations that the price of oil as well as its volatility will increase in the future. The transportation sector is also a significant consumer of energy and a significant source of greenhouse gases and of other emissions [1]. Today’s climate and energy policies push increasingly towards a diversification of transportation fuels, an improvement in energy efficiency and a decrease in emissions. The use of electrical energy for plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and electric vehicles (EV) offers the potential to partly fulfill these challenging requirements. Emission reductions and the amount of primary energy conservation due to plug-in vehicles are, however, highly dependent on the energy system.

There are some barriers related to high penetration of plug-in vehicles (PHEV and EV). The most important barrier is the battery technology. Batteries suitable for transportation appliances are very expensive at the moment, but the technology is continuously evolving and prices are expected to go down [2]. Secondly, a lack of adequate charging infrastructure is a major barrier. A massive installation of charging infrastructure would probably be fairly expensive especially in densely populated areas.

Vehicle battery chargers affect the power system. Plug-in vehicles are not very big loads when considering the amount of energy absorbed. For example, there are about 2.5 million registered passenger vehicles in Finland today. If all of them were full EVs, their total energy need would be roughly about 10 % of the total electricity consumption of Finland. Plug-in vehicles can however cause challenges when considering instantaneous power. A great penetration level of plug-in vehicles can increase dramatically the peak powers of different parts of an electricity distribution network [3].

A plug-in vehicle can include different kinds of functionalities other than being simply passive electrical loads [4]. There could be used smartly to mitigate their harmful impacts on the network (i.e. to avoid high cost grid investments) and to make electricity market operation more effective [4]. In the beginning of the market penetration process only the mandatory functionalities will probably be used, but when the penetration level increases, other functionalities and services might become economically attractive. Although plug-in vehicles are mostly discussed in this paper, it is very important to remember that they are only one of the many resources that could be used to provide different services.

In the context of power systems, plug-in vehicles can be used as controllable loads or as dischargeable energy storages. Efficient and cost effective energy storage capacity would offer many advantages and possibilities which are analyzed for example in [5]. Storages could be discharged to public distribution networks (Vehicle-to-grid – V2G) or to small isolated network islands such as single households (Vehicle-to-home – V2H). V2G and V2H functionalities are very interesting because of their ability to store relatively large amounts of electrical energy. In addition the cost of the storage itself can be viewed as fairly low because it comes as an ancillary service on top of the driving purposes. Storage and discharging of batteries however bring some new challenges. Additional charging-discharging cycles pose additional stress to batteries and decrease their cyclic lifetime causing additional costs for vehicle owners. As the cyclic lifetime of batteries lengthens and the prices go down, this issue will become less important. Also the users have to accept that the state-of-charge of the batteries of their vehicles can decrease while they are connected to the electricity...
network. These challenges will have to be tackled with relevant customer incentives.

This paper discusses the requirements for the interface between the “energy management system” and a plug-in vehicle. Energy management system refers to a unity including all the systems and parties related to power system and electricity markets.

II. SERVICES OFFERED BY PLUG-IN VEHICLE FLEET AND OTHER SMALL RESOURCES

Figure 1 illustrates services and functionalities a plug-in vehicle fleet could offer to different parties in the future. In the future, the links between different parties are represented along with the relevant services and processes. The charging spots are connected to a party called service provider (SP) who has an essential role in the system. The service provider aggregates a large number of vehicles and possibly other types of resources and offers services to different parties. Other common terms for service provider could be virtual power plant (VPP) or aggregator. For different parties it is necessary to allow the aggregation of small resources and treat the aggregated resources as a single, larger, unit. The connection between the charging point and the SP can range in complexity from a very simple situation to an “interactive customer gateway” [6] allowing interactions and communication in real-time.

Energy companies could use the aggregated resource for demand response (DR) based on electricity price or for balancing purposes. This means that the customers modify their energy consumption based on the electricity price [7] or on other signals. In the Nordic electricity market energy companies are responsible for two different balances: production balance and consumption balance. Using the aggregated resource an energy company could adjust its realized consumption and production in order to improve its balance positions. The difference between balance management and other DR functions is that balance management tries to change the real consumption closer to a value bought from the electricity market, and some other DR functions are used to modify the energy amounts that have to be bought from or sold on the market. Plug-in vehicles can be charged in many physical locations. There are many possible market mechanisms [4] offering the vehicle users different levels of freedom to choose the electricity product when charging in public charging spots. Information flows between different parties are needed and they could be managed by SP.

The service provider could also make bids directly on the day-ahead and intra-day markets in the power exchange (NordPool in the Nordic countries). In addition to these markets, the TSOs administrate separate balance power markets. In Fig. 1 all of these markets are lumped under the term “power exchange”.

As mentioned earlier, distribution networks may experience dramatic load changes due to plug-in vehicle charging. A SP could offer network management services to manage these changes, and these services could be treated as an alternative for network reinforcements. Different services provided by vehicles acting as loads are described in [4]. The range of services becomes wider if the batteries can also be discharged into the grid. If the services are based on communication, the DSO can monitors the state of the network (cf. fig. 1) using distribution management system (DMS) and advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and send information to the vehicle chargers and other resources. Vehicle chargers could also be used to improve power quality in a local distribution network by for example mitigating voltage dips, harmonics and asymmetry. In some market mechanisms presented in [4], SP could offer services for balance settlement process.

Plug-in vehicles can be used to provide different reserve services for the TSO. Making the charging dependent on local frequency measurement would be an easy way to realize automatically activating disturbance or frequency regulation reserves [8]. Such reserves could also be offered using many other types of loads [9,10]. Vehicles could also provide manually activated disturbance reserve which could be offered directly to the TSO.

An individual vehicle can also be used to provide some local services, such as backup power, at the charging site. During an electricity distribution outage the batteries of the vehicles could be used as energy storages to feed a small network island in a network, such as a single household. This is discussed in more detail in chapter III.D.

III. INTERFACE REQUIREMENTS

An interface between an energy management system and a vehicle can be divided into two parts: an electrical interface and an ICT interface. The electrical interface links the vehicle to the physical power system. The ICT interface links the vehicle to the information systems which is needed to realize different services. One essential part of the ICT interface is the communication between the vehicles and the different parties of fig. 1. In this paper, the requirements for
communication are discussed from an operational point of view so that a network operator could design and define the communication system with satisfying characteristics.

A charger can be physically connected to an electricity network in two ways: through conductive and inductive coupling. In this paper conductive coupling is mostly covered. Inductive coupling, however, includes some features which could make it preferable for some special applications.

Different kinds of services set different requirements for an interface. Thus, in this paper the interfaces are divided into four different types: types 1, 2, 3 and 4. For each type, the electrical and ICT requirements are presented. The impacts of each interface types’ functionalities on the power system and electricity market are also discussed. The presented interface type division is of course only an option, and it does not cover all the possible solutions. Different interfaces do not necessarily have to include all the functionalities which interface types make possible.

A. Type 1 interface: “passive load”

The type 1 interface, called passive load interface, is the simplest one. It presents only a simple and safe connection to an electricity network in order to draw electrical energy from the grid. Type 1 interface includes no vehicle specific measurement of electrical energy or any control possibilities by any parties presented in chapter 2. In this concept, when public charging spots are used to charge the vehicle, billing is not based on the amount of electrical energy drawn from the grid, but the billing can be included for example in a parking payment as a constant or parking time dependent payment.

Functional requirements of the type 1 interface

The electricity connection needs the regular electrical safety requirements for equipment designed for indoor or outdoor (depending on the location of the charging spot) usage. The physical connection to the electricity network can take the form of a “regular” one-phase or three-phase socket. In Finland there is a long history of using pre-heaters for vehicle engines in outdoor environments in winter time, and there have been very little problems with electrical safety issues. If a high power three-phase charger is used, methods of local load coordination [4] can be applied for this type of interface to manage the peak power of a network connection.

Type 1 interface and standardization

An exhaustive list of the standards related to this type 1 interface is not given in this paper, but only a brief overview of some relevant issues. Related standards include rules for the design of the inlets, outlets, connecting cables as well as the insulation level (IP class), the required grounding system, residual current devices etc.

In Finland, electrical installations on a low-voltage network should be made according to the standard SFS 6000, based on the IEC and CENELEC 60364-series. The rules for working on low-voltage installations are given by regulations in Finland. The regulations are considered to be fulfilled if the Finnish standard SFS 6002 is complied with [11].

The relevant Finnish laws and regulations are the following:

- Decision of the Ministry of Trade and Industry on safety of electrical installations (1193/1999)

The Technical Committee IEC/TC69 dealing with 'Electric road vehicles and electric industrial trucks' has published the standard IEC 61851 [12] about electric vehicle conductive charging systems. It is currently being taken into account by SESKO, the Electrotechnical Standardization body in Finland, in order to form a Finnish standard [13]. Some add-ons (parts 21 and 22) have also been published regarding the specific measures for the vehicle charging systems and the AC charging stations. Their content is however very similar to part 1, and they just mostly complement it. The content of the standard covers the electrical and mechanical aspects of the connection between a vehicle and the grid. It thus includes issues such as protection against electric shocks (direct, indirect, capacitor discharge...), specific inlets and connectors’ ratings, IP class, permissible temperatures and environmental conditions, and specifications for the charging cables. It also considers three different types of connections depending on where the charging cable is attached: to the car, to the charging point or if it can be disconnected from both sides. It is now assumed by SESKO that the existing outlets used for car heating will need to be replaced by new installations, although they could remain mounted on the same pole [13].

In addition to this standard, the IEC/TC69 is also working on charging installations based on inductive charging. That standard is not finalized yet, but it is announced to be based on the IEC 61980. However, some inductive charging installations do exist such as Magne Charge WM7200. In addition to the standards for conductive charging, inductive installations should be equipped with other protections such as overheating protections for the charger, detectors preventing the charging if the receiving battery is not adapted (for example if the vehicle requires ventilation for inductive charging which is not provided by the charger) or a protection against over-voltage faults at the battery level.

There are currently some existing outdoor conductive charging installations in Finland [13]. They follow the principles and use the same technologies as those encountered in building electrification.

Their characteristics are listed here:
B. Type 2 interface: “dynamic load”

The second interface type is called a dynamic load interface. In addition to the functionalities and requirements of the passive load interface, the dynamic load interface includes a few additional features. One of these is a vehicle specific energy measurement, which is used for billing purposes. In such market mechanisms where the charged energy is bought from the same retailer as the one from which the user buys the domestic electrical energy [4], payment of the charging in public charging spots could be added to the user’s regular electricity bill. The dynamic load interface makes possible the use of the charger as a controllable load using communication or based on local logic or intelligence. In addition, monitoring of the state of the loads could be needed depending on the service. The use of a charger for frequency regulation or disturbance reserve capacity based on local frequency measurement is also supported by this interface. Local power quality improvement, such as harmonics or voltage asymmetry mitigation, could also be possible.

Functional requirements of the type 2 interface

This interface type includes some additional requirements for the electrical interface when compared to the passive load interface. Vehicle specific energy measurement equipment should be included in the vehicle or in the charging spot. Frequency measurement and related technology for realization of frequency dependency is needed. For local power quality improvements, the charger should present relevant design and characteristics.

The dynamic load interface sets some requirements for the ICT interface. Communication is needed to send control signals, such as price data or direct instructions, to the chargers unless the control is based on local intelligence/logic. In some cases there could be a need to send information from the vehicles to the service provider in order to monitor the state of the distributed resources and assess the available resources. Many communication requirements can be set for the ICT interface. They can be quantified by investigating the needs of the different services.

If the energy meter is in the vehicle, it should be possible to read the meter remotely when the payment of electricity is carried out in a public charging spot. This communication should be very reliable and it should have such characteristics, that the user experience is of good quality.

One possible service is the participation in a regulating power market. In today’s Nordic electricity market the activation time between the order and the delivery must be less than 15 minutes [14].

Another electricity market related service is balance management. For balance management the differences between scheduled and realized production and between estimated and realized consumption in a certain time interval are minimized within certain boundary conditions. The requirements set for the communication regarding this service are dependent on the moment when the short-term estimations of production and consumption are carried out. Estimations can be carried out before the time interval or during the time interval. In the first case, the time requirement for control actions depends on the time between the finalization of the estimation and the beginning of the time interval under manipulation. In the latter case, the control actions should be performed as soon as possible. Thus, if the estimation is conducted during a one-hour time interval, the control actions must have the ability to be realized within some minutes.

Another possible service is the manually activated disturbance reserve. Today in the Finnish power system, manually activated fast disturbance reserves must have the ability to be activated within 15 minutes [15]. It can be considered as the time response requirement for a load decrease of a plug-in vehicle fleet.

A type 2 interface vehicle fleet can also participate in the management of the electricity distribution network. The aim is to use lines and transformers nearer to their economic-physical limits. The services include avoiding the excessive overloading of network components. In the case of overloading time response requirements depend on the component under overload and weather conditions such as outdoor temperature. Depending on the system, the overcurrent protection of the network may or may not be set to trip because of overload. If overload situations are covered in the protection system, the electricity network management service should operate before the protection system. This type of service is based on state estimations of the network and may require a high level of coordination in order to operate extensively in different network states. This type of service can however be realized for different degrees of scale. One must not manage the whole distribution network but a part of it: for instance a single problematic medium voltage feeder can also be the target of this service.

Another possible service is frequency dependent reserve. The Finnish TSO’s grid code requires that the frequency controlled normal operation reserves have to be activated within two to three minutes after an appropriate frequency change. On the other hand, 50 % of a frequency controlled disturbance reserve’s capacity has to be activated within 5 seconds and 100 % has to be activated within 30 seconds in the case of a sudden 0.5 Hz frequency drop. [16]
In addition to these services communication can also be needed for many other services which include modest requirements for the time response of the communication system.

Many of these services can have a need to monitor the state of the vehicles. For some services it is important to have an accurate enough estimate concerning for example total power (MW) of controllable chargers. The level of monitoring need is the main attribute defining the requirements for the communication system.

Table 1 sums up the time response requirements for communication and control equipment for different services in the Finnish power system and presents information concerning the location of the measurement and control equipment needed in different services. Time ranges refer to the permitted delay between the time when the need is detected and the time when the control action is taken. “L” (local) in the table means that measurement or control equipment is located near the resource and “R” (remote) corresponds to remote location.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service</th>
<th>Time range</th>
<th>Meas.</th>
<th>Control</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Power quality improvement</td>
<td>Some ms...some ms</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distribution network power flow management</td>
<td>Some min...some h</td>
<td>L/R</td>
<td>L/R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency controlled disturbance reserve</td>
<td>5…30 s</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency controlled normal operation reserve</td>
<td>2…3 min</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balance management</td>
<td>5 min...1 h</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of reserves</td>
<td>Some minutes...1 h</td>
<td>L</td>
<td>L/R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balancing power market (realized bid)</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast disturbance reserve</td>
<td>15 min</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intra-day market (Elbas market)</td>
<td>1 hour</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Day-ahead market (Elspot market)</td>
<td>10…34 h</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>R</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The amounts of data which should be transferred for the different services are not large. Data can comprise simple on/off type commands, starting and stopping times of some event, some simple numerical data such as electricity prices of different periods of time etc.

**Type 2 interface and standardization**

The first new requirement for this type of an interface is a specific metering infrastructure for the vehicle. This infrastructure can be located inside the vehicle or inside the charging points.

The meters will most likely have to follow the existing regulations and standards as for household consumption meters. There are European and national regulations and standards detailing the precision required by the meters as well as for data protection and transmission. The EU Measurement Instrument Directive (MID) [Directive 2004/22/EC] for example provides the legal requirements to ensure that trade based on measurements is accurate, reliable and fair.

Often the owner of the charging point is not the owner of the vehicle. There could then be a need for two different metering systems. The first would be at the connection point to the network. The DSO would use it to bill the owner of the charging point. The second would be used by the owner of the charging point to bill the vehicle user. There could be an additional meter inside the car. The system could be greatly simplified if a secure and reliable communication system was installed. In any case, it is important that the EV user pays for his charging and that the owner of the charging point pays for the electricity consumed, each of them paying once and only once.

New meters will most likely be "smart-meters" that can be read remotely. For the interface with the network in Finland, the electricity market decree 65/2009 [17] details the way that the DSOs should implement their smart-meter roll-out as well as minimum requirements for them (such as an hourly measurement and a daily meter reading).

In cases where the meter is installed inside the vehicle, they will have to comply with standards and regulations about on-board electric equipments for EV (under work standard IEC 61981), but also the reading of the meter may not need to be daily (the vehicle may be unable to transmit the information on a daily basis, e.g. in the case of a travel in another country) and the transmission of the information to the DSO would offer complications. If this solution is to be considered, a specific regulation should be drawn up in order to make it possible.

The communication standards between the meter and the electricity actors are the object of the report [18]. The meters, or the data concentrators should have a Wide Area communication Network (WAN) access such as a GSM/GPRS modem, an xDSL-modem or a satellite phone modem. If concentrators are used, the communication with the meter is made using some 'last kilometer' communication such as PLC, short range radio communication or some other local communication system. In the case of a specific EV measurement at the charging point, it would be likely that a concentrator is used. If the measurement is made onboard, either the meter communicates directly with the company responsible for the metering, or it should be able to communicate with the concentrators wherever the charging takes place.

In Europe, the series of standards IEC 62056 "Electricity metering – Data exchange for meter reading, tariff and load control", also called DLMS (Device Language Message Specification) are widely used for meter communication and cover most major aspects.

With this type of interface, the vehicle's load (the charger) can be used as a controllable load based on signals received or on local control. The electricity market decree 66/2009 states that the metered hourly data should be used in balance
Also, safety issues during network repair and maintenance are discussed and extensively overviewed for example in [20]. Different types of LOM protection methods are used for safety reasons. There are many examples such as earth fault, the vehicle should stop if the TSO policies change. In a smart-grid context, with increased levels of interactivity between the network and the distributed resources and with a higher penetration of renewable energies, they would become of vital importance.

This type of interface would require a fast enough measurement system and probably some other elements such as can be found in the existing contracts between Fingrid and frequency control service providers [19]. They include such information as what types of disturbances the service should react to, how fast it should respond and prices for the utilization of the service.

The metering infrastructure should also in this case be faster in order to assess the provision of the frequency or disturbance control action. In other words the metering data should show if the service has been provided according to the contract. Currently, Fingrid requires "real time" measurement for its services. Collecting the data and sending it to the service buyer can however be done at a lower frequency (every hour or day for example).

Another aspect of the vehicle specific metering to be considered is data security. This is especially true when the meter is attached to the vehicle. Data security needs different sets of standards depending on the communication technologies and protocols used [18].

C. Type 3 interface: “V2G”

Type 3 interface includes the vehicle-to-grid capability in addition to the functionalities of type 2.

Functional requirements of the type 3 interface

To operate in V2G mode, some additional features are necessary in the electrical interface. The most important additional feature is the bidirectional converter of the charger with appropriate protection equipment such as over current, over voltage and under voltage protections. Loss-of-mains (LOM) protection is also needed in the electrical interface. If a part of a network in which a vehicle operates in V2G mode is disconnected from the public distribution network due to for example an earth fault, the vehicle should also stop feeding energy to the grid for safety reasons. There are many different types of LOM protection methods. Some of them are discussed and extensively overviewed for example in [20]. Also, safety issues during network repair and maintenance should be ensured to avoid the sudden start of V2G operation during such work. This could be carried out by designing the converters to be unable to operate in dead network or by using a remotely controllable switch that could be opened before network repair and maintenance work. Also, energy meters should be able to handle two-way energy flows. Interface of type 2 included a functionality of power quality improvement. This could be enhanced in V2G interface, because feeding real power back in a network offers new possibilities such as mitigating voltage dips.

V2G does not set very many new requirements for the ICT interface. The requirements of type 2 are valid when applied to V2G operation. Concerning the monitoring of resources, in V2G operation it is necessary to monitor the total amount of battery energy storage capacity (MWh), which could be used for V2G purposes. This requires that the information concerning the state of charge of the batteries should have the ability to be transferred from the battery controller equipment to the service provider.

Type 3 interface and standardization

A good basis for this type of interface in Finland would be to comply with the network guideline YA9:09 [21] from the Finnish energy industries. The recommendation is based on the European standard EN 50438: "Requirements for the connection of micro generators in parallel with public low-voltage distribution networks". The YA9:09 includes recommendations about:

- The disconnection of the generator (according to the standards SFS 6002 and SFS 6000)
- EMC requirements:
  - The standard EN 61000-3-15 is in preparation: Electromagnetic compatibility (EMC) Limits – Assessment of low frequency electromagnetic immunity and emission requirements for dispersed generation systems in LV network
  - Existing standards that can be applied to micro-generation:
    - Interference immunity: EN 61000-6-1
    - Electromagnetic emissions: EN 61000-6-3
    - Harmonic current emissions: EN 61000-3-2
    - Voltage fluctuation and flicker: EN 61000-3-3
- Quality of electricity: the quality of the voltage at the connection point must comply with the standard SFS-EN 50160 "Voltage characteristics of electricity supplied by public distribution systems"
- Network connection and tripping in case of network fault situation (including limits in voltage deviation requiring a disconnection, Loss of mains situations and resynchronization after a disconnection)
- Short-circuit current limitations to be fed into the network

Another related standardization work is standard draft ISO/IEC CD 15118-1 “Road Vehicles – Vehicle to grid communication interface – Part 1: General information and
use-case definition”.

D. Type 4 interface: “V2H”

The fourth interface type is called the V2H (Vehicle-to-home) interface. In addition to the functionalities of type 3, V2H interface has an ability to feed energy to a single household. This would offer the possibility to use the vehicle as a domestic back-up power. The V2H interface does not necessarily include all the functionalities of the V2G interface and thus all the same requirements do not necessarily have to be set for it. In addition to the requirements of the V2G interface or part of them, the V2H operation sets some new interface requirements.

Functional requirements of the type 4 interface

Type 4 interface includes some important new requirements. One requirement is a switch, which is used to disconnect the household (or another small network island) from the public distribution network (see fig. 2). This isolation has to be made, because a V2H capable vehicle has very limited power and energy capacities and thus cannot feed other households or customers connected in the public distribution network. It is also preferable that the connection to the electricity network is three-phased (see fig. 2). Otherwise it would be necessary to select the loads to be fed during an outage, and those should be connected to a certain phase. Some load reduction of non-critical loads may be necessary to ensure that the connection to the converter, the line and the energy capability of the battery are sufficient. This requires some special equipment including some sort of a relay or home automation able to disconnect these loads. Assuming that the vehicle works as the only power source (unless there is some sort of small scale power production such as solar panels) during V2H operation, the feeding equipment has to include all necessary control and protection functions very similar to the ones found in conventional power plants. This comprises voltage control, big enough short circuit current capacity, short circuit protection etc. However, fulfillment of all the power quality requirements defined by standards is not necessarily mandatory. The switching equipment has to include a battery back-up or other type of back-up power to realize the necessary switching and communication actions during an outage.

V2H operation brings some new requirements for ICT interface. In addition to the relevant requirements of type 3, there is a requirement for an automatic operation of the isolation switch during an outage and automatic control of the converter. The transfer into back-up power mode could be made with a short interruption or voltage dip, or totally seamlessly. The transfer to V2H mode after an outage and returning on the basic mode (electricity transfer from distribution network) after the outage is carried out as follows.

1. When an outage is detected in the network, the isolation switch has to be opened automatically.

2. After the isolation, necessary load reductions have to be made.

3. “Start back-up power operation” command has to be sent to the converter of the vehicle. Converter starts to feed the loads.

4. When the end of the outage is detected, a “stop back-up power operation” command has to be sent to the vehicle converter.

5. The isolation switch has to be closed.

6. Loads which were disconnected have to be reconnected to the network.

**Fig. 2.** Realization of the vehicle-to-home service.

**Type 4 interface and standardization**

The Finnish guideline YA9:09 (ET 2009) states: "If a consumer wants to use a micro-generator as reserve power in parallel with the network it is of utmost importance that the installation may under no circumstances concurrently feed both the network and the isolated network" and that it requires a separate switch and additional devices.

This situation brings up new requirements that are not included in current standards. One is that the local system must keep a balance between production and consumption on the islanded network. For that purpose, some loads must be turned off or down in order to not exceed the battery capacity (for example sauna, water heaters, space heaters...). In the case where the vehicle is connected to a single phase, only the loads connected to that same phase can be fed. Another point is that the power quality on the local network does not need to fulfill the normal power delivery standards. However, some limitations should be put in place and the control capabilities of the converter must be able to respect them. Also, safety standards must still be fulfilled. That includes a possibility to disconnect the vehicle from the local network in situations of faults or of repairs. The short-circuit protection must also work during V2H operation.

IV. Conclusions

A cost effective but still flexible and dynamic system is the target of the plug-in vehicle infrastructure development. In this report requirements for an interface between a plug-in vehicle and an energy management system were discussed. A case where there is a service provider aggregating large amounts of small resources was considered. Requirements were set for electrical and ICT interfaces and some related standardization work was briefly presented.

In this report, many different types of services were
discussed. However, these services were not discussed from an economical point-of-view. In this context, economical factors should be analyzed from the vehicle users’, service provider’s and different power system and electricity market related actors’ point-of-views. It is very important that vehicle users have a reasonable economic incentive to participate in different service markets with their vehicles and other energy resources. Also, the service provider must have reasonable revenue possibilities for its operation. Different actors cooperating with the service provider, such as the energy companies and network companies, must also have reasonable economical incentives to apply the services. For energy companies such incentives could be formed by means of more efficient electricity trade and for a distribution network company such incentive could be peak load reduction and avoidance of some network reinforcements.
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Abstract—In this paper, we have investigated the possibilities of plug-in vehicles to produce ancillary services for distribution networks. First, special features of plug-in vehicles as controllable resources are discussed and then motivation and methods of four different types of ancillary services are discussed. These services are peak load management, network power flow management, customer back-up power and power quality improvement. Finally some conclusions are made and future work is proposed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transportation has a very important function in today’s society. Globally, the energy production of transportation systems is highly dependent on oil, and there are strong expectations that the price as well as the volatility of the price of oil will increase in the future. The transportation sector is also a significant consumer of energy and a significant source of greenhouse gases and other emissions [1]. Today’s climate and energy policies imply strongly towards diversification of transportation fuels, improving energy efficiency and reducing emissions. The use of electrical energy in a broader manner by means of plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEV) and full electric vehicles (EV) offers the potential to partly fulfill these challenging requirements. Emission reductions and the amount of primary energy conservation due to plug-in vehicles are, however, highly dependent on the energy system.

There are some barriers related to the high penetration of plug-in vehicles (PHEV and EV). The most important barrier is the battery technology and its relation to short operating distances. Technologically speaking, batteries are fairly good at the moment, but batteries suitable for transportation appliances are very expensive. However, the prices are expected to go down dozens of percentages over the course of the following years [2]–[3]. PHEVs are penetrating the market more potentially due to their long range and small and thus less expensive battery pack. Secondly, a lack of adequate charging infrastructure is a major barrier. It is often fairly expensive to construct extensive charging infrastructure especially in the existing densely populated areas. However, constructing extensive charging infrastructure for full EVs in scarcely populated areas can also be challenging.

In addition to enabling sustainable passenger transportation, plug-in vehicles can also be used as controllable resources among other resources for the needs of different actors of the power system and energy market. These actors can be distribution network operators (DNO), energy companies and retailers, transmission system operator etc. In [4] these services are handled from the perspective of plug-in vehicle system interface requirements.

In general, the controlling of plug-in vehicle charging and discharging (vehicle-to-grid, V2G and vehicle-to-home, V2H) has been under intensive academic research for a few years and lot of different types of ideas and results have been published in different forums, cf. for example [4]–[13]. This paper concentrates on the services which plug-in vehicles with other resources could produce for electricity distribution networks. In this paper, we have been trying to emphasize the practical point-of-views for plug-in vehicle control. The services for distribution networks are presented in a generic manner, but special characteristics of Finnish distribution networks are highlighted.

The paper is organized as follows. In section II, the special characteristics of plug-in vehicles as a controllable resource are discussed. In section III, different services for distribution networks are presented and motivation and methods for different services are discussed. In section IV, conclusions and future work are presented.

II. PLUG-IN VEHICLES AS CONTrollable RESOURCES

In the context of power systems, plug-in vehicles can be used in at least two ways: as controllable loads or as dischargeable energy storages (bidirectional power flow). Controllable load operation is easier to realize, but energy storage operation offers a wider range of possibilities. Controlling plug-in vehicles alone does not necessarily offer high enough volume for economically attractive operation. Thus, plug-in vehicles should perhaps be controlled with other resources such as loads and small-scale power generation.
plants. Other loads can be for example electric heaters, heat pumps and storage water heaters. A single term for distributed loads, storages and generation plants is “distributed energy resources” (DER), which is used hereafter in this paper.

Plug-in vehicles can be used as controllable load in at least two ways: by switching charging on/off or by restricting the charging current. On/off switching is simple to realize, but it has to be made in such a way that the control does not interfere the charging system of the car. For example, some models of mode 2 (defined in standard IEC 61851-1) charging related in-cable-control-boxes do not necessarily recover from voltage cut-offs. In mode 3 charging, a maximum charging current level is set for the car by the charging station, and the maximum level can be changed during the charging process. It should be noted that only the maximum current level can be set, and the charger itself decides the charging current.

Efficient and cost effective energy storage capacity would offer many advantages and possibilities which are analyzed for example in [14]. Car electricity storages could store relatively large amounts of electrical energy and the power capacity would be quite large. For example, if there were one million plug-in vehicles (there are about 2.7 million passenger cars in Finland today) in Finland and if 50 % of them would be available for energy storage use and if the vehicles would be simultaneously able to discharge 5 kWh per vehicle on average, the total energy capacity would be 2.5 GWh. If the discharging power was 3.7 kW per vehicle, the total discharge power capacity would be 1850 MW. These numbers are quite remarkable in the Finnish power system.

A question of its own is the use of internal combustion engine of a PHEV to produce power for the needs of the power system. In this case, the liquid fuel stored in the fuel tank would operate as energy storage and thus the energy capacity would be quite high. This concept is, however, mostly suitable for domestic back-up power applications, i.e. producing power for a single household during an outage. For other types of applications this concept is not perhaps very relevant. One must consider user acceptance: people would probably be less exited that their car engines would start and stop by themselves every now and then when parked. In this concept, one must ensure that the car would be parked outside in order to avoid a safety hazard with the exhaust gases.

The use of the car’s battery packs as energy storages for the power system inflicts costs for the car owners. Additional charging-discharging cycles pose additional stress to batteries and decrease their cyclic lifetime. When calculating the costs of the energy storage operation, the investment cost of the storage itself can be considered fairly low because the car is bought primarily for transportation purposes and the energy storage operation comes as an ancillary service on top of the driving. The battery degradation cost of discharging a certain amount of energy from a battery pack and recharging the same amount of energy back to the battery depends on the type of the battery pack.

Today, PHEVs and full EVs nearly always have lithium-ion batteries which will be the energy storage solution also in the near future. The cyclic lifetime of a lithium-ion battery cell is dependent on the battery chemistry and especially the type of the negative electrode. In the case of graphite negative electrode the cyclic lifetime of the battery cells is limited to around 3,000 full cycles depending on battery chemistry and design. On the other hand, in the case of titanate negative electrode the cyclic lifetime is considerably higher. However, batteries with titanate negative electrode are more expensive and their specific energy (in Wh/kg) is much lower compared to the many graphite based batteries. Today’s investment costs of lithium-ion batteries are from some hundreds of EUR/kWh up to thousands of EUR/kWh depending on the battery chemistry and manufacturer. The cyclic lifetime was expressed above in full cycles. In practice, cycle depth (CD) of a charging-discharging cycle is often less than 100%. The impact of CD on the cyclic lifetime depends on the battery chemistry. For example, batteries with lithium-iron-phosphate (LFP) positive electrode are not so sensitive to CD. Thus, over the course of LFP batteries’ cyclic life the total amount of discharged energy from the battery is quite stable and independent from CD. For a battery with a cobalt based positive electrode, CD has non-negligible impact on the cyclic life: the smaller the average CD, the larger the total amount of discharged energy over the course of the cyclic life.

Fig. 1 presents simple calculations concerning battery degradation costs as a function of cyclic lifetime and battery investment cost. The battery degradation cost represents a cost per stored energy (in EUR/kWh) which is caused by cyclic lifetime loss when discharging a battery pack from a certain state by certain amount and then charging back to the initial state. Cyclic lifetime is presented as a number of a certain type of charge-discharge cycles (CD of 100% or something else). Battery investment cost is presented in EUR/kWh. The values of Fig. 1 are obtained by simply dividing the battery investment cost (in EUR/kWh) by the number of cycles which can be obtained from the battery before its lifetime has ended. It can be seen that to obtain a battery degradation cost of a few cents/kWh the cyclic lifetime must be very high and/or the investment cost has to be very low.

Fig. 2 presents a simple calculation about energy storage costs including battery degradation costs of Fig. 1 and electricity price of 0.15 EUR/kWh. The electricity price is in the order of typical present-day costs in Finland. In the figure, the energy cost of gasoline is also represented from two points of view: power and heat. The costs of gasoline mechanical energy and heat are calculated according to

\[ C_{gm} = \frac{C_g}{\rho_g/E_g/\eta_{ICE}} \]  
\[ C_{gh} = \frac{C_g}{\rho_g/E_g}. \]

In (1) \( C_{gm} \) presents the cost of mechanical energy (EUR/kWh) produced by a gasoline internal combustion engine (ICE) and in (2) \( C_{gh} \) presents the cost of heat produced by gasoline. In (1) and (2) \( C_g \) is the price of the gasoline (EUR/l), \( \rho_g \) is the density of gasoline (kg/l) and \( E_g \) is the lower heating value of
Figure 1. Battery degradation costs as a function of cyclic lifetime and battery investment cost.

Figure 2. Energy storage costs as a function of batteries’ cyclic lifetime and investment cost. Electricity cost is also included. Cost of gasoline mechanical energy and heat also are presented for comparison.

gasoline (kWh/kg), and in (1) $\eta_{ICE}$ is the thermal efficiency of an ICE. In the calculated values of Fig. 2, the values of the previous parameters are presented in table I. It can be seen that when comparing the costs of gasoline and the degradation cost of the batteries together with the electricity price, some batteries might be competitive when compared to gasoline ICE. It should be noted that during cold weather the waste heat of the ICE is used to heat the car interior depending on the outside temperature and cabinet heating demand. In this case the real cost of the useful gasoline energy is somewhere between the cost levels of mechanical and thermal energies. It should be noted that previous calculations are simple, and the real cost structure is more complicated.

These types of theoretical marginal cost calculation principles have certain drawbacks. Let us consider life cycle costs by means of a simple example. A plug-in vehicle has an effective battery capacity of 20 kWh, which roughly corresponds to 100 km electric driving range. The battery pack has a cyclic lifetime of 3,000 full cycles which corresponds to total electric driving range of 300,000 km. The average daily driving distance of Finnish cars is about 50 km, which is roughly 18,000 km/a. If all of the driving would be made using electricity, which is very hard to realize in practice [15], the total electric driving range could be “consumed” in 17 years on average. The estimated calendar lifetimes of today’s lithium-ion batteries and also plug-in vehicles are typically less than 17 years. This means that over the course of a plug-in vehicle’s lifetime, part of the battery capacity will not be used. From this point of view, the battery degradation cost of a moderate amount of V2G use can be considered practically zero if there is no significant battery after-car-life market. There have been some ideas about the possible use of batteries in for example power system applications after having been used in cars, but safety and reliability characteristics of reused batteries may have been decreased significantly. Thus, the secondary battery market can be quite small also in the future.

TABLE I. THE PARAMETERS OF THE GASOLINE COSTS OF FIG. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$C_g$</td>
<td>1.7 EUR/l^{a}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\rho_g$</td>
<td>0.75 kg/l [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E_g$</td>
<td>12.2 kWh/kg [16]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\eta_{ICE}$</td>
<td>0.25 [16]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

a. Typical gas station price in Finland in 2012

The owners or the users of the cars have certain preferences with relation to the use of the car. The vehicle should be charged to full charge at some stage. If the battery pack was “unexpectedly” discharged during the charging process, the state-of-charge (SOC) of the battery pack would temporarily be decreased and vehicle users would have to accept this. Of course it is be possible to construct some kind of a charging system which optimizes the charging taking into
account car use preferences, dynamic energy pricing and ancillary service profits. Users may set the charging system to charge the battery pack to full charge at a certain time at the latest and within that time-frame some optimization could be made.

Using the batteries as power system storages sets some requirements for the car and its electrical interface. In order to use a vehicle as energy storage for the need of the power system, a bidirectional converter to the car or an external module with appropriate protection equipment is needed [4]. Also, energy meters should be able to handle two-way energy flows. Car storages could be discharged to public distribution networks (Vehicle-to-grid – V2G) or to small isolated network islands such as single households (Vehicle-to-home – V2H). These energy storage operation modes differ from each other in some ways. For example, the required protection and other requirements for the network interfaces are different [4].

III. ANCILLARY SERVICES

As presented in [4] plug-in vehicles can be used to produce different services to several parties. A possible concept to realize this kind of flexible and versatile system is that there would be an aggregator or a service provider who would offer an interface between customers and different parties. The aggregator would make contracts with small and medium size energy users and it would lump the DERs into larger entities and offer services produced by these entities to different parties. The aggregator would also carry out the control actions and supervise and monitor the DERs and their use. In this concept the energy users would make the final decision concerning the use of their DERs in a form of contracts with the aggregator. Thus, in addition to asking energy contract bids from energy retailers, which is already done today, customers could also ask for bids from the “ancillary service market” through the aggregator to maximize the utilization rate of their DERs’ elasticity capability and thus minimizing their energy costs. The realization of different services would be as automated as possible to minimize the customer effort and maximize customer comfort.

In this paper we deal only with services produced for the needs of the electricity distribution networks. By electricity distribution networks we mean the networks owned by the distribution network operators and the private networks of the owners of the real estates or parking places.

Fig. 3 presents a concept which could provide different services for customers themselves and for the DNOs. Some services are also mentioned in the figure. The aggregator collects the DERs and can offer different services to different DNOs. DNOs monitor their networks using distribution management systems (DMS) and automatic metering infrastructure (AMI) and inform the aggregator about the need for a service. The aggregator makes sure that the service is provided in the energy users’ properties or premises. In domestic customers there is some kind of a Home Energy Management System (HEMS) which is comparable to a home automation system. It can control the DERs of the property. There might also be small-scale distributed generation (DG) such as solar panels in the real estate. The control actions required to realize the services can be made locally near the DER or remotely using a communication system [5]. The first mentioned case can also include a possibility for the aggregator to pass setting values and parameters for the local controllers via a communication system [5]. In the following, the different services mentioned in Fig. 3 are discussed.

A. Peak load management

1) Motivation

There might be several drivers for the network customers to restrict the powers in their networks.

The electricity grid connections of properties have limited current capacities which are determined by the rating of the main fuses. A common main fuse size in a Finnish detached house is 3x25 A. The maximum current capacity can be exceeded due to a charging load especially with high charging powers. In addition to exceeding the rating of the main fuses, plug-in vehicle charging can also cause exceeding of the maximum current levels of some parts of the internal network. Maximum current capacities can be exceeded in today’s preheating feeders in the parking places of row houses or apartment houses if a large number of slow chargers are connected simultaneously. The capacity of the network connection can be enhanced by enlarging the rating of the main fuses, but this brings additional costs and if applied broadly, it can lead to extra network enforcement investments for the DNO and hence to an increase in transfer tariffs. If the capacity of some parts of the internal network is not sufficient network upgrades are needed.

In addition to restricted current capacity a possible application of demand tariffs in electricity distribution may offer incentives to restrict the peak load of a network connection. If the transfer tariff is based totally or partly on the peak power, for example the highest hourly mean power of the network connection, some financial savings can be achieved by management of peak loads.

Another incentive for peak load restriction could come from the needs of other services. For example, the “network power flow management” service discussed in section III.B can be realized with a load restriction system. If the load level of some part of a network should be temporarily decreased, this could be achieved by using this kind of a load management method. Thus, a DNO could encourage households and other consumers to reduce load for a while.
Public parking places which have plug-in vehicle charging spots might also be willing to apply some kind of peak load reduction methods. For example, there is a certain amount of charging spots in a parking area. If only a part of the charging spots are in use, it could be possible to allow these spots to use a higher charging power than in a situation where all the spots were in use. The highest allowed charging powers of different charging spots could be adjusted dynamically in accordance with the total power need of the parking area. In this way the customers could be served better and the utilization rate of the charging infrastructure could be increased.

2) Methods

There are several methods which could be used to manage peak loads. Today in Finnish detached houses, electric space heaters (total amount is usually some kilowatts depending on the size of the house etc.), electric sauna stoves (typically 4–11 kW), which are very common in Finland and storage water heaters (typically 1.5–6 kW) are often alternating with each other to restrict the peak power of a household. When for example a sauna stove is switched on, some space heaters are automatically switched off. These kinds of alternating systems could be extended and applied to the charging of a plug-in vehicle [5]. The simplified principle of this kind of a system is illustrated in Figures 4 and 5. If the total current/power is measured, loads can be controlled dynamically depending the marginal between on the measured value and the maximum value.

There are many boundary conditions in peak load management methods which have to be taken into account. When loads are switched off or the energy they receive is restricted by some other way, the harm caused by the load control cannot be too severe. Also the battery packs of the plug-in vehicles cannot be strained too much. And of course, the expected financial savings caused by the current restriction system must be higher than the investment costs of the system.

B. Network power flow management

1) Motivation

A possible ancillary service is network power flow management. The aim of this service is to manipulate the power flow of the distribution network in order to reach different goals. One goal could be to clip the power peaks in the networks in order to delay or avoid network investments. Network power flow management could also be used to manage special situations such as disturbances. During a network disturbance, the power flow of a network could be manipulated to ensure the sufficiency of a back-up connection’s capacity. In this way power system reliability could be improved. Another temporary special situation might be such that there is lot of renewable DG in the network and it would be necessary to restrict the generation for short times due to voltage rise problems. An option for this could be to increase the network load for a while and thus maximize the power production of DG plants.
This type of service can be realized for different degrees of scale. The DNO does not have to manage the whole distribution network but it could be possible to manage only a part of it: for instance a single problematic medium voltage feeder or distribution transformer can also be the target of this service.

2) Methods

These types of services can be realized in different ways. One possibility is to use control based on local information. For example, load could be shifted rigidly in accordance with the time of day and type of day. In addition to pure time shift of the loads, load adjustment can be used. In this case the power drawn by the loads is controlled as a function of time to achieve a desired load profile. The timing of different loads can be different so that big power demand peaks are avoided. Time control, although based on local information, does not have to be static and rigid. The method can be dynamic and flexible in many ways. For example, it would be possible to adjust the timing process of plug-in vehicle charging in accordance with the state-of-charge of the battery packs. This would of course require an agreement between the car owners.

More sophisticated and flexible network power flow methods are based on state estimations of the network and can operate extensively in different network states. In [17] a real-time management of low voltage network using DERs controlled by HEMSs is studied. The algorithm, which gives a good view on the requirement of these kinds of systems, works roughly as follows.

First a state estimation of the distribution network is made. The state estimation of radial networks estimates currents and voltages in all phases and all parts of the target network and is based on static network data and the latest real-time measurements received from DMS and AMI. The DNO has the complete model of the distribution network up to the single final LV customer in the network information system. The calculation results of state estimation are compared to the operational limits of network components. If some thresholds are exceeded, the location of the problem is then found, the location of controllable resources capable to solve the problem are looked for and finally the operational commands (e.g. to reduce power flow) are sent to selected network customers. Load-flow algorithm is used to check the validity of control decisions from the electrical engineering viewpoint. The control commands are sent to the network customers with controllable DERs. The control command includes the following information:

- What kind of control is expected (reduction or increase of demand/production).
- When control may be released or will the system also send the release command.
- How much control is needed (total control need is shared among the available and suitable control resources).
- Where the control should be realized (identification of correct control resources).

The location, availability, resource size, etc. information of DERs in network customers’ properties is managed by HEMS. HEMS aggregates the DER information and sends it to the aggregator. The final decision of how the control need of a single HEMS is shared to individual DERs is made by HEMS because the customer may want to prioritize the utilization of resources and the most recent information about DER availability and controllability is in HEMS. The prioritization of DERs might also depend on external factors like outside temperature or predefined conditional situations like plug-in vehicle charging or the presence of high-consumption home appliances such as electrical sauna stove.

In this kind of a system the DNO must be sure that the resources can be used for many years for network management purposes. The system must be reliable enough and its performance must be credible.

C. Customer back-up power

1) Motivation

Today’s way of living is highly dependent on reliable electricity distribution. In recent years, there have been many serious storms in Finland which have caused long lasting outages for a large amount of electricity users. The reliability of electricity distribution is improved all the time, but outages will always be possible at least to some extent.
Plug-in vehicles could be used as a back-up power source during outages. The battery pack would be then used as an energy storage feeding a small network island such as a single household. Also, in the case of a PHEV, the internal combustion engine might also be used to produce electricity from a liquid fuel. The energy capacity of the battery pack is very limited which means that all the energy need of for example a detached house cannot be covered for a long time. However, if the largest loads such as electric heaters and storage water heater were switched off, the sufficiency of the battery capacity would be much higher. If only a very limited amount of loads such as some lighting and maybe cellular phone or laptop charging would be allowed, the battery capacity would offer back-up power capability for a fairly long time. Fig. 6 shows average hourly energies which are measured in 2010 during different types of days of a 1000 random customers with a 3x25 A main fuses in the distribution network of Koillis-Satakunnan Sähkö Inc. The customers of the figure are of different types and also customers with electric heating are included. This simple illustrative example figure shows that with a battery pack from which a few kilo-watt-hours could be used for back-up power purposes, fairly long back-up power capability times could be achieved especially if some of the largest loads were disconnected from the network.

2) Methods

To realize the plug-in vehicle back-up power service, some special equipment and systems would be needed. Fig. 7 illustrates some features of such a system. One requirement is an isolation switch, which is used to disconnect the household or another small network island from the public distribution network. This isolation has to be made because the plug-in vehicle cannot feed other households or customers connected to the public distribution network. Depending on the preferences defined by the user of the back-up power service, it might also be preferable that the electricity connection of the vehicle to the electricity network is three-phased (cf. Fig. 7). Otherwise it would be necessary to connect the loads to be fed to a certain phase. Some load reduction may be necessary to ensure that the power capability of the converter, the line and the energy capability of the battery are sufficient. This requires load disconnection made by HEMS. Assuming that the vehicle works as the only power source (unless there is some sort of small scale power production) during back-up power operation, the feeding equipment has to include all necessary control and protection functions somewhat similar to the ones found in conventional power systems [4]. This comprises voltage control, high enough short circuit current capacity, short circuit protection etc. HEMS and the switching equipment have to include a small battery back-up or other type of back-up power to realize the necessary switching and communication actions during an outage.

The back-up power operation could be automated, but even manually controlled systems can have a significant value during long outages. Automatic operation of the isolation switch and automatic control of the converters of the vehicle are needed. The transfer into back-up power mode could be made with a short interruption or voltage dip, or totally seamlessly. The transfer to back-up power mode after an outage and returning on the basic mode (electricity transfer from distribution network) after the outage could be carried out as follows (cf. also Fig. 7).

1. When an outage is detected in the network by HEMS, the isolation switch has to be opened automatically.
2. After the isolation, necessary load reductions have to be made.
3. “Start back-up power operation” command has to be sent to the converter of the vehicle. Converter starts to feed the loads.
4. When the end of the outage is detected, a “stop back-up power operation” command has to be sent to the vehicle converter.
5. The isolation switch has to be closed.
6. Loads which were disconnected have to be reconnected to the network.

D. Power quality improvement

The importance of power quality issues increases all the time. The significance of good power quality and the amount of the sources of bad power quality increase. Plug-in vehicles could produce a power quality improving service either for an individual network customer or to a DNO. Power quality improvement may mean mitigation of voltage dips, harmonics, flicker and asymmetry in the network.

Using appropriate converter technology in a battery charger, it is possible to adjust the phase specific loading of a three-phase charger to participate in the mitigation of the asymmetry. This could be done based on locally measured voltages of different phases. Chargers would adjust their phase specific loads to mitigate negative sequence component of the voltages. Also, the use of the car converter as an active filter mitigating flicker and harmonics might also be possible. Individual households could use their vehicles to mitigate
voltage dips at their network connection. If a voltage dip occurs, the vehicle could feed energy to the network in order to mitigate the dip.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we have investigated possibilities of plug-in vehicles to produce ancillary services for distribution networks. First, special features of plug-in vehicles as a controllable resource were discussed and then motivation and methods of four different types of ancillary services were discussed. These services are peak load management, network power flow management, customer back-up power and power quality improvement. In the beginning of the plug-in vehicle market penetration many of the ancillary services are not reasonable due to low volume, but when penetration level increases, different ancillary services might become economically attractive.

However, working business models has to be created to realize these kinds of ancillary services. The owners of the vehicles and other controllable resources have to have high enough economic incentives to participate in the ancillary service market. Also, the flexibility and the volume of the resources have to be high enough to be used in ancillary services.

In this paper, the services are only generally overviewed. Deeper investigations with cost analyses, business models and control method developments as well as network simulations and analysis should be made. Also, demonstrations in laboratory environment and pilots in real environment should be carried out.
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SUMMARY

When multiple AC electric vehicle charging stations are planned to be installed in a parking hall or other place, a certain issue always arises. If there are many EVs charging simultaneously using high powers/currents, the total peak powers/currents of the cables feeding the charging station group or in the network connection can rise to an extremely high level which leads to needs for very thick cables and/or large main fuse sizes. From the cost effectiveness point-of-view, this is not desirable. However, the widely respected standardized charging method “mode 3” (defined in IEC 61851-1) enables controlling the maximum charging current of an individual charging station, and a control system controlling the total load of a charging station group can be made. In this paper, corresponding control methods are discussed in general, and an example of a practical and generic control algorithm is presented and simulated in detail. The algorithm can be used also for other load control purposes besides management of the sizes of cables and main fuses. The simulation shows that the algorithm works efficiently and is flexible in different operational situations.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Today’s society is too dependent on oil, and there might be “cheap oil” in the ground less than many people expect [1]. Also, there is a need to reduce the air quality related tail pipe emissions of cars especially in large cities [2]. In addition to these there is also a need to reduce the greenhouse gas emissions of the transportation system in order to participate in the climate change mitigation. Electric vehicles (EVs), both plug-in hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs) and full electric vehicles (full EV), could be used to partly contribute to these challenges. In the last few years almost all car manufacturers have launched some kind of EVs to the market, and it is widely expected that these vehicles will be “permanently” part of the road transportation system at least to some extent. Of course there are still some challenges in the wide penetration of EVs to the road transportation system which has to be tackled [3].

An EV has to be charged using a charging station or at least a socket. The widely respected international standard IEC 61851-1 defines four different charging modes, and in practice three of them are used in commercial electric passenger vehicles today: mode 2, mode 3 and mode 4. In modes 2 and 3, the charger is in the vehicle and AC voltage and current are fed to the car. In mode 4 DC voltage and current are fed directly to the high voltage battery pack of the vehicle.

The first option is to use mode 2 charging. In Europe, this means that the regular “schuko” socket is used in the charging in most of the cases, and there is a so-called in-cable control and protection device (IC-CPD) in the charging cable. IC-CPD includes some safety functionalities such as a residual current device but it also restricts the charging current of the EV charger to a level (typically 6–10 A) which is safer to be used in domestic and other sockets. Typically every commercial EV is delivered to the consumer at least with a mode 2 charging cable.

The second option is to use mode 3 charging. In practice, this mode is preferred and recommended for the everyday use by the car manufacturers and different kinds of regulative and instructive organizations. Mode 3 enables charging currents from one-phase 6 A up to three-phase 63 A. Mode 3 charging includes many sophisticated functionalities, but also a possibility to control the maximum current which the vehicle can draw from the socket. It should be noted that only the maximum current level can be set, and the charger itself decides the actual charging current below the limit. In addition to the normal power conductors, mode 3 sockets also include two additional conductors for control and protection purposes: control pilot (CP) and proximity pilot (PP) conductors. The control of the maximum current is made using an analog pulse width modulated (PWM) voltage signal between the control pilot and earth conductors. The maximum current level can be adjusted between 6A and 63 A, and the charger of the car obeys this limit. For mode 3 there are standardized sockets and plugs which are dedicated to EV charging. These sockets and plugs are standardized in IEC 62196 standard family. In Europe, the de facto standard is “type 2” (“Mennekes”) socket.

The third charging option is mode 4. This means that the off-board charger feeds DC voltage and current directly to the battery pack of the car, and the car controls the charging voltage and current during the charging. When the charger is an off-board one, it is possible to use very high charging powers. Typically mode 4 charging powers have nominal powers up to 50 kW, but there are also 20 kW chargers available. DC charging is very useful in cases where the battery pack of the car is large and one needs to have battery charged within an hour. The charging current of the car can also be restricted with mode 4 charger by the charging station.

When multiple electric vehicle charging stations are planned to be installed in a parking hall or other place, a certain issue always arises. If there are many EVs charging simultaneously using high powers/currents, the total peak powers/currents of the cables feeding the charging station group or in the network connection can rise to an extremely high level which leads to needs for very thick cables and/or large main fuse sizes. From the cost effectiveness point-of-view, this is not desirable. It might be therefore reasonable to control the total currents of a charging station group. This paper focuses on these kinds of systems. In addition to the cable and main fuse optimization, there might also be some other types of needs for such a control system such as electricity contracts with dynamic pricing [4], distribution tariffs with a power based component [5] and ancillary service opportunities [6].
paper, however, focuses on the cable and main fuse optimization incentive. The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, some general basic principles and requirements of an EV charging station group’s load control system are discussed and a practical and generic algorithm is described. In section 3, the results of the algorithm simulation are presented. In section 4, conclusions are made and future work is proposed.

2. LOAD CONTROL SYSTEM

2.1 General aspects and features

EV charging can be controlled at least in two ways: by switching charging on/off (typically the only option for mode 2 charging) or by restricting the mode 3 (or mode 4) charging current as explained in section 1. On/off switching is simple to realize, but it has to be made in such a way that the control does not interfere the charging system of the car. For example, some models of mode 2 charging related in-cable-control-boxes do not necessarily continue charging automatically after they have been switched on after an off-switching period, i.e. a period without any voltage in the charging socket.

A load control system can be made in many ways and with different features and properties. The main structure is, however, illustrated in fig. 1. There is a group of \( N \) charging stations and a load controller unit which controls all of the charging stations in some way to manage the total load of the charging station group. In the figure 1, there is also the total current measurement of the feeder feeding the charging station group. Also, it is possible to measure the phase currents of each of the charging stations and send the data to the controller. In principle, it would be possible to construct a control system where the total currents or the currents of individual charging stations would not be measured at all, but this may lead to an inefficient system.

![Diagram of load control system](image)

Fig. 1. The basic set-up of a load control system of charging station group.

How the electric circuits or feeders are constructed in very large parking and charging areas poses a question of its own. Typically a few charging stations are connected to a single cable and corresponding fuses and many of these kinds of subgroups exist in a parking area. In such cases the peak currents of the subgroups have to be managed separately in addition to the total current. Also, it is reasonable to circulate the phase sequences of three-phase stations and connection phases of one-phase stations in order to avoid "L1 syndrome", i.e. a situation where one of the phases is overloaded and two other phases carry a very low current. The risk might be realized as the commercial cars with one-phase chargers connect typically to the “L1 phase” of the vehicle inlet.

A real load control system should be fast enough to be able to handle all the situations where fast changes happen in a system. If one of the phase currents were to suddenly increase for some reason, the circuit breakers might open or fuses might blow if the load control system is not fast enough. Circuit breakers tolerate some overcurrent for a while, but the length of the overcurrent tolerant time depends on the amount of overcurrent and the protection device.

2.2 The simulated control algorithm

The purpose of the load control system simulated in the paper is to provide the chargers a very high current capacity as seamlessly as possible in every situation so that the total currents would still be
kept below a certain limit. It is assumed that the total current of the feeder and the currents of the individual charging stations are measured in real time and the measurement data is sent to the load controller. The simulated load control algorithm can control chargers using mode 2 and mode 3 charging. In mode 3 charging the pilot wire PWM communication is used to set the maximum current for the vehicle and in case of mode 2 charging is interrupted by disconnecting the charger from the grid. It is also possible to interrupt mode 3 charging using the communication. For mode 3 sockets, one-phase, two-phase or three-phase chargers can be used, and one-phase and two-phase chargers can be connected to any phase of the socket.

In brief, the main idea of the algorithm is as follows. Chargers are allowed to charge whenever needed even with the maximum current of the charging station, but if the total current of any of the feeding phases exceeds a certain predefined limit (the limit can be a parameter which can be changed in accordance of the situation), first restrict the currents of mode 3 chargers if it is possible to decrease the currents of the overloaded phases. If this is not possible or if it does not solve the problem, interrupt the charging of some of the chargers from the relevant phases. The interrupted chargers should be then circulated and alternated so that none of the chargers have to be interrupted for too long. The circulation time is a rigid 10 min.

The algorithm is designed to react to certain events. The essential events are as follows.

1. The current limit is exceeded in some phases.
2. The current capacity is freed in some phases.
3. An EV starts mode 3 charging.

The functions and procedures in the cases of the previous three events are described in more detail in the following flow charts (figures 2–4). The procedures triggered by the events also include some sub processes which are also introduced as flow charts. The flow charts do not describe all the details, but the essential ideas are covered.

Fig. 2. Functions “Current limit exceeded in some phase(s)” and “Current limit is freed in some phase(s)”.
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$\text{Decrease the maximum current values in the relevant phases}$

$\text{Register the charging phase(s)}$

Is there a certain predefined free capacity available in every phase of the charger?

Yes

$\text{SP 1}$

Decrease the maximum current values in the relevant phases

No

No

$\text{SP 2}$

Realize the maximum possible elasticity for the relevant phases

$\text{SP 3}$

Interrupt the charging of sufficient amount of chargers from the relevant phases

$s_{\text{SP 1}}$

$s_{\text{SP 2}}$

$s_{\text{SP 3}}$

The end of the function

$s_{\text{End of the function}}$

Car starts mode 3 charging

The function starts

Set maximum current to 6 A and start charging

Register the charging phase(s)

Is it possible to free the capacity by lowering the max. current values of the other chargers?

Yes

$\text{SP 1}$

Decrease the maximum current values in the relevant phases

No

$\text{SP 2}$

Realize the maximum possible elasticity for the relevant phases

$\text{SP 3}$

Interrupt the charging of sufficient amount of chargers from the relevant phases

$s_{\text{Car starts mode 3 charging}}$

$s_{\text{End of the function}}$

$s_{\text{SP 1}}$

$s_{\text{SP 2}}$

$s_{\text{SP 3}}$

Fig. 3. Functions “Car starts mode 3 charging” and “Decrease the maximum current values in the relevant phases”.

$s_{\text{Fig. 3. Functions “Car starts mode 3 charging” and “Decrease the maximum current values in the relevant phases”.}}$

Subprocess (SP) 2
“Realize the maximum possible elasticity for the relevant phases”

The function starts

\[ i = 1 \]

Is current of the phase \( i \) too high?

No

Yes

\[ j = 1 \]

Is the maximum current parameter of the charger \( j \) above a certain minimum level?

No

Yes

Maximum current of the charger \( j \) is set to the minimum level

\[ j = j + 1 \]

Yes

\[ j \leq N \]

No

\[ i = i + 1 \]

\[ i \leq M ? \]

M is the number of phases

The end of the function

Subprocess (SP) 3
“Interrupt the charging of sufficient amount of chargers from the relevant phases”

The function starts

\[ i = 1 \]

Is the current of the phase \( i \) too high?

No

Yes

Interrupt the charging of sufficient number of chargers in descending order with respect to their latest interruption times

\[ j = j + 1 \]

Yes

\[ j \leq M \]

No

The end of the function

\[ i = i + 1 \]

\[ i \leq M ? \]

M is the number of phases

The end of the function

Fig. 4. Functions “Realize the maximum possible elasticity for the relevant phases” and “Interrupt the charging of a sufficient number of chargers from the relevant phases”.

3. SIMULATIONS AND THEIR RESULTS

3.1 Simulation case

The algorithm was simulated with a realistic use case. In the simulations the charging behaviors of 10 different EVs were modeled. Fig. 5 illustrates the charging station types and ratings of the EV chargers. There were 6 mode 3 charging stations and four Schuko plugs in which EVs were charged. The time in hours when the cars are plugged in to the charging station, the SOC of the battery pack (in red) at the first time of arrival and the decrease in SOC (in blue) in the beginning of the second charging session were illustrated in the figure. The simulations were made in 1 minute long time steps. Some “inter-minute” phenomena were also included in the simulation code, but the results were presented only on a minute level. In fig 14, also the circuit breakers for all of the phases are presented as the current limits.
3.2 Simulation results

Four different simulations are presented in this paper. The simulations differ from each other in the current limit values. Current limits were “no limit”, 50 A, 32 A and 16 A. The results are presented in figures 6–11. From each current limit, two different figures are presented: phase currents and charging current of the cars. Charging currents of the cars are presented only for one phase, and if a charger is a multi-phase one, the same current is drawn from all of the phases.

Fig. 6. Phase currents of the case “no current limit” and with a current limit of 50 A.
Fig. 7. Charging currents of the cars with no current limits and with a current limit of 50 A.

Fig. 8. Phase currents of the case “no current limit” and with a current limit of 32 A.
Fig. 9. Charging currents of the cars with no current limits and with a current limit of 32 A.

Fig. 10. Phase currents of the case “no current limit” and with a current limit of 16 A.
Fig. 11. Charging currents of the cars with no current limits and with a current limit of 16 A.

A few things can be noticed from the simulation results. When there is no current limit, the current of phase L1 rises to a value near 100 A. When a current limit of 50 A is set, some of the cars with mode 3 charging had to decrease their charging currents to keep the total phase currents below the current limit. However, the charging of any of the chargers was not interrupted. When the current limit is decreased to 32 A, the charging currents had to be decreased more and also some charging interruption had to be made. The final 16 A current limit is a sort of an extreme case. As it is allowed that a 16 A current can be taken from the Schuko socket, it is also the lowest possible theoretical current limit in order to make charging possible from all of the charging points. It can be seen that now a lot of charging interruption have to be made to keep the phase currents below 16 A. Also, the charged energies of the EVs do not change except for the EV 4, because it stays at the charging place only roughly two hours.

4. CONCLUSION

In this paper, controlling of an EV charging station group is investigated. A load control algorithm is presented and simulated with a realistic use case. The algorithm is able to control mode 2 and mode 3 chargers, although it is somewhat uncertain whether controlling the mode 2 chargers is reasonable unless it was controlled by communicating directly to the car. It is expected that most of the charging system manufacturers will develop their load control systems for mode 3 charging only. The simulated algorithm seems to be very flexible with respect to different types of charging modes and charging load situations. Also, the mode 3 charging control needed in the system is already implemented in every commercial EV on the market.

The studies of the paper raised some topics for future work. The algorithm could be developed in many ways. If charging stations had information about the states of charge of the battery packs, the algorithm could be made to take that into account. Also, real demonstrations of the algorithms with real charging stations should be made. The possibilities of these kinds of systems realizing different energy related ancillary services should also be studied.
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